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ABSTRACT

Wireless Resource Allocation: Auctions, Games and Optimization

Jianwei Huang

This thesis addresses a problem at the nexus of communication theory, networking,

and economics: how to allocate radio resources efficiently and fairly to support users’

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in wireless communication networks? Through

a unified utility-based framework, we study resource allocation problems in both

centrally controlled and distributed wireless networks, with an emphasis on users

with elastic data traffic.

In the first part of the thesis, we consider downlink scheduling in a centrally

controlled cellular network. We explicitly take type II hybrid ARQ retransmission

schemes into account, which have been proposed for next generation wireless commu-

nication standards. For some important cases, we characterize the optimal scheduling

policies as fixed-priority policies, where the priorities can be explicitly calculated us-

ing an iterative algorithm. In some special cases, the priorities can even be calculated

in closed form. We also show that a simple myopic scheduling policy, called the U ′R

rule, performs very close to the optimal scheduling policy in specific cases.

In the second part of the thesis, we consider resource allocation in spectrum shar-

ing models, which are motived by ongoing worldwide spectrum policy reform to pro-

mote distributed, efficient and in some cases market-based spectrum usage. We study
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two distinct models: the exclusive use model and the commons model. For the exclu-

sive use model, we propose two simple auction mechanisms to allocate power among

competing and selfish secondary users. We give sufficient conditions under which

the auctions lead to socially optimal (efficient) resource allocations, and present an

iterative algorithm which achieves those allocations in a distributed fashion. In the

commons model, we design price-based mechanisms under which users cooperate with

each other in a distributed manner. Both single carrier and multi-carrier networks

are studied, and we use supermodular game theory and duality theory to show the

convergence and study the properties of the proposed algorithms. Finally, we extend

the discussion of the commons model to multi-hop wireless networks, where joint

congestion control, scheduling, routing and power control is discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis addresses a problem at the nexus of communication theory, networking,

and economics: how to allocate radio resources efficiently and fairly to support users’

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in wireless communication networks? On one

hand, radio resources are inherently scare, since all users must communicate using

the common electromagnetic spectrum. A wireless system has limited resources, such

as frequency bands, time slots, orthogonal codes and transmit power, which can be

allocated among competing users. On the other hand, users have been becoming

increasingly sophisticated and demanding services that have a wide range of QoS

requirements for various applications including voice, data and multimedia applica-

tions. Highly efficient and robust resource allocation schemes are essential for the

success of next generation wireless networks.

In this thesis, we consider resource allocation problems in two distinct types of

wireless networks: (a) centrally controlled wireless networks, where a central net-

work controller controls all details of radio resource allocation, and (b) distributively

controlled wireless networks, where the resource allocation decisions are distributed

between the users and the network controller, or in some cases there is no network

1
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controller available and the system is controlled in a completely self-organized way.

A conventional example of centrally controlled wireless networks is the cellular net-

work, where the base stations1 allocate different resources to the users (especially

for downlink transmissions), such as frequency bands in frequency-division multiple

access (FDMA), time slots in time-division multiple access (TDMA), or codewords

in code-division multiple access (CDMA). A more recent example is the network

based on the WiMax technology using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM), where the base station controls the rate, power and subchannel allocations

to each mobile user [WCLM99]. WiMax has been proposed to replace DSL and ca-

ble as a cheaper and more flexible “last mile” technology. Distributively controlled

wireless networks include wireless LANs (WLANs) based on IEEE 802.11 standards

(DCF MAC control), where users try to access the channel at an access point using

contention-based random access protocols. Some aspects of uplink transmissions in

cellular networks may also be distributed, e.g., if mobile users decide their own trans-

mission powers instead of strictly following commands from the base stations. Also,

even when decisions are made by centrally controlled infrastructures, they may still

have a distributed nature, e.g., two base stations could distributively decide on their

power levels.

Another important, emerging network scenario corresponds to spectrum sharing

models, where users access a spectrum resource either subject to some constraints im-

posed by the current licensee (exclusive use model), or follow some technical standards

without explicit interference protection (commons model). The major motivation for

spectrum sharing is more efficient and flexible use of the scarce spectrum resource; in

1More precisely, resource allocatioen decisions may not be made at the base station, but at some
other place in the core network , e.g., a base station controller, that is connected to the base station
via a wireline network.
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this setting a distributed approach is more attractive than a centralized one.

In this thesis, we develop resource allocation schemes for both centralized and de-

centralized networks based on a utility framework, which will be described in Section

1.1. We briefly outline the contributions of this thesis in Section 1.2.

1.1 Utility-Based Resource Allocation

Utility-based approaches have recently been widely adopted for studying resource

allocations in communication systems such as the Internet (e.g., see [She95, Kel97,

KMT98, LL99, PT00, YMR00, KS00, LA02a, LMS05] and the references therein). In

terms of wireless networks, different utility functions have been used to model vari-

ous applications, such as step functions of SINR for voice applications (e.g. [LHJ00,

ZHJ01]), decreasing concave function of delay (e.g. [LBH04]) for delay-tolerant data

traffic, and sigmoidal-like functions2 of SINR that model the probability of trans-

mission success with different modulation schemes (e.g., [SMG02, LMS06]). In this

section, we describe the general resource allocation framework that will be used

throughout this thesis. We focus on the study of delay-tolerant and rate-adaptive

data applications, which can be best described by utilities as in Fig. 1.1.

We assume that there is a set of M = {1, · · · ,M} users in the wireless net-

work. Each user m is associated with a utility function um (xm (t)), which represents

its preferences3 on the resource allocated to it at time t. Here xm (t) denotes the

2A sigmoidal-like function is a partially concave and partially convex function.
3Traditionally in economics, the utility functions represent users’ (consumers’, producers’, etc.)

inherent preferences over the goods in the economy [MCWG95]. When used in engineering, however,
the utility functions may be something engineered to achieve some form of fair resource allocation
(e.g., [KMT98]) via aggregate utility maximization, or be chosen so that some existing algorithms
(such as the TCP protocol) can be interpreted as distributed solutions to an aggregate utility max-
imization problem (e.g., [Chi05]).
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SINR

UtilityUtility Queue Length

Figure 1.1: Examples of utility functions

QoS measurements of user m at time t4, which could involve quantities such as the

queue length, queueing delay, allocated bandwidth, data rate, power, or signal-to-

interference plus noise ratio (SINR). The function um (xm (t)) could be either positive

or negative, depending on the specific meanings of xm (t). Consider a user with elastic

data traffic [She95] as an example. If xm (t) represents the queue length of a user’s

packets accumulated at the base station, then um (xm (t)) might be a strictly decreas-

ing and concave function, which represents the user’s growing impatience with an

increasing queue length (see Chapter 3). On the other hand, if xm (t) represents the

received SINR, then um (xm (t)) might be a increasing and strictly concave function

representing the decreasing additional benefits with increasing SINR (see Chapters 5

and 6). Both examples are shown in Fig. 1.1.

A wireless network is typically associated with a dynamically changing environ-

ment, in terms of both the radio environment (such as the channel gains and user

locations) and the users’ QoS measurements (such as the queue length and accumu-

4In general, x (t) could either be a scalar or a vector x (t) .
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lated throughput). From the network’s point-of-view, we are interested in finding

a resource allocation ω, both across users and across time, within the resource con-

straint set W , which maximizes the long term expected aggregated utility. This can

be represented as the solution to the problem

max
ω∈W

lim
T→∞

1

T
Eω

∫ T

0

∑

m∈M

um (xm (t)) dt. (P1)

The solution to Problem P1 is called the socially optimal solution. If the radio envi-

ronment is static, the available resources are static (e.g., a fixed maximum transmit

power constraint at the base station), and the users’ QoS measurements xm (t) are

independent of time (e.g. a user’s SINR), then Problem P1 can be written as

max
ω∈W

∑

m∈M

um (xm) , (P2)

without the time index t.

A weaker concept of optimality is the Pareto optimality, where the resources are

allocated in such a way that no user can improve his utility without decreasing another

user’s utility. In other words, no resource is wasted at a Pareto optimal solution.

A socially optimal solution is Pareto optimal, but the reverse is not always true.

For example, if each um (xm) is increasing and strictly concave in xm, and W =
{
x |

∑
m∈M xm ≤ X

}
, then any ω ∈ W that achieves

∑
m∈M xm = X is Pareto

optimal, but there is only one socially optimal solution.

Other metrics of resource allocation that have been studied include various defini-

tions of “fair” allocations, such as proportional fair allocation [KMT98] and weighted

max-min fair allocation [HBH05]. In the latter case, there exists a set of weights

{wm}m∈M such that for each user m ∈ M, the allocation xm cannot be increased

without decreasing some xj where xj/wj ≤ xm/wm. We want to emphasize that
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achieving a fair allocation and achieving a socially optimal allocation do not always

conflict with each other, since sometimes both objectives can be achieved by choosing

the appropriate utility functions (e.g., [KMT98,MW00]).

Using a utility-based framework, we can study resource allocation problems in a

network with heterogeneous applications (i.e., requiring different utility functions),

compare the performance of different allocation schemes (e.g., how far they are from

the socially optimal solution), and examine the trade-off between social optimality

and other performance objectives.

1.2 Outline and Contributions

This thesis is divided into two main parts. We outline our contributions in each part.

In Part I, we consider resource allocation in centrally controlled communication

networks, and focus on downlink scheduling with retransmissions and packet combin-

ing.

In Chapter 2, we review the basic concepts and terminology of stochastic schedul-

ing. We discuss in detail existing scheduling models when there are either no ran-

dom arrivals to the system (draining model) or there are random arrivals during the

scheduling. We then review the literature on scheduling in wireless networks and

explain the challenges in scheduling with retransmissions and packet combining (e.g.,

with type II hybrid Automatic-repeat-request (ARQ)).

In Chapter 3, we consider a model for downlink wireless scheduling, which takes

into account both user channel conditions and type II hybrid ARQ. Quality of Service

requirements for each user are represented by a utility function (or, equivalently, a cost

function), which is a decreasing (increasing) function of queue length. The objective is
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to find a scheduling rule that maximizes the average utility over time. By relating our

problem to the stochastic scheduling framework developed by Klimov [Kli74], we show

that the optimal schedulers are specified by fixed priority rules in two interesting cases.

The priority indices can be explicitly computed, and simple closed-form expressions

can be found when utilities are linear functions. We also show that a simple myopic

scheduling policy, called the U ′R rule, performs very close to the optimal scheduling

policy in specific cases. This work is the first to our knowledge that studies the

optimal scheduling policies taking explicit account of a type II hybrid ARQ protocol.

In Part II, we consider resource allocation in distributively controlled communi-

cation networks, with an emphasis on spectrum sharing models.

In Chapter 4, we first review the current spectrum control policy in the US and

outline several new spectrum sharing models that are being considered. We also

give a brief introduction to game theory, auction design and pricing theory, with an

emphasis on models that will be used in Chapters 5 and 6. An extensive review of

the related literature is given throughout the chapter.

In Chapter 5, we study spectrum sharing in the exclusive use model. Specifi-

cally, we consider a scenario where a spectrum manager allocates spectrum usage

(transmission power) subject to a constraint on the received power at a measurement

point. We propose two auction mechanisms for allocating the constrained resource

(the received power at a measurement point). The SINR auction implements a QoS-

oriented pricing scheme, which charges users based on their received SINRs. This

leads to a resource allocation that is weighted max-min fair among users with respect

to their utility functions. The power auction implements an interference-oriented

pricing scheme, which charges users based on the interference they generate at the

measurement point. The resulting resource allocation is socially optimal under cer-
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tain conditions. Both auction mechanisms are shown to be socially optimal for a

limiting “large system”. An iterative and distributed bid updating algorithm is also

proposed. Conditions are given for when this globally converges to the stable solution

of the auction. This is the first work in literature we aware of that designs auction

mechanisms for spectrum sharing settings.

In Chapter 6, we consider spectrum sharing in the commons model. The network

is totally distributed with no central control, and each user has his own transmission

power constraint. We propose a distributed power control scheme for this network,

where each user announces a price that reflects its marginal utility loss due to in-

terference. We present an asynchronous distributed algorithm for updating power

levels and prices. By relating this algorithm to the myopic best response updates in a

“fictitious game”, we are able to characterize convergence using supermodular game

theory. Extensions of this algorithm to a multi-channel network are also presented, in

which users can allocate their power across multiple frequency bands. The originality

of this work lies in the fact that we have designed a completely distributed pricing and

power control scheme, and show that under mild conditions the algorithm converges

very fast to the socially optimal solution. Moreover, the extensions to the multicarrier

network are shown to significantly improve the performance over existing algorithms.

In Chapter 7, we consider joint congestion control, scheduling and power con-

trol in multi-hop wireless networks. We first consider joint rate and power control

problem in simple relay networks. For a network with three nodes (source, relay and

destination), we show that optimizing the total utility can be transformed into is a

concave maximization problem over a compact convex set under the assumptions of

high SINR regime transmissions. We then propose a dual-based distributed algorithm

that globally and geometrically converges to the unique global optimal solution. Next,
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we consider the joint congestion control, scheduling and power control problem in the

general multiple-hop wireless networks with an arbitrary topology. The problem can

be decomposed into two subproblems by dual relaxation, where the congestion con-

trol subproblem is solved by the source users and the joint scheduling and power

control problem is be solved by all the nodes in the network. Different from many

simplified models in the literature, we consider a case where the link capacities are

highly coupled with the global power assignment, due to both interference as well as

half-duplexing constraints which prohibit a node from simultaneous transmitting and

receiving. We propose three heuristic joint scheduling and power control (JSP) algo-

rithms: two matching algorithms and a unified algorithm. For the network models

that we simulate, all three algorithms achieve similar convergence and performance,

which is close to the performance of an offline centralized exhaustive search algorithm.

The achieved performance is also much better than a random scheduling and power

control algorithm proposed in the literature.

The conclusion of this thesis, Chapter 8, discusses open issues and further research

directions.



Part I

Resource Allocation in Centrally
Controlled Communication

Networks

10
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In a centrally controlled wireless network, a network controller (e.g., base station)

controls all the resources in the network. The typical objective of the resource allo-

cation in this context is to achieve a socially optimal solution in a network-centric

way. There are many aspects of resource allocation occurring at different layers of

the network, including admission control, packet scheduling, load control, power con-

trol, handover control, etc. In this Part, we will focus on the problem of downlink

scheduling in wireless networks with retransmissions and packet combining. We will

review the background and related literature on stochastic scheduling in Chapter 2,

with an emphasis on scheduling in wireless networks. Background of type II hybrid

ARQ will also be discussed. We will then propose a suite of optimal scheduling

policies in Chapter 3, based on the stochastic scheduling framework developed by

Klimov [Kli74].



Chapter 2

Scheduling in Communication
Networks

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we briefly review terminologies

and literature for stochastic scheduling. In Section 2.2 we review the literature on

scheduling in wireless networks. Background on type II hybrid ARQ will be discussed

in Section 2.3.

2.1 Stochastic Scheduling

Stochastic scheduling is used to allocate resources in a system where there is not

enough service capacity to process some jobs (usually with some random features)

simultaneously. In a TDMA-based wireless network, for example, only one packet

can be transmitted in each time slot, so the scheduler at the base station should

schedule the order of packet transmissions to meet different users’ QoS requirements.

In the following discussion, we use jobs to denote the work to be done (e.g., packets

to be transmitted) and server to denote the entity that performs the work (e.g., the

transmitter at the base station). A typical goal of stochastic scheduling is to find an

12
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optimal policy (rule of service) to maximize the total system performance (e.g., the

total reward from processing the jobs), or equivalently, minimizes the system cost

(such as the waiting time cost and processing cost). In this thesis, we want to find a

scheduling policy to maximize the system (long term average) aggregate utility.

The following definitions related to scheduling policies are useful: Nonidling (or

work-conserving) means that the server is not idle as long as the system is not empty.

Nonpreemptive means that the processing of a job is not interrupted before it is

completed. Preemptive means that the processing of a job can be interrupted before

it is completed, and the process can be resumed later. Nonanticipative means that

scheduling decisions are not based on future information (i.e., decisions are causal).

Two policies that receive the most attention are fixed-priority and alternating-priority

policies. Under a fixed-priority policy, at each decision epoch, the server serves the

job in the system with the highest priority, then switches to another job (again using

the same policy) at the service completion of the current job (under a nonpreemptive

policy) or when a new job with higher priority enters the system (under a preemptive

policy). The assignment of priority is usually done through an index calculation: an

index is computed for each job type (possibly depending on its current state, but not

on that of others), and at each decision epoch jobs of higher index are assigned higher

service priorities. Thus a fixed-priority policy is sometimes also called a priority-index

rule. Under an alternating-priority policy, each queue in the system has the highest

priority in turn. A typical alternating-priority policy is a cyclic polling rule, that is,

at the beginning of a cycle, the server decides on the order of serving all the queues in

the systems, visits them in this order, then decides on a new order of visiting for the

next cycle and follows it. For the case where the order is fixed for every cycle, it is

called a round-robin policy. For a more comprehensive review of stochastic scheduling
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terminologies and applications, we refer the reader to [NM01]

Depending on whether there are random arrivals to the system during scheduling,

the stochastic scheduling problems can be divided into two classes: (a) draining

scheduling models and (b) scheduling models with random arrivals. In (a) scheduling

is performed on jobs already in the system, possibly with some random features such

as random processing time. The server(s) want to drain the system to achieve some

system objective. In (b) the optimal policies have to take into account the current

jobs in the system as well as the random arrivals.

2.1.1 Draining Scheduling Models

Pioneering work on draining scheduling models is reported by Smith [Smi56], where

he studies the problem of how to minimize the total weighted flowtime (waiting time

in the queue plus service time) of a bunch of jobs with deterministic service times in a

single-server system. An important application for this model is the decision process

of a hospital for admitting disaster victims into its surgery room. It was shown

that the Shortest Weighted Processing Time rule (a priority-index policy) is optimal.

The stochastic counterparts of this problem (i.e., service times are random) with

nonpreemptive and preemptive policies have been studied, respectively, in [Rot66]

and [Sev74], and priority-index rules are again shown to be optimal.

If we allow jobs to stay in the system after they are processed and have the

freedom to change their attributes after each service epoch, then this corresponds

to the restless bandit problem [BNM00]. This is formulated as follows: consider a

set ofM = {1, · · · ,M} random processes (so-called “bandit processes”), where each

process is a semi-Markov process with a finite state space. At each discrete time

epoch t = 0, 1, ..., a subset of N bandit processes are selected to be “active” and all
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the others are “passive”. During each time epoch, an active (passive, respectively)

reward is collected from each active (passive, respectively) bandit process depending

on its current state. The total reward is discounted in time by a factor β between 0

and 1. Meanwhile the state of each bandit process changes in a Markovian fashion,

with a transition probability depending on whether it is active or passive. At the next

discrete-time epoch we are free to schedule a subset of the M bandit processes to be

“active” and all others to be “passive”. The goal is to find a scheduling policy to

maximize the total expected discounted reward over an infinite horizon, and compute

its optimal value.

Although the restless bandit problem is a draining problem, it could model a

queueing system where there are extraneous random arrivals. Consider the case where

the bandit processes correspond to queues with packets for different users at a base

station. The states of the processes correspond to the queue lengths. During each

time slot, setting a subset of the queues active means scheduling the corresponding

users (i.e., sending the packets to the corresponding receivers). The lengths of these

active queues in the next time slot depend on the random arrivals of packets during

the current time slot and the decoding results of the transmitted packets (assuming

a packet needs to be retransmitted if it is not decoded successfully). For all other

passive queues that are not scheduled, the queue lengths change only according to

the random arrivals.

A special case of the restless bandit problem is called the multi-armed bandit

model, in which we let N = 1, and prevent the passive processes from changing

states. The optimal scheduling policy is given by the well known Gittins priority-

index rule [GJ74]: an index γj is computed (in a finite number of steps) for each

bandit process state j, and the rule selects at each time epoch a process with the
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highest current index. There have been numerous papers showing the optimality of

Gittins rules using different techniques (see [Tsi94] and the citations therein).

The general formulation of our problem in Chapter 3 can be related to a restless

bandit problem, for which finding an optimal policy is still an open problem. Linear

programming relaxation/partial conservation laws have been used to characterize

some heuristic indexing rules and their performance bounds. See [BNM00] for related

work on this.

2.1.2 Scheduling Models with Random Arrivals

For systems with random arrivals, the optimal policy will depend on the arrival

process. In this thesis, we focus on a special queue control model called a polling

system, in which one server is responsible for scheduling several parallel queues.

One of the simplest models in this class is a polling system with a set of M

parallel infinite-buffer queues. The goal is to minimize the time average weighted

sum of queue lengths. The weight factor of each queue is some positive constant ci ,

i ∈M. The service time of each queue is exponentially distributed with parameter µi.

Cox and Smith [CS61] showed that the optimal scheduling rule is the cµ rule, that is,

the priorities of the queues are ordered by the values ciµi, i ∈M. Many extensions of

this model have been studied, and cµ or similar rules have been proved to be optimal.

See [Nai89] for the case of continuous-time, discounted cost and partial feedback,

[Ser91] for the case when scheduling and flow control are optimized simultaneously,

and [Van95,MS04] for optimality of generalized cµ rule in heavy traffic environments.

An important extension of the cµ rule was introduced by Klimov [Kli74] for multiclass

M/G/1 systems with feedback, and serves as the basis for our analysis in Chapter 3.

Tcha and Pliska [TP77] studied a similar problem as [Kli74] with extensions to the
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discounted case with preemptive and nonpreemtive service disciplines.

Most of the scheduling literature developed in the context of manufacturing as-

sumes that every job is successfully processed once it is scheduled. For the commu-

nications applications, this might be more appropriate for wireline communications

with reliable channel conditions. However, for wireless communications this assump-

tion is not valid due to the burstness of channel errors and location-dependent channel

conditions. Next we will review the current literature on wireless scheduling, and ex-

plain how our work is different due to our consideration of type II hybrid ARQ while

making scheduling decisions.

2.2 Scheduling in Wireless Networks

The impairments of the wireless channel introduce new challenges to the scheduling

problem. First, the bursty nature of the channel errors may lead to unsuccessful

packet decoding at the receiver, thus a retransmission is necessary if the application

is error-sensitive (such as file transfer). Secondly, the channels are location-dependent,

thus the same downlink channel could be very different across different mobile users.

This provides multiuser diversity [KH95,GT02], which a scheduler can exploit in a

time-varying environment, but may lead to an unfair allocation in a low-mobility

environment, where a user is with a bad channel for a relatively long time. The

scheduler in a wireless network thus must balance the tradeoff between “channel-

aware” scheduling and the QoS requirements of individual users.

A common stochastic model for wireless channels is a random on-off model that

may not be always available to be transmitted on (on-off channels) [CH93,TP95,TE93,

AJ02], and the connectivity across users could be synchronous [TE93] or asynchronous
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[CH93,TP95]. The theory of queueing with vacations can then be applied to study

the scheduling problem and techniques such as heavy traffic approximation (e.g.,

[BK02b,AJ02]) and stochastic stability theory [BK04] are used. The typical objectives

are maximization of the total throughput or minimization of some total cost.

Another body of research focus on implementing wireless fair scheduling based on

scheduling policies developed for the wireline network such as Weighted Fair Queue-

ing (WFQ) [DKS89, PG93] and Start-time Fair Queueing (STFQ) [GVC96]. Most

scheduling models include three important parts [NLB99, FL02]: (a) An error-free

service model which defines an ideal fair service model assuming no channel errors.

(b) A lead and lag model for wireless service, determining which flows are leading

and which are lagging compared with the error-free service model. (c) A compensa-

tion model, which tries to compensate the lagging flows at the expense of the leading

flows for fairness. Representative algorithms include the Channel State Dependent

Packet Scheduling algorithm (CSDPS) [BBKT96], Idealized Wireless Fair Queueing

algorithm (IWFQ) [LBS97], Wireless Fair Scheduling algorithm (WFS) [LNB98] and

Server Based Fairness algorithm (SBFA) [RA98].

Other related work on scheduling in wireless networks can be found in [BLN99,

AKR+01, AKR+04, ABLS01a, SS01, SS02c, SS02a, LCS01, LK03, LZ], and scheduling

based on a utility framework can be found in [AS02,LBH03,BLH02,GNB01b,GNB01a,

FR03a] and the references therein.

In the previous wireless scheduling literature, authors deal with channel errors

in different ways: (a) The channels are on-off channels, which means they are ei-

ther error-free or cannot be used. In that case there are no retransmissions. (b) A

transmitter retransmits the entire original packet after decoding failure, and the cor-

responding receiver tries to decode the packet based only on the latest transmission.
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This is true for standard ARQ or type I hybrid ARQ where the receiver discards a

packet after decoding failure. But this independent decoding assumption is not valid

in a type II hybrid ARQ scheme, which is explained next.

2.3 Scheduling with Type II Hybrid ARQ

In a type II hybrid ARQ scheme, the receiver has the ability to jointly decode a re-

cently received packet with previously received versions of the same packet to improve

the likelihood of decoding success [LC83]. For example, in the EDGE system [GSM],

the transmitter encodes the message (a finite number of information bits) into a code-

word of finite length and transmits a portion (burst) of the codeword to the receiver.

The receiver attempts to decode the message after receiving the first transmission.

If the decoding fails, the receiver requests another portion of the codeword from the

transmitter, and jointly decodes the message by combining the portions received from

different transmissions. This process continues until decoding succeeds.

Type II hybrid ARQ schemes have generated considerable interest in recent years

[TVPH03,BC02,DKN01,CT01, She02]. Reliability-based type II ARQ scheme have

been introduced in [TVPH03] and [She02]. In that work, the reliability of the received

message is computed as the average magnitude of the log-likelihood ratios of the

information bits over the packet, and is used to determine the probability of decoding

success. This measure of reliability has been used in [LH01], and can be computed

by a MAP decoder as described in [BCJR74]. Tripathi et al. in [TVPH03] used

simulation to determine the relationship between the probability of decoding failure

and the total number of transmitted bits under different channel conditions. In

contrast to [TVPH03] and [She02], here we assume that each retransmission has
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the same size and contains a fixed amount of redundancy (e.g. number of coded

bits) per unit of information. We model the decoding failure probability of each

retransmission as a function of the number of transmissions (corresponding to the

amount of accumulated redundancy received [VTH03]) and the channel. We still use

the term “packet” to denote the amount of bits transmitted during one transmission;

this is equivalent to the concept of a “burst” in the EDGE system.



Chapter 3

Wireless Scheduling with Hybrid
ARQ

Scheduling in wireless networks has received considerable attention as a means for

providing high speed data services to mobile users. A basic feature in wireless set-

tings is that the channel quality varies across the user population due to differences in

path-loss, as well as fading effects. Knowledge of each user’s channel quality can be ex-

ploited when making scheduling decisions. A variety of such “channel aware” schedul-

ing approaches have been studied recently (e.g., [Tse99, LCS01,AKR+01,ABLS01b,

TE93,BBKT96]), and have been incorporated into recent wireless standards.

In this chapter, we study scheduling in a wireless network taking into account

packet retransmissions. Link layer retransmissions are essential for providing reliabil-

ity over error prone wireless links. Traditionally, this is accomplished via a standard

ARQ (automatic repeat request) protocol, where, if a packet cannot be decoded it

is discarded and retransmitted again. Most of the prior work on wireless scheduling

either does not consider retransmissions or considers this standard ARQ approach

(e.g., [SS02b]). Here, we are interested in hybrid ARQ schemes [LC83], where the

receiver combines all transmissions of a packet to improve the likelihood of decoding

21
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success. A variety of hybrid ARQ techniques have been proposed including diver-

sity combining [BCF01], other “code combining” techniques [Cha85], and incremen-

tal redundancy, based on code puncturing [Hag85]. Some recent work in this area

includes [TVPH03, DKN01, CT01, VTH03]. Techniques based on hybrid ARQ are

an integral part of many recent wireless standards, such as the GSM EDGE sys-

tem [GSM]. For our purposes, the key characteristic of these approaches is that each

transmission attempt increases the probability of decoding success. The dependance

of the probability of decoding success on the number of transmission attempts will

vary among the users, depending on their channel conditions. We develop scheduling

rules that take this into account.

A goal of any wireless scheduling scheme is to balance the users’ Quality of Service

(QoS) requirements. Here we represent each user’s QoS requirements via a holding

cost that is an increasing function of the user’s queue length (or equivalently, a “util-

ity” function that is decreasing with the queue length). Our goal is to schedule

transmissions to minimize the overall cost. Varying each user’s cost function enables

the system to trade off fairness for throughput, and provides a general framework for

scheduling heterogeneous traffic requests. Prior work on scheduling, which assumes

a linear or quadratic cost function that depends on the packet delay, is presented

in [KF67, Nel90, BS85, NA79]. Arbitrary increasing delay cost functions have been

studied in [BS85,NA79,FN95,Van95,SA02]. For general cost functions, most authors

have focused on developing bounds or heuristic policies. However, in [Van95,SA02], a

generalized cµ rule is shown to be optimal for general convex delay cost in the heavy

traffic regime. Here, we consider cost functions that depend on the queue length,

instead of the delay of the individual packet. From Little’s Law [BG92], this cost

function reflects the average delay of the user’s packet with stationary traffic.
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We assume a slow fading environment, which highlights the tradeoff between

scheduling efficiency and fairness. This tradeoff can be controlled by the choice of

cost function. We remark that our analysis also applies to a fast fading environment

in which the sequence of channel states for each user, indexed by scheduling slots,

is i.i.d., and scheduler decisions are based on the first-order distribution of channel

states. (Of course, this channel model is only reasonable when the channel appears

ergodic over the time-scale of scheduling.)

Given a set of user cost functions and Poisson packet arrivals, determination of

the optimal scheduler with hybrid ARQ can be formulated as a Markov decision

process and solved via dynamic programming. In general, the solution is complicated

and provides little guidance for designing a practical scheduler. To gain insight, we

therefore consider two special scenarios of practical interest: (i) linear cost functions

with Poisson packet arrivals (linear Poisson arrival (LPA) scheduling problem), and

(ii) general nonlinear increasing convex costs with no new arrivals (draining convex

(DC) scheduling problem). In both cases our goal is to schedule transmissions to

minimize the average cost per packet. Linear cost functions can take into account rel-

ative priorities by assigning different weights to the different queues.1 (If the weights

are the same, then the performance metric becomes total throughput.) Nonlinear

cost functions include linear cost functions with a cost that is independent of the

number of retransmissions as a special case, and can capture different types of delay

requirements such as deadlines.

We show that both scheduling problems can be transformed into special cases of

a classic scheduling problem solved by Klimov [Kli74]. As a consequence, the optimal

1In our case, linear cost implies a weighted combination of queue length and number of retrans-
missions for the Head of Line packet.
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schedulers for the transformed system in both scenarios are specified by fixed priority

rules. We can then map the priority rules back to get the optimal scheduling policy

for the original problem. These priorities can be explicitly computed, and for the

LPA problem, are given by simple closed-form expressions. Casting the DC problem

into the Klimov framework requires a more complicated transformation. Applying

Klimov’s results gives an iterative algorithm for computing the priority indices. We

show that the optimal policy never interrupts retransmissions of a packet in order to

transmit another packet. We also formulate the DC problem as a Markov decision

process, and show that the priority increases with queue length.

Finally, we consider a simple myopic scheduling policy called the U ′R rule, which

takes both the channel condition and cost function into consideration [LBH03]. We

give scenarios for which the U ′R rule performs close to the optimal policy. We also give

a numerical comparison of the performance of the optimal rule with other heuristic

policies.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.1 we describe the system

model, and we briefly review the Klimov scheduling model [Kli74] in Sect. 3.2. Solu-

tions to the LPA and DC problems are presented in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

Sect. 3.5 presents some numerical examples, and conclusions are presented in Sect.

3.6.

3.1 System Model

We consider a set of M = {1, · · · ,M} mobile users served by a single base station

or access point. Our focus is on downlink traffic (from the base station to the users).

As shown in Fig. 3.1, packets for each user arrive at the base station according
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Figure 3.1: System Model

to independent random processes, and are accumulated in M queues until they are

served. The base station transmits to one user at a time in slots of fixed durations. In

each slot, a scheduler decides which packet to transmit. We assume that the scheduler

is restricted to choosing a Head of Line (HoL) packet from one of the queues.

When the receiver is unable to decode a transmission successfully, the packet stays

at the HoL, and is retransmitted until it is decoded successfully. We ignore feedback

delay, i.e., the packet becomes immediately available for retransmission after decoding

failure [CT01]. This approximates the case when the feedback delay is small compared

to the transmission time of a packet. Given that a packet for user m has not been

successfully decoded in rm transmission attempts, let gm (rm) denote the probability

of decoding failure for the next transmission. This depends on the specific hybrid

ARQ scheme, and on user m’s channel conditions. We assume that gm (·) is time-

invariant. This is reasonable in a slow fading environment, where each user’s channel

is constant over the time-scale of interest. An empirical method to estimate gm (·)

in this case is presented in [TVPH03]. We remark that a time-invariant gm (·) also
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applies to the fast fading situation in which the sequence of channel states over slots

for each user is i.i.d. In that case, gm (·) is averaged over the first-order channel

distribution.

We also assume that gm (·) is nonincreasing in the number of transmission attempts

rm, i.e., gm (rm) ≥ gm (r′m) for all rm ≤ r′m. This will be satisfied by any reasonable

hybrid ARQ approach. To simplify our analysis, we assume that there is a maximum

number of transmission attempts rmax
m for user m, and that gm(rmax

m ) = 0, i.e., a

packet is always successfully decoded after rmax
m + 1 transmissions2. Note that the

special case gm (rm) = gm (0) for all rm models standard ARQ.

Let Am (n) denote the arrivals for user m during the nth slot, which is independent

of the arrivals for the other users. Let s(n) =
(
rHoL
m (n), xm(n)

)M
m=1

be the state vector

at the nth decision epoch (i.e., the start of the nth time-slot), where rHoL
m (n) ∈

{0, 1, ..., rmax
m } is the number of transmission attempts for the mth HoL packet, and

xm(n) ∈ {0, 1, ...} is the queue length for user m.

Given s (n), the scheduler must determine which HoL packet should be transmit-

ted in the nth slot. A scheduling policy π is defined to be a mapping from each state

vector to an index in {0, 1, ...,M}. If π (s (n)) = m ∈ M, the scheduler transmits

the HoL packet of queue m; if π (s (n)) = 0, the scheduler idles and no packet is

transmitted. Given a policy π, the state s (n) evolves according to

rHoL
m (n + 1) =





0, π (s (n)) = m and success

rHoL
m (n) + 1, π (s (n)) = m and failure

rHoL
m (n), π (s (n)) 6= m,

(3.1)

2Equivalently, after the last transmission attempt the packet is dropped; the cost function can
be modified to reflect a penalty for this occurrence.
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and

xm(n + 1) =

{
xm (n) + Am (n)− 1, π (s (n)) = m and success

xm(n) + Am(n), otherwise.
(3.2)

Here “success” and “failure” refer to the decoding outcome for the given transmission.

We restrict ourselves to the set of feasible policies Π, which contains all nonidling,

nonpreemptive, nonanticipative, and stationary policies.

Each user m has cost function um(xm(n), rHoL
m (n)) associated with the start of

the nth slot.3 This cost function is increasing and convex in xm(n), i.e., for x1 > x2,

um (x1, y) > um (x2, y) ,

and
∂um (x, y)

∂x
|x=x1 >

∂um (x, y)

∂x
|x=x2 ,

assuming um(xm(n), rHoL
m (n)) is differentiable at xm(n) = x1 and xm(n) = x2. We

assume that um(0, 0) = 0, i.e., there is no holding cost for an empty queue. Different

cost functions reflect different QoS requirements or priorities for the users.

We consider two scenarios. In the LPA problem, to be discussed in Section 3.3,

packets arrive to the queues according to independent Poisson processes with rates

λm, m ∈M. The cost function for user m is linear 4, and is given by

um(xm (n) , rHoL
m (n)) =

{
cm,0 (xm (n)− 1) + cm,rHoL

m (n) , xm (n) > 0
0 , xm (n) = 0

, (3.3)

where cm,rm
is the holding cost rate (cost per unit time per packet) for a packet of

user m with rm transmission attempts. For all m

0 ≤ cm,rm
≤ cm,r′m , rm < r′m, (3.4)

3In this chapter we use um to denote cost function of user m, which is actually the negative value
of the utility function as defined in Section 1.1.

4More precisely, this is a linear affine cost function, because of the additive constant associated
with the HoL packet.
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which means the more transmission attempts, the higher the holding cost. The LPA

problem is to find π ∈ Π that minimizes the long-term average expected cost

JLPA = lim
τ→∞

1

τ
Eπ

[
τ∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

um(xm(n), rHoL
m (n))

]
. (3.5)

In the second scenario, discussed in Sect. 3.4, we consider a draining problem with

no new arrivals (i.e., Am (n) = 0 for all m and n). In this case we allow the cost to

be an arbitrary increasing convex function of the queue length, and independent of

the number of transmission attempts, i.e., um

(
xm (n) , rHoL

m (n)
)

= um(xm(n)). We

refer to this as the Draining Convex (DC) problem. Given an initial batch of packets

(x1 (1) , ..., xM (1)), the goal is to find π ∈ Π, which minimizes the total expected

draining cost, i.e.,

JDC = Eπ

[
∞∑

n=1

M∑

m=1

um(xm(n))

]
. (3.6)

This can also be interpreted as a model for a system with correlated batch arrivals

[JS00], where the inter-arrival time is long enough to finish each batch before the

arrival of a new batch. (An example application is simultaneous downloads to multiple

users.)

The need to track the number of transmission attempts of every HoL packet com-

plicates the scheduling. Our analysis is based on the Klimov model [Kli74], described

next.

3.2 Klimov Model

The Klimov model [Kli74] has a single non-preemptive server, which is allocated to the

jobs in a network of a set of K = {1, · · · , K}M/G/1 queues. Jobs arrive according to

a Poisson process with rate λ, and are assigned to queue k with probability pk, where
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∑K
k=1 pk = 1. The service time for a job at queue k ∈ K has distribution function

Bk(x), and finite mean bk. After service completion at queue k, a job enters queue

j ∈ K with probability pkj, or leaves the system with the probability 1 −
∑K

j=1 pkj .

The transition matrix P = [pkj, k, j ∈ K] is such that every job eventually leaves

the system, i.e., limn→∞ P n = 0. The arrival rate is assumed to not exceed the

processing capacity of the system, i.e., λp(I − P )−1b < 1, where p = (p1, ..., pK) and

b = (b1, ..., bK)′ 5.

The objective is to find a feasible scheduling policy π that minimizes a linear

combination of the time-averaged number of jobs at each queue,

JKM = lim
τ→∞

1

τ
Eπ

[∫ τ

0

K∑
k=1

ckxk(t)dt

]
, (3.7)

where xk (t) is the number of jobs in queue k at time t and ck ≥ 0 is a (linear) holding

cost rate for queue k.

The optimal scheduling policy is a fixed-priority rule [Kli74]. This means that a

time-invariant priority index can be calculated for each queue, which is independent

of the arrival process and queue lengths. At each decision epoch, the server serves a

job from the nonempty queue with the highest priority.

The optimal priority indices can be calculated via an iterative algorithm [Kli74],

which starts from the set of queues K and selects the lowest priority queue at each

iteration. Given a subset of queues L ⊂ K, the priority for queue k ∈ L is determined

by CL
k /TL

k , where CL
k is the equivalent holding cost rate, and TL

k is the average total

service time (not including waiting time) for a job in queue k (i.e., until it exits from

5(x)
′
denotes the transpose of x.
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L). Since the service times are independent, for each k ∈ L,

TL
k =

∑

j∈L

pkjT
L
j + bk. (3.8)

The optimal priority indices are computed by the following Klimov algorithm:

1. Initialization: LK = K, CLK

j = cj for all j ∈ LK , k = K.

2. Find a queue αk with lowest priority, i.e.,

αk = arg min
j∈Lk

{
CLk

j

TLk

j

}
, (3.9)

with ties broken arbitrarily.

3. Lk−1 = Lk−{αk}

4. If Lk−1 = φ (null set), then stop. Otherwise, for each j ∈ Lk−1, compute

C
Lk−1

j = TLk

j

[
CLk

j

TLk

j

−
CLk

αk

TLk
αk

]
. (3.10)

Decrement k and go to step 2.

In this way, the queues are ordered in descending priorities, α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αK ,

where (α1, α2, ..., αK) is a permutation of queue indices (1, 2, ..., K). The optimal

policy π always assigns the server to the nonempty queue αk with the smallest index

k. Moreover, this scheduler minimizes the total holding cost for each busy period of

the system, starting from any initial state [NTW89].

When discussing the DC problem, we consider a variation of the Klimov model,

which we call the Draining Klimov model. In this case the goal is to find a policy,

which minimizes the total expected holding cost for a batch of packets initially in the
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system with no new arrivals. The priority rule specified by the Klimov algorithm is

also optimal for the draining model, since the scheduler minimizes the total holding

cost of each busy period. In other words, the draining problem can be viewed as a

special busy period with no further arrivals.

3.3 The LPA Scheduling Problem

In this section we reformulate the LPA scheduling problem as a special case of

Klimov’s problem, which we refer as the LPAK scheduling problem. We will show

that the optimal scheduling policy for the LPAK problem is also optimal for the LPA

problem.

3.3.1 LPAK Scheduling Problem

The LPAK problem is a relaxation of LPA with respect to the service discipline. In

LPA, there is one queue for each user m, and the HoL packet in a queue has priority

over all the other packets in the queue. The LPAK problem is illustrated in Fig.

3.2 for two users with rmax
1 = 2 and rmax

2 = 1. There are rmax
m + 1 queues for each

user m, and each queue is labeled by (m, rm) for rm = 0, ..., rmax
m , where rm is the

number of transmission attempts for all packets in the queue. There are a total of

K =
∑M

m=1(r
max
m + 1) queues. For the example in Fig. 3.2, K = 3 + 2 = 5. At each

decision epoch, the server decides which of the K HoL packets to serve. Because

of the additional queues in the LPAK problem, the HoL packet corresponding to a

particular user (in the original LPA problem) does not necessarily have priority over

the user’s other packets. This relaxation makes LPAK a standard Klimov problem.

Subsequently, we will show that the optimal scheduling rule for LPAK still gives
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priority to the user’s HoL packet.

(1,0)

(1,1)

(1,2)

(2,0)

(2,1)

λ1

λ2

1− g1(0)

g1(0)
1− g1(1)

g1(1)

1− g2(0)

g2(0)

1

1

Figure 3.2: LPAK System Model

The arrival process is Poisson with rate λ =
∑M

m=1 λm, and each packet is assigned

to queue (m, 0) with probability pm,0 = λm/λ. The service time for each queue

(m, rm) is deterministic with bm,rm
= 1 time slot. The transition probabilities among

queues are determined by the probability of decoding failure. That is, after a packet

from queue (m, rm), rm < rmax
m , has been served, it enters queue (m, rm + 1) with

probability p(m,rm),(m,rm+1) = gm(rm), corresponding to a decoding failure, or leaves

the system with probability 1 − gm(rm), corresponding to a decoding success. After

a packet from queue (m, rmax
m ) has been served, it leaves the system with probability

1. Thus

p(m,rm),(j,rj) =

{
gm (rm) , rm < rmax

m , (j, rj) = (m, rm + 1)
0 , otherwise

(3.11)

For any set L ⊂ K = {1, · · · , K} and (m, rm) ∈ L, the average total service time

is

TL
m,rm

=
∑

(j,rj)∈L

p(m,rm),(j,rj)T
L
j,rj

+ 1. (3.12)
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The holding cost rate of queue (m, rm) is c
m,rm

, and the number of packets in

queue (m, rm) at the nth decision epoch is xm,rm
(n). The goal is to find a policy

π ∈ Π, which minimizes the time-averaged expected cost

JLPAK = lim
τ→∞

1

τ
Eπ




τ∑

n=1

∑

(m,rm)∈K

cm,rm
xm,rm

(n)


 . (3.13)

3.3.2 Optimal Policies for the LPAK and the LPA Scheduling
Problems

For the LPAK scheduling problem, the optimal priority indices can be calculated

iteratively using the Klimov algorithm in Sect. II. Consider this algorithm with the

following rule used to break any ties that occur in (3.9): when a tie occurs, set αk to

be the queue (m, rm) such that for all other queues (j, rj) in the tie, j > m, or j = m

and rj > rm.

Lemma 3.1. Let Lk, k ∈ K, be the sets generated by applying the Klimov algorithm

to the LPAK problem with the preceding tie-breaking rule. For each k ∈ K and for all

(m, rm) ∈ Lk the following properties hold:

(a) (m, r′m) ∈ Lk, for all r′m > rm.

(b) TLk
m,rm

= 1 +
∑rmax

m −1
j=rm

j∏
l=rm

gm(l) = TK
m,rm

.

(c) TLk

m,r′m
≤ TLk

m,rm
for all r′m > rm.

(d) αk = arg min(m,rm)∈Lk

cm,rm

TK
m,rm

.

Property (a) shows that each set Lk is a “threshold set”, i.e., for each user m there

is a threshold r∗m such that (m, r′m) ∈ Lk if and only if r′m ≥ r∗m. Property (b) shows
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that TK
m,rm

only depends on gm(r′m) for r′m ≥ rm, and therefore only depends on the

presence of queues (m, r′m), r′m ≥ rm, in the set Lk. Thus TLk
m,rm

= TK
m,rm

for every k

and every (m, rm) ∈ Lk, i.e., the service times are fixed for each iteration. Property

(c) states that the service times TLk
m,rm

are non-increasing in rm. This follows directly

from (b). Property (d) states that the optimal priority order can be calculated directly

without any iterations. From (b), the equivalent holding cost in (3.10) can be written

as

CLk
m,rm

= cm,rm
− TK

m,rm

K∑

l=k+1

CLl
αl

TLl
αl

. (3.14)

From this we have that
CLk

m,rm

TLk
m,rm

=
cm,rm

TK
m,rm

−
K∑

l=k+1

CLl
αl

TLl
αl

(3.15)

and (d) follows. A detailed proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.2. For the LPAK scheduling problem, the optimal scheduling policy is a

fixed priority rule in which the priorities, α1, α2, · · · , αK, satisfy

cα1

TK
α1

≥
cα2

TK
α2

≥ · · · ≥
cαK

TK
αK

. (3.16)

This follows from the main theorem in [Kli74] and Lemma 1.

To derive the optimal LPA scheduler, let R =
(
rHoL
m

)M
m=1

denote the vector of

retransmission attempts for HoL packets across the M queues. Let Tm,rHoL
m

be the

expected total service time for user m’s HoL packet (not including any waiting time)

until it exits the system, which is given by

Tm,rHoL
m

= 1 +

rmax
m −1∑

j=rHoL
m

j∏
l=rHoL

m

gm(l). (3.17)
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Corollary 3.3. For the LPA scheduling problem, the optimal scheduling rule is to

transmit the HoL packet with the highest priority index cm,rHoL
m

/Tm,rHoL
m

among all

nonempty queues. Furthermore, the optimal policy is a monotonic threshold policy

on the number of transmission attempts, i.e., if it is optimal to transmit user m

when R =
(
rHoL
1 , .., rHoL

m , .., rHoL
M

)
, then it is optimal to transmit user m when rHoL

m

is replaced by r′HoL
m > rHoL

m .

Proof. In LPAK, for queues (m, rm) and (m, r′m) with rm < r′m, by property (c) of

Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), cm,rm
/T

(K)
m,rm ≤ cm,r′m/T

(K)
m,r′m

. From Theorem 3.2, a packet in

(m, r′m) has priority over a packet in (m, rm), i.e., the priority of a packet is increasing

with the number of transmission attempts. Thus there can be at most one packet

with rm > 0 for each user m, and this packet has priority over all the user’s other

packets. This packet corresponds to the HoL packet in the LPA problem. Therefore,

the optimal scheduling rule for LPAK is also optimal for LPA.

From Theorem 3.2, the queue with the highest ratio cm,rm
/T

(K)
m,rm has the highest

priority. By definition, Tm,rHoL
m

= T
(K)

m,rHoL
m

, and so the HoL packet with the largest

value of cm,rHoL
m

/Tm,rHoL
m

among all the nonempty queues has the highest priority.

Let ∆
(
rHoL
m

)
= cm,rHoL

m
/Tm,rHoL

m
. If rHoL

m is replaced by r′HoL
m > rHoL

m , then

∆
(
r′HoL
m

)
≥ ∆

(
rHoL
m

)
, whereas ∆

(
rHoL
j

)
stays the same for all j 6= m. Hence

∆
(
r′HoL
m

)
≥ ∆

(
rHoL
j

)
for all j 6= m, i.e., m has priority.

The optimal LPA scheduling rule depends on the set of holding cost rates cm,rm
, the

number of transmission attempts rHoL
m , and the probability of decoding success gm (·)

(i.e., the channel condition) across all users. A higher cost rate, more transmission

attempts or a better channel results in a higher priority. Notice that scheduling

decisions do not explicitly depend on the arrival processes or queue lengths, although
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the latter affect the holding costs.

Computing the priority indices via the Klimov algorithm generally requires K

iterations with computational complexity of O (K2). For the LPA problem, due to

the special structure of the transition matrix and the deterministic service times, we

obtain simple closed-form formulas for the priority indices with associated complex-

ity O(K). This may be suitable for on-line scheduling with time-varying channel

conditions.

We illustrate the optimal scheduling policy with some numerical examples. Con-

sider a system with M = 2 users, and probability of decoding failure

gm (rm) =

{
ηm · 0.5

rm ; 0 ≤ rm < rmax
m

0 ; rm = rmax
m

, (3.18)

for m = 1, 2. That is, the initial probability of decoding failure is ηm, and is reduced

by a half with each retransmission until rm = rmax
m . This type of exponentially

decreasing gm (rm) is motivated by numerical results in [TVPH03].

Fig. 3.3 shows the optimal scheduling policy as a function of the number of trans-

mission attempts for each user. Parameters are (η1, r
max
1 ) = (0.02, 5), (η2, r

max
2 ) =

(0.1, 5), c1,r1 = 1 (for all r1) and c2,r2 = 1.01 (for all r2). In this case, user 1 has

the better channel, but has a slightly lower holding cost than user 2. As stated in

Corollary 3.3, the optimal scheduling policy is a monotonic threshold policy on rHoL
m

(m = 1, 2); the threshold is shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.3. Comparing this with

the dash dotted line rHoL
1 = rHoL

2 = r, when r is small (r ≤ 3), user 1 has priority

because of the better channel (smaller Tm,r). However, when r is large (r > 3), user

2 has priority. The reason is that gm (r) is very small, which makes Tm,r very close

to 1 for both users. Thus the difference between the cost rates cm,r is the main factor

in determining the priority order.
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Figure 3.3: The optimal scheduling policy as a function of the transmission attempts
for two users in the LPA problem.

Fig. 3.4 shows the optimal priority orders vs. the holding cost rate of user 2. In this

case, both users have the same channel conditions (η1, r
max
1 ) = (η2, r

max
2 ) = (0.05, 2).

There are six types of packets in the system, (m, rm), m = 1, 2, rm = 0, 1, 2, and

their priorities are ordered from 1 (highest) to 6 (lowest). The holding cost rates for

user 1 are c1,0 = 0.98, c1,1 = 1 and c1,2 = 1.02. The holding cost rates for user 2 are

c2,0 = c2,1 = c2,2 , c2, which varies from 0.91 to 1.11. Fig. 3.4 shows that the packet

priorities increase with rm. This reflects the fact that the HoL packet has priority

over the other user’s packets. At c2 = 0.91, user 1 has priority over user 2. Hence

a new packet arrival for user 1 has priority over a retransmission from user 2. Of

course, as c2 increases, the priorities for user 2 increase from lowest (4, 5, 6) to highest

(1, 2, 3).
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Figure 3.4: Priority orders vs. holding cost rate of user 2 in the LPAK problem

3.4 The DC Scheduling Problem

For the DC problem, the cost function can be nonlinear, which precludes a direct as-

sociation with the Klimov model. We circumvent this difficulty by again transforming

the problem into a related Klimov problem with more queues. We refer to the latter

problem as the DCK (Draining Convex Klimov) scheduling problem. Applying the

Klimov algorithm, we show that it is not optimal to interrupt the retransmission of

a packet. We then formulate the DC problem with two users as a Markov Decision

Process (MDP), and show that the optimal scheduling rule is a monotonic threshold

policy on the queue lengths.
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3.4.1 DCK Scheduling Problem

We construct a mapping between the DC and DCK models. Let Am be the number

of user m’s packets initially in the system in the DC model. Each queue in the DC

model is replaced by Km = (rmax
m + 1) Am queues in the DCK model. Assume, for

the DC model, that at time n user m’s queue length is xm (n) > 0 with holding

cost um (xm (n)), and the number of transmission attempts of the HoL packet is

rHoL
m (n). In the DCK model, this corresponds to there being one packet in the queue
(
m, rHoL

m (n) , xm (n)
)

with linear holding cost rate cm,rHoL
m (n),xm(n) = um (xm (n)), and

no packets in any of the other Km − 1 queues corresponding to user m.

Let K denote the set of all K =
∑M

m=1 Km queues in the DCK model. The service

time for each queue (m, rm, xm) ∈ K is still deterministic with bm,rm,xm
= 1. Suppose

that user m’s HoL packet is transmitted during slot n (DC model). Then in the DCK

model, the corresponding packet in queue
(
m, rHoL

m (n) , xm (n)
)

either (i) enters queue
(
m, rHoL

m (n) + 1, xm (n)
)

with probability gm

(
rHoL
m (n)

)
(decoding fails), (ii) enters

queue (m, 0, xm (n)− 1) with probability 1 − gm

(
rHoL
m (n)

)
(decoding succeeds and

xm (n) > 1), or (iii) leaves the system (rm = rmax). The transition probabilities in

the DCK model are therefore given by:

p(m,rm,xm),(j,rj ,xj) =





gm (rm) , rm < rmax
m , (j, rj, xj) = (m, rm + 1, xm)

1− gm (rm) , xm > 1, (j, rj, xj) = (m, 0, xm − 1)
0 , otherwise

(3.19)

For any set L ⊂ K and queue (m, rm, xm) ∈ L, the average total service time is

TL
m,rm,xm

=
∑

(j,rj ,xj)∈L

p(m,rm,xm),(j,rj ,xj)T
L
j,rj ,xj

+ 1. (3.20)

The DCK scheduling problem is to find a scheduling policy π ∈ Π that minimizes
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the total expected holding cost for draining all the packets, i.e.,

JDCK = Eπ




∞∑

n=1

∑

(m,rm,xm)∈K

1m,rm,xm
(n) um (xm)


 . (3.21)

where the indication function

1m,rm,xm
(n) =

{
1, (m, rm, xm) is nonempty in slot n
0, (m, rm, xm) is empty in slot n

. (3.22)

The DCK problem is therefore a special case of Klimov’s scheduling problem.

Hence, we can apply the Klimov algorithm to calculate the optimal priorities, which

in turn solves the DC problem.

Unlike the LPA problem, for the DC problem the priorities cannot be computed

in closed-form. However, we can characterize some basic properties of the optimal

policy.

3.4.2 Properties of the Optimal Scheduler

As in Sect. 3.3.2, consider the Klimov algorithm with the following rule to break any

tie that occurs in (3.9): set αk = (m, rm, xm) so that for all other queues (j, rj, xj) in

the tie, j > m.

Lemma 3.4. Let Lk, k ∈ K, be the sets generated by applying the Klimov algo-

rithm to the DCK problem with the preceding tie-breaking rule. For each k, for all

(m, rm, xm) ∈ Lk, and for all r′m > rm, the following properties hold:

(a) (m, r′m, xm) ∈ Lk.

(b) TLk

m,r′m,xm
≤ TLk

m,rm,xm
.

(c) CLk

m,r′m,xm
≥ CLk

m,rm,xm
.
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Property (a) shows that each set Lk is a “threshold set”, i.e., for each user m and

queue length xm there is a threshold r∗m such that (m, r′m, xm) ∈ Lk if and only if

r′m ≥ r∗m. Although there is no direct relationship between TLk
m,rm,xm

and TK
m,rm,xm

as

in the LPAK problem, (b) states that TLk
m,rm,xm

is still nonincreasing in rm. Property

(c) states that the equivalent holding cost rate CLk
m,rm,xm

is nondecreasing in rm. This

follows from the monotonicity and convexity of um (·). A detailed proof is omitted.

Theorem 3.5. The optimal DCK scheduler assigns queue (m, r′m, xm) higher priority

than queue (m, rm, xm) for all m, xm, and r′m > rm.

Proof. Suppose queue (m, rm, xm) has a higher priority than that for queue (m, r′m, xm)

where r′m > rm. Then there exist a k such that (m, rm, xm) ∈ Lk but (m, r′m, xm) /∈ Lk,

which contradicts property (a) of Lemma 3.4.

Corollary 3.6. Once the optimal DC scheduler starts to transmit a packet to user

m, it continues to transmit the packet until it is successfully decoded.

Proof. Assume that at time n, the DC scheduler transmits a new packet to user m

with queue length xm (n). In the DCK problem this corresponds to queue (m, 0, xm (n))

having the highest priority among all nonempty queues. If decoding fails, the packet

leaves (m, 0, xm (n)) and enters (m, 1, xm (n)) at time (n + 1). According to Theorem

3.5, (m, 1, xm (n)) has higher priority than (m, 0, xm (n)). Since the priorities of all

other packets in the DCK problem remain unchanged, (m, 1, xm (n)) must have the

highest priority at time (n + 1). Iterating this argument, user m has the highest pri-

ority until the corresponding DCK “packet” enters (m, 0, xm (n)− 1) (or if xm(n) = 1,

the packet leaves the system). This corresponds to transmitting the HoL packet for

user m until it is successfully decoded.
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Note that Corollary 3.6 is not true for the LPA problem, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

The key difference here is that there are no arrivals which can change the priority

orders among the users during a retransmission. Another difference is that the DC

optimal scheduler depends on the queue lengths in a complicated way, which depends

on the specific choice of cost function.

3.4.3 Markov Decision Formulation

In this section, we formulate the DC problem as an MDP. To simplify the discussion,

we consider only 2 users. The system state space is S = {(r1, r2, x1, x2) |0 ≤ rm ≤

rmax
m , 0 ≤ xm ≤ Am,m ∈ {1, 2}}. The action space is V = {v0, v1, v2}, where v0

represents idling (if there is no packet in the system), and vm represents transmitting

the HoL packet of user m, m = 1, 2.

The scheduling problem can be formulated as a stochastic shortest path problem

over an infinite time horizon [Ber01]. Let J (r1, r2, x1, x2) denote the optimal cost-to-

go starting from state (r1, r2, x1, x2). This must satisfy the Bellman’s equation [Ber01],

which gives the following conditions:

1. If x1 = x2 = 0, then J(0, 0, 0, 0) = 0.

2. If x1 > 0 and x2 = 0, then

J(r1, 0, x1, 0) = u1(x1) + [1− g1(r1)]J (0, 0, x1 − 1, 0)

+ g1(r1)J (min(r1 + 1, rmax
1 ), 0, x1, 0) .

3. If x1 = 0 and x2 > 0, then

J(0, r2, 0, x2) = u2(x2) + [1− g2(r2)]J (0, 0, 0, x2 − 1)

+ g2(r2)J (0, min(r2 + 1, rmax
2 ), 0, x2) .
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4. If x1 > 0 and x2 > 0, then

J(r1, r2, x1, x2) = u1(x1) + u2(x2) + min{[1− g1(r1)]J(0, r2, x1 − 1, x2)

+ g1(r1)J(min(r1 + 1, rmax
1 ), r2, x1, x2), [1− g2(r2)]J(r1, 0, x1, x2 − 1)

+ g2(r2)J(r1, min(r2 + 1, rmax
2 ), x1, x2)}.

Note that it is never possible for xm = 0 and rm > 0.

Lemma 3.7. The optimal cost-to-go has the following property:

[1− g2(r2)]J(r1, 0, x1, x2 − 1) + g2(r2)J(r1, min(r2 + 1, rmax
2 ), x1, x2)

− [1− g1(r1)]J(0, r2, x1 − 1, x2)− g1(r1)J(min(r1 + 1, rmax
1 ), r2, x1, x2)

is nondecreasing in x1 and x2, respectively, for x1 > 0 and x2 > 0.

This can be proved using induction combined with value iteration [Ber01]. We

omit the details.

Theorem 3.8. The optimal DC scheduling policy is a monotonic threshold policy

with respect to the queue lengths, i.e., if it is optimal to transmit to user m in state

(r1, r2, x1, x2), then it is optimal to transmit to user m in state (r1, r2, x
′
1, x

′
2) for

x′
m > xm and x′

j = xj (j 6= m).

This follows from Lemma 3.7. We omit the detailed proof.

Fig. 3.5 shows the optimal policy for two users, calculated via value iteration

[Ber01], and illustrates the monotonicity property in Theorem 3. Both users have

the same cost functions u1 (x) = u2 (x) = x1.1, and the initial queue lengths are A1 =

A2 = 10. The channel parameters are (η1, r
max
1 ) = (0.04, 3) and (η2, r

max
2 ) = (0.1, 3).
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Figure 3.5: The optimal scheduling policy as a function of the queue lengths for two
users in the DC problem.

Since user 1 has a better channel than user 2, in most cases user 1 has higher priority

than user 2.

Although here we only consider a two-user system, we have observed that the

property stated in Theorem 3.8 applies to the M(> 2)-user systems simulated in our

numerical studies.

3.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the optimal LPA and DC scheduling policies with three

simple policies, which select the HoL packet of user m∗ as follows:

• U ′R rule: m∗
U ′R = arg maxm∈M u′

m (xm (n)) [1− gm (rm(n))], where u′ (·) is the

derivative of the cost function6. This rule takes into account both the user’s
6For the LPA problem, where um (·) is given by (3.3), we set u′

m (·) = cm,rHoL
m

; This represents
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marginal cost and expected transmission rate, which depends on gm (·) [LBH03].

• Max U ′ rule: m∗
MaxU ′ = arg maxm∈M u′

m (xm (n)). This rule takes into account

only the user’s marginal cost, and ignores channel conditions and number of

transmissions attempts. This could model a situation where the scheduler has

no channel information available.

• Max R rule: m∗
MaxR = arg maxm∈M(1− gm (rm (n)). This rule maximizes the

expected transmission rate without regard to relative costs.

Fig. 3.6 shows total average cost for the preceding policies, applied to the LPA

problem, as a function of user 2’s cost rate c2,r2 , c2 (for each r2). Here the cost rate

for user 1 is c1,r1 = 1 for each r1. The channel parameters are (η1, r
max
1 ) = (0.01, 3)

and (η2, r
max
2 ) = (0.4, 3), so that user 1 has a better channel than user 2.

In Fig. 3.6, the U ′R rule performs nearly the same as the optimal rule. When c2

is small (close to c1), scheduling decisions are determined primarily by the difference

in channel conditions. In this region, the Max R rule is nearly optimal, and the

Max u′ rule performs significantly worse (up to 20% higher cost). When c2 is large,

scheduling decisions are determined primarily by the difference in holding cost rates.

In this region, the Max U ′ rule is nearly optimal, while the Max R rule performs

significantly worse (up to 15% higher cost).

To understand why the U ′R rule performs well, consider standard ARQ, which is

a special case of our problem with gm (rm) = gm (0) for all rm and rmax
m =∞. In this

the decrement of cost by successfully transmitting and decoding of the HoL packet.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the optimal and heuristic scheduling policies in the LPA
problem

case

cm,rHoL
m

Tm,rHoL
m

=
cm,rHoL

m

1 +
∑rmax

m −1

j=rHoL
m

j∏
l=rHoL

m

gm(l)

=
cm,rHoL

m∑∞
l=0 (gm (0))l

= cm,rHoL
m

(1− gm (0)) = cm,rHoL
m

(1− gm

(
rHoL
m

)
). (3.23)

Hence, according to Corollary 3.3, the optimal rule is exactly the U ′R rule. For

hybrid ARQ, this is no longer true in general, but Fig. 3.6 shows that the difference

in performance is negligible.

Fig. 3.7 compares the optimal DC scheduling policy with the preceding heuristic

policies. In this case, we plot the cost per packet vs. channel parameter η2. The cost

functions are um (xm) = xκm
m where κ1 = 1.05, and κ2 ∈ {1.08, 1.15}. The channel

parameters are (η1, r
max
1 ) = (0.01, 2) and rmax

2 = 4, i.e., user 1 has a better channel,
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the optimal and heuristic scheduling policies in the DC
problem (solid line: κ2 = 1.08, dash dotted line: κ2 = 1.15)

but incurs less cost than user 2. The initial queue lengths are A1 = A2 = 40. Results

are shown for both values of κ2.

Fig. 3.7 shows that the U ′R rule performs quite close to the optimal policy. The

relative performance of the other policies depend on the users’ cost functions. When

the cost functions are relatively close (e.g., κ1 = 1.05 and κ2 = 1.08), scheduling

decisions are determined primarily by the probability of decoding success. In this

region the Max R rule is nearly optimal (within 5%) and the Max U ′ rule performs

significantly worse (up to 10% higher cost). On the other hand, when κ1 = 1.05 and

κ2 = 1.15, scheduling decisions are determined primarily by the difference between

the cost functions. In that case, the Max U ′ rule is nearly optimal, and the Max R

rule performs significantly worse (up to 18% higher cost).
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3.6 Chapter Summary

We have considered channel-aware scheduling for wireless downlink data transmission

with hybrid ARQ. An optimal scheduler minimizes the total average cost, where the

cost function assigned to each user depends on queue length and the number of

transmission times for the HoL packet. We characterized the optimal scheduling

policies in two situations by transforming these problems so that they fit into the

Klimov framework. Namely, with linear cost functions and Poisson arrival processes,

the optimal scheduling policy for the transformed problem is a fixed-priority policy.

The priority indices can be computed in closed-form, and increase with the number

of unsuccessful transmissions. A different transformation is used for the draining

problem with general increasing convex cost functions. The optimal scheduling rule

for the transformed problem is again a fixed-priority policy, but the priorities must be

computed via Klimov’s iterative algorithm. In that case, the priorities increase with

queue length, and each packet is transmitted continuously until it leaves the system.

We also compared the optimal scheduler with a simpler myopic scheduling policy,

the U ′R rule, and showed that it is optimal without packet combining (standard

ARQ). Through simulation, we found that the U ′R rule performs very close to the

optimal scheduler.

Our results assume that the scheduler knows the probability of a successful trans-

mission. This is reasonable in slow fading environments, where the channel is pre-

dictable over successive retransmissions, and in fast fading environments where the

channel statistics are stationary during and across transmissions. Further work is

needed to extend these types of results to more general models of time-varying chan-

nels.
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Despite of the great success of cellular networks and the continuing interest in

deploying new centrally controlled wireless networks such as those based on WiMax

technologies, many emerging wireless systems are inherently distributed, such as wire-

less packet radio networks, sensor networks, peer-to-peer ad hoc networks and per-

sonal area networks. These networks have been becoming more and more popular in

terms of the number of users and range of applications. Another important network

scenario that is inherently distributed is the spectrum sharing models, where some

smart radio devices are allowed to exploit underutilized spectrum resources, both in

licensed and unlicensed radio bands, to achieve higher spectrum usage efficiency. For

these systems, distributed protocols are needed to perform efficient and online re-

source allocation. Part II of this thesis focuses on the resource allocation mechanism

designs in these interesting cases, with an emphasis on spectrum sharing scenarios.



Chapter 4

Game Theoretic and Pricing
Models for Spectrum Sharing

Wireless spectrum has been a tightly controlled resource worldwide since the early

part of the 20th century. The traditional way of regulating the spectrum is to assign

each wireless application its own slice of spectrum at a particular location. Cur-

rently, almost all spectrum licenses belong to government identities and commercial

operators. Thus every new commercial service, from satellite broadcasting to wire-

less local-area network, has to compete for licenses with numerous existing sources,

creating a state of “spectrum drought” [SW04]. However, recent technology ad-

vances of smart radio technologies in software defined, frequency-agile, or cognitive

radios [FCC03b,FCC03c,Mit01], together with reforms of the government regulation

policies, may enable more flexible and efficient spectrum sharing. This chapter is

aimed at providing an overview of new models and challenges in spectrum sharing,

along with the solution techniques that we will utilize to design efficient spectrum

sharing mechanisms in later chapters.

Game theory will be the main analysis tool for both Chapters 5 and 6, with

different models in each chapter. In Chapter 5, we examine spectrum sharing in an

51
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exclusive use model, where the a spectrum broker wants to temporarily lease a piece

of spectrum to a group of secondary users. Due to asymmetric information by the

“seller” and “buyers”, i.e., only the secondary users have private information on how

much the spectrum is worth to them, an auction mechanism is proposed for this

spectrum market. On the other hand, the spectrum broker announces a price that

affects users’ payments, and use a tatonnement mechanism to adjust the price to

achieve Pareto optimality or even social optimality. In Chapter 6, spectrum sharing

in a commons model is considered. Users in the network pass “interference prices”

to each other, representing their sensitivities to the current interference level. Then

a fictitious game is constructed and distributed algorithms based on simple update

rules are shown to converge to a socially optimal allocation under conditions.

Chapter 7 extends the results of Chapter 6 into a wireless multi-hop ad hoc net-

work, where we focus on the problem of cross layer joint design of congestion control,

scheduling, routing and power control. Various forms of price signals are used to

coordinate the operations of different layers of the communication network, so that

users can achieve a stable and optimal operation point.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes the current spectrum

control policy in the US, and explain why spectrum sharing reforms are being con-

sidered. New spectrum sharing models, including the exclusive use and commons

spectrum sharing models are discussed. Section 4.2 gives a brief introduction to

game theory, reviewing important concepts and solution methods that will be en-

countered in later chapters. Section 4.3 introduces the problem of auction design,

which is an important application of game theory. Section 4.4 reviews the basics of

two pricing models: pricing for inelastic supply and congestion pricing. Related work

will be reviewed throughout the chapter.
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4.1 Spectrum Sharing

4.1.1 Current Spectrum Control Policy

There is a growing consensus that the current spectrum regulation policy is out of

date. In the US, the federal government established control of the electromagnetic

spectrum around 90 years ago, largely as a consequence of the communications fail-

ures associated with the sinking of the Titanic [Spe02]. The Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) was established in 1934 to be responsible for spectrum manage-

ment. Since 1934 to 1990, the command-and-control model has been the core of

the US spectrum policy. This model is based on the assumption that simultaneous

transmissions within the same spectrum at the same location would cause mutual

interferences and make the transmissions useless. Thus a highly centralized control

model was adopted to assign licensees to different wireless applications to maintain

their service levels. For more detailed discussions on the deficiencies with current

spectrum policies, see [Haz01,Mar03]

There are several arguments put forward to support changing spectrum policies.

First of all, there has been a rapid increase in the number of wireless users; if it

continues it will be difficult to accommodate in the current management framework.

Second, advances in communication technologies such as error control coding and

digital filtering have made wireless receivers more immune to interference, allowing

for the possibility of devices coexisting within the same spectrum. Third, many

empirical studies have shown that the current spectrum usages are far from efficient –

there are many spectrum holes (both in time and in space) that could be exploited if

more flexible usage models are used. Fourth, the rapid development of cognitive radio

technology, which enables the radio devices to detect the spectrum environment, find
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the spectrum holes, and tune the working frequency to exploit those spectrum holes,

have made the dynamic spectrum sharing feasible.

4.1.2 New Spectrum Sharing Approaches

Several approaches have been taken to achieve more efficient use of the spectrum

resource within the past decade. The FCC has reclaimed 45MHz spectrum from

the U.S. military, is reclaiming 85 MHz of UHF TV broadcast spectrum, and will

possibly reclaim 290MHz analog TV bands (after the TV stations commence all-

digital broadcasting on their new assigned channels as early as 2007), and reallocate

these spectrum resources to other (higher valued) wireless applications such as third-

generation mobile services [SW04]. Another approach is applying auction mechanism

in licenses allocations, such as discussed in [FCC,Kle02,BK02a,CHH02,dV02,Jm00,

MM96,McM94,McM95].

Two potential new spectrum assignment policies are described by the FCC Spec-

trum Policy Force Report [Spe02]. These are referred as the exclusive use and com-

mons model. The exclusive use model urges the relaxation of the current technical

and commercial limitations on the existing spectrum licenses. For example, the cur-

rent licensee may still have exclusive rights to the spectrum, but could allow other

secondary users to access the spectrum in several flexible ways. The transmissions of

the primary and secondary users could coexist, providing that a maximum interfer-

ence temperature constraint is not violated at the primary user’ receiver(s). Or the

primary user could temporarily lease the whole spectrum to secondary users when

the primary service is not in operation. Several discussions on how such secondary

markets could be operated can be found in [FCC03b,FCC03a]. The commons model

allows unlimited numbers of unlicensed users to share frequencies, with usage rights
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that are governed by technical standards or etiquettes but with no right to protection

from interference. The commons model is closely related to the open spectrum access

model that has been considered in [RJ03,VP01,VM97,Peh00b,Peh98,Peh00a,SP98,

SP97a,SP97b,SSP97,SSP95,Ste94]. In either model, the FCC wants to give spectrum

users maximum autonomy in the following areas: choice of uses or services that are

provided on spectrum, choice of technology that is most appropriate to the spectrum

environment, and the right to transfer, lease, or subdivide spectrum rights [Spe02].

In this thesis, we propose spectrum sharing mechanisms for both the exclusive use

and commons models. In both cases, a key issue is to develop scalable, distributed

techniques to efficiently share the available spectrum. We again use utility functions to

characterize the users’ heterogeneous QoS requirements and assume that the utilities

are private information.

Other recent work on dynamic spectrum sharing includes [LGNT+01,PP03,ST04,

LMT+04, LGNTH02, WJ04], which mainly focus on determining the effect of sec-

ondary users on primary (incumbent) users, and do not address the secondary users’

QoS requirements.

4.2 Game Theory

A good mathematical tool for modeling the interactions among distributed entities

in a network is game theory. Game theory [vM47,Nas50] in general is a method to

study interactive decision problems among intelligent rational decision makers. In

this section, we will briefly introduce the necessary definitions and solution concepts

that are relevant to this thesis, mainly based on discussions in [Ras01]. Other good

introductions to game theory include [FT91,Gib92,Mye91].
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4.2.1 Basic Definitions

The essential elements of a game are the players, the actions, the payoffs and the

information, know collectively as the rules of the game.

Players are the individuals who make decisions, denoted by a setM = {1, · · · ,M} .

An action ai is a choice player m can make. Player m’s action set Am = {am} is the

set of all the choices he can make. An action profile a = {am}m∈M is a sequence of

all players’ actions, one from each player. For example, in an auction setting, players

are the bidders and actions are the bids submitted by the bidders. A common action

set for a bidder is the interval of [0,∞), i.e. he can submit any nonnegative bid.

Player m’s payoff sm (a) is a function of the action profile a, and describes how

much the player gains from the game for each possible action profile. In the games

we consider, a player’s payoff typically equals his utility um (a) minus his payment

cm (a), i.e., sm (a) = um (a) − cm (a). 1 2 Note that in general, we allow a player’

utility and payment to both depend on the action profile. One central assumption

of game theory is that all players are rational, i.e., they want to choose actions to

maximize their payoffs.

A player’s information can be characterize by an information set, which tells what

kind of knowledge the player has at the decision instances. In order to maximize

their payoffs, the players would design contingent plans known as strategies, which

are mapping from one player’s information sets to his actions. A strategy could be

pure, in which case it only contains one deterministic action for each information set;

1Sometimes we also call a player’ payoff the player’s surplus. Here we assume that players’ utilities
are quasilinear with respect to numeraire commodity, i.e., the utilities can be measured in terms of
money [MCWG95].

2Our notations are consistent with the conventions used in the communication literature but a
little bit different from the traditional economics literature, where the utility used here is called
valuation, and payoff used here actually refers to the (expected) utility. See, for example, [Mye91].
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or it could be mixed, in which case it specifies a set of actions each chosen according to

a probability vector for each information set. In this thesis, we are mainly concerned

about pure strategies. A strategy profile is a sequence of the players’ strategies, one

from each player.

In simultaneous move games, or one-shot games, players choose their actions

simultaneously and only once. Each player only has one information set, which is what

he knows at the beginning of the game. In this case, each pure strategy corresponds

to one action, and we will loosely use them interchangeably with the same notation.

We will mainly focus on one-shot games unless otherwise stated.

A reasonable prediction of the outcome of a game is an equilibrium, which is a

strategy profile where each player chooses a best strategy to maximize his payoff.

Among several available equilibrium concepts, we focus mainly on the Nash Equilib-

rium (NE). In a one-shot game, an NE is a strategy profile a∗ where no player can

increase his payoff by deviating unilaterally, i.e.

sm

(
a∗

m, a∗
−m

)
≥ sm

(
a′

m, a∗
−m

)
,∀a′

m 6= a∗
m.

Here we use notation a = (am, a−m) , where a−m represents the actions of all players

except player m. One concept closely related to the NE is a player m’s best response,

Bm (a−m), which is a set of strategies such that

sm (am, a−m) ≥ sm (a′
m, a−m) ,∀am ∈ Bm (a−m) and a′

m 6= am.

When Bm (a−m) is a singleton set, it is called the best response function of the actions

a−m. It is easy to see that an NE is a fixed point of all the players’ best responses,

i.e., for an NE a∗,

a∗ ∈ Bm

(
a∗
−m

)
,∀m ∈M.

Note that there may be no NE or multiple NEs in a given game.
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4.2.2 Bounded Rationality and Myopic Best Response Up-
dates

In the problems studied in the later chapters, the players only know their own payoff

functions (private information assumption) at the beginning of the game. This makes

it difficult for players to determine the NE since they can not calculate the other

players’ best responses, and thus are not able to find an NE by solving for a fixed

point. In game theory, a traditional way of dealing with this private information

assumption is to assume that players know the distributions of other players’ payoff

functions and choose strategies to maximize their expected payoffs. This leads to the

concept of a Bayesian NE. Most of the classical analysis of auction theory is built on

this solution concept. However, assuming a publicly known distribution assumption

is questionable for many communication networking scenarios.

An alternative approach is to consider a repeated game where the players play the

same one-shot game repeatedly, and choose their actions in each round to maximize

their payoffs, based on the history of the other players’ actions. This is effectively an

incremental information revelation process, where the players’ actions in each round

gradually reveal their underlying payoff functions. One difficulty in this approach is

that there are typically an infinite number of NEs of this new repeated game if players

are able to consider both the entire history and the future of the game when making

decisions.

In fact, the intelligence assumption, or so called perfect rationality, is central to

classical game theory. This means that if a player knows everything that we know

about the game, he can make any inferences about the situation that we can [Mye91].

This effectively assumes that players act as a supercomputer with infinite (and free)
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computational capacity and can always find their best responses, no matter how

complex the game is. On the other hand, in a practical game where players are

people or computer agents, prefect rationality is a problematic assumption since the

computation capacities are typically limited, and the time and effort of computing

the best responses could be very expensive. Thus sometimes players can be better

modeled with bounded rationality [Rub98], especially in a complex situation such as

repeated game where a rational choice would typically be base on perfect recall of the

entire history and accurate forecast into the infinite future.3

In the context of our problems, we will consider a specific type of bounded ra-

tionality where each player does the following: in round T of the repeated game, he

chooses an action a
(T )
m according to his best response Bm

(
a

(T−1)
−m

)
, i.e., he tries to

maximize his payoff assuming that other players will choose the same actions as the

immediate previous round. If every player follows the same updating rule and the

action profile finally converges (i.e., everyone’s action does not change from round to

round), then an NE of the original one-shot game with full information (i.e., the game

where everyone knows everyone’s payoff) is found. This type of update strategy is

called Myopic Best Response (MBR) update [GM91,KR].

The MBR updates could be thought as a “limited memory” interpretation [Rub98,

CK] of bounded rationality, where players only remember situations in the previous

round. These updates can be traced back to early studies of oligopoly [Cou38,Edg25].

MBR update is one of the simplest learning mechanisms for the players in a game

theoretic environment. In some interesting auction applications [GS00,PU02] MBR

update has been proved to be an ex post NE, in which there is no better strategy for

3The concern of limited computational capacity and bounded rationality has been the main
motivation for a new research area called computational mechanism design [DJP03] or algorithmic
mechanism design [NR01].
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a player whatever the payoffs of other agents, as long as the other players also follow

MBR updates [KP02]. In some special game theoretic models such as supermodular

game [Top98] or potential game [MS96], MBR update has very good convergence

properties, though in more general settings these updates can lead to cyclic behaviors

that do not converge. Interested readers are referred to [MR90,MR91,FK] for more

general discussions on learning in games.

A shortcoming of MBR update is the restricted assumption on the players’ intelli-

gence. However, we emphasize that in the cases considered here, we are often dealing

with engineered system. In these cases, this assumption can simply be reviewed as a

design choice. The reason for modeling this choice is that it leads to simple systems

with desirable behavior.

4.3 Auctions Design

Auction are stylized markets with well-defined rules, which are often modeled using

game theory [Ras01]. Auctions are suitable to model markets where the seller(s)

and buyer(s) have asymmetric information. For example, consider an exclusive use

spectrum sharing model, where the spectrum broker (i.e., the representative of the

spectrum owner or licensee) has a piece of spectrum for sale in a secondary market.

However, the broker himself may not have an accurate estimate of the secondary

users’ value of the spectrum since the utility functions of secondary users are typically

private information. One way for the broker to extract information from the secondary

users is through an auction process.

Another motivation for using auctions in the spectrum sharing environment is its

openness. For example, the open competition in the auction process could prevent the
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spectrum owner from giving the resource to the secondary user who offers the largest

bribe. This is why auctions have been considered as an efficient way of allocating

mobile telephone licensees in the early (and still going on) stage spectrum sharing

reform (also see Section 4.1).

An auction is called efficient if it maximizes the total utilities of all bidders (i.e.

players in game). In terms of quasilinear payoff functions assumed in the thesis, the

generalized Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism [MCWG95,Par01] is such an auction.

4.3.1 Generalized Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) Auction

The generalized VCG auction originated in the seminal papers by Vickrey [Vic61],

Clarke [Cla71] and Groves [Gro73]. This auction achieves the socially optimal allo-

cation for players with quasilinear payoff functions.

Consider a set of possible allocations Y , and players with quasilinear payoff func-

tions

sm (y) = um (y)− cm,∀m ∈M,

where um (y) is player m’s utility under allocation y ∈ Y and cm is the corresponding

payment to the auctioneer. In the generalized VCG auction, player m reports his

utility ûm (·) to the auctioneer, which may not be his true utility. The auctioneer

computes the optimal allocation y∗ that maximize the aggregated utility

y∗ = arg max
y∈Y

∑

m∈M

ûm (y) ,

and allocates the resource accordingly. The auctioneer also solves another M opti-

mization problems, one for each player m ∈M,

umax /m = max
y∈Y

∑

j∈M,j 6=m

ûm (y) ,∀m ∈M.
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Player m’s payment is determined by

cm = umax /m −
∑

j∈M,j 6=m

ûj (y∗) ,

which is the decremental social benefit of all other players by including player m in the

auction. In the generalized VCG auction, truthful bidding with ûm (·) = um (·) is a

(weakly) dominant strategy. That is, no player could increase his payoff by reporting

a false utility function, no matter what the other players’ utility functions are. Every

player only need to know his own utility function, and the social optimal solution can

be found in one-shot. In fact, the generalized VCG auction is the only mechanism that

maximizes the total utility under the dominant strategy solution concept [GL79].4

Although a very nice theoretic result in mechanism design, the generalized VCG

auction is typically too complex for practical implementations. First of all, the com-

munication complexity is high since each player has to report the whole utility func-

tion to the auctioneer. This is especially true when the utility are relative complex

functions and the communication bandwidth required for information exchange is rel-

atively high. This is very inefficient in a real-time communication system. In terms

of our spectrum sharing problem, the situation gets even worse since the utility func-

tions are typically parameterized by various channel gains, which need to be measured

beforehand and reported to the auctioneer. Second, the computation resources of the

auctioneer might be very high since he has to solve M + 1 optimization problems,

which could be non-convex or even NP-complete. Thus to find a simple, scalable al-

location mechanism, we have to resort to simpler and possibly sub-optimal methods.

Chapter 5 proposes several auction mechanisms that are simple to implement, and

4There is a set of mechanisms that could achieve aggregate utility maximization under the solution
concept of Bayesian NE [dGV79b,dGV79a]
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achieve the same allocation as the generalized VCG auction in some special cases.

The theory of auctioning indivisible goods (single-unit or multiple-unit) has been

relatively well developed [Kri02], but the related results can not be directly applied to

spectrum sharing where the resource should typically allocated to more than one user

(precluding single-unit indivisible auctions) and it is often difficult to divide the re-

sources into well-defined bundles (precluding multi-unit indivisible auction). Instead,

the mechanisms we propose are closely related to the share auction, or divisible auc-

tion, which is discussed next.

4.3.2 Share Auction

A share auction [Wil79, AC, Max83] is concerned with allocating a perfect divisible

good among a set of bidders. The most commonly used example in the literature

comes from the financial market (such as the auction of treasury notes) [BZ93,WZ02,

Hor00]. Other examples include the allocation of emission permits [Sun01] and sale

of electricity [FR03b]. There are two basic pricing structures in a share auction. In a

uniform-price auction, all the winners (typically more than one) get some portions of

the good and pay the same unit price. In a discriminatory pricing auction (sometimes

called pay-you-bid auction [AC]), winning bis are filled at the bid price. Much of the

papers mentioned above focus on examining how different pricing and information

structures affect the auction results such as the final price, seller’s revenue and the

allocations of the divisible good.

Compared with the well-studied single-unit good auction, where bidders typically

submit one dimensional bid in the auction, some share auctions allow bidders to sub-

mit multiple combinations of price and quantity as the bids (e.g. [BZ93,WZ02,Sun01].

This significantly complicates the auction design since the bidders have large strat-
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egy spaces. When using a share auction to allocate resources such as bandwidth in

communication networks, researchers typically adopt simple one-dimensional bidding

rules as in [JT04,YH, SH,MB03a,MB03b,MB01]. The allocation is proportional to

the bids. Some researchers have been focusing on developing bounds of efficiency loss

in such simple bidding games: Johari and Tsitsiklis [JT04] show that with a uniform-

pricing scheme the NE of a share auction achieves at least 3/4 of the total utility at

a socially optimal solution. Sanghavi and Hajek [SH] show that the efficiency loss

could be reduced to roughly 1/8 if discriminatory pricing (pay-you-bid) is used. Yang

and Hajek [YH] and Maheswaran and Basar [MB03a] advance the results further by

showing more complex pricing functions can reduce the efficiency loss to zero under

certain conditions on the bidders’ utility functions. Maheswaran and Basar have con-

sidered several network resource allocation games using share auctions, with focuses

on studying the effects of coalition [MB03b] or designing decentralized negotiation

methods [MB01].

All the previous work on share auctions did not consider the case where there are

externalities among bidders, such as in the spectrum sharing environment where the

interference generated by one bidder will change the utilities of other bidders directly.

With the presence of this externality, users no longer have utility functions that are

strictly concave in terms of allocated resources as in [JT04,YH,SH,MB03a,MB03b,

MB01], and the auction design problem becomes very complicated since the demand

curves of bidders may not even be continuous in prices. A major contribution of this

thesis is that we propose two share auction mechanisms (SINR auction and power

auction) [HBH05,HBH04a,HBH04b] for the spectrum sharing context, and show nice

efficiency and fairness properties under mild conditions. We combine a tatonnement

pricing adjustment mechanism with the share auction mechanism to effectively reach
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the Pareto optimal or even socially optimal allocations.

4.3.3 Related Work

Game theory models have been applied extensively to wireline and wireless networks

such as optimal routing and flow control [DM86,DM87,DM88,BS02,ABS02,ABJS02,

KLO95,KLO97], power control in wireless networks [ABSA02,FMG98,CKLC,PCL03,

SW00,AA03,SMG02], some with special emphasis on cognitive radio [NRG04,NMR05,

NBRG02,NRG02]. Auctions have been used for communication resource allocation,

such as the allocation of bandwidth with a progressive second price auction [LS97] and

proportional share auction [JT04]; allocation of wireless channels in cellular networks

with a second-price auction [SZM03], all pay auction [SMZ04], and in multiple-access

networks [Sin03]; allocation of transmission opportunities in the Internet using a vari-

ation of the VCG auction called a smart market approach [MV95b].

4.4 Pricing Models

Whether related to “real money” in a commercial network or “funny money” in a

closed system, prices play a fundamental role as resource allocation control signals in a

distributed market model [Sem99]. In this section, we will focus on two pricing models

that are closely related to this thesis: pricing for inelastic supply and congestion

pricing. Related work will also be reviewed.

4.4.1 Pricing for Inelastic Supply

Pricing has been most extensively studied in market scenarios where there are a

groups of consumers and a group of producers. The consumers have demands for
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the goods in the market, and the producers can supply goods with some cost. The

central role of price is to coordinate the supply and demand in the market such that

they are balanced. Each consumer chooses his demand level to maximize his payoff,

which is the difference between the utility derived from consumption of the goods and

the payment determined by the price and his consumption. Each producer chooses

his supply level to maximize his payoff as well, which is the difference between the

income determined by his supply and the price, and the cost incurred during the

manufacturing process of the goods.

In the context of communication networks, very often the problems are modeled

with inelastic supply, where the supply is fixed no matter what the prices are. For

example, there is a total fixed bandwidth or a total amount of power to be shared by

the users. In this case, the market degenerates into a set of consumers and a fixed

supply. One is often interested in finding the social optimal resource allocation that

maximizes the consumers’ aggregate utility. An illustrative example based on the

work of Kelly [Kel97] is given as follows.

We want to find an resource allocation {xm}m∈M which solves the following

SYSTEM problem:

max
{xm}m∈M

∑

m∈M

um (xm) ; subject to
∑

m∈M

xm ≤ C. (SYSTEM)

Given that um (xm) are strictly concave functions, the SYSTEM problem can be

solved by maximizing the Lagrangian

L =
∑

m∈M

um (xm)− λ

(
∑

m∈M

xm − C

)
(4.1)

for some nonnegative value of λ. The maximization of (4.1) can be achieved if each

consumer m ∈ M is charged the corresponding price λ and solves the following
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CONSUMERi problem in a distributed fashion

max
xm

um (xm)− λxm. (CONSUMERi)

The optimal λ∗ and optimal {x∗
m}m∈M will satisfy the complementary slackness con-

dition

λ∗

(
∑

m∈M

x∗
m − C

)
= 0. (4.2)

Here λ can be interpreted as a shadow price, which represents the marginal increase

in aggregate utility with respect to the increase in capacity of C. Sometimes it is also

called the dual price, since we can interpret λ as a variable in the dual formulation of

the SYSTEM problem.

The optimal price λ∗ can be found through a price tatonnement process where

the price is iteratively adjusted such as

λ̇ (t) =

(
∑

m∈M

xm (t)− C

)+

λ(t)

, (4.3)

where (g (t))+
x is used to denote the following

(g (t))+
x =

{
g (t) , x > 0

max (g (t) , 0) , x = 0
.

The price increases when aggregate demands exceeds supply and decreases otherwise.

The only time when λ does not change is when (4.2) is true. The convergence of the

tatonnement process can be proved using Lyapunov stability theory [Sri04].

The above problem illustrates the basic idea of the dual pricing approach, but it

omits some important details in practical systems. First of all, there might be mul-

tiple capacity constraints, such as one constraint per link in a network environment.

Second, the convergence of tatonnement process may not be guaranteed when price
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is updated in discrete times instead of continuously as in (4.3) . Third, um (·) may

depend on the whole vector x instead of on xm alone. For example, when xm rep-

resents the transmission power of user m and the utility is a function of his received

SINR. In this case, the objective function in SY STEM problem maybe no longer

concave in terms of variables (xm)M
m=1, and an optimal dual price λ∗ satisfying (4.2)

may not exist. In Chapter 5, we propose an alternative pricing scheme for this case,

and show the convergence of the tatonnement process with this alternative approach.

In Chapters 6 and 7, we will discuss the convergence of tatonnement processs with

discrete time updates and constant step size.

4.4.2 Congestion Pricing

Congestion has been very common in both wireline and wireless networks, with symp-

toms such as a decrease of the downloading speed from the Internet and an increase

of the dropping probability of cellular phone calls. Congestion is closely related to

the concept of negative externality, where one user’s increasing usage of the network

leads to degradation of all the other users’ QoS. Pricing can serve as an effective

tool for reducing congestion in the network and may even lead to socially optimal

behavior, which will be explained in the the following example due to MacKie-Mason

and Varian [MV95a].

Assume we want to find an efficient usage of a system with capacity G. Each user

m in the system has a utility function um (xm, D) , where xm is the resource he gets

and D is the delay he experiences, with D =
(∑

m∈M xm

)
/G. A larger capacity would

reduce the delay of all users. We assume um (xm, D) is continuously differentiable,
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concave in xm, and decreasing concave in D. Consider solving the following problem

max
{xm}m∈M

∑

m∈M

um (xm, D)− c (G) , (CONGESTED SYSTEM)

where c (G) is the cost of providing capacity G. Ignoring possible boundary condi-

tions, the optimal solution must satisfy the following first order condition

∂um (xm, D)

∂xm

= −
1

G

∑

j∈M

∂uj (xj, D)

∂D
,∀m ∈M. (4.4)

The left hand side of (4.4) denotes the marginal benefit of user m from using the

system, and right hand side denotes the marginal cost user m imposes on all users

by increasing the system delay. At the optimal solution, the marginal benefit and

marginal cost should balance each other.

We can derive a pricing interpretation from (4.4) . Define a “shadow price”, or

“congestion price” as

π = −
1

G

∑

j∈M

∂uj (xj, D)

∂D
,

and let user m try to solve the following problem

max
xm

um (xm, D)− πxm. (CONGESTED USERi)

The optimal solution (again ignoring possible boundary solutions) of CONGESTED

USERi problem is
∂um (xm, D)

∂xm

+
1

G

∂um (xm, D)

∂D
= π. (4.5)

In a large system with a lot of users, the second term on the left hand side of (4.5)

would be much less than π and can be negligible, then (4.5) is exactly the same as

(4.4). Thus a centralized optimal solution can be solved with a distributed approach

through the coordination of congestion pricing.
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This example illustrates how “congestion pricing” can internalize the negative ex-

ternality among users, and induce a centralized optimal solution with distributed

behaviors. This is a special case of the “Pigovian Taxation” [MCWG95], after

Pigou [Pig32]. Pigovian tax could be interpreted as the tax imposed by the gov-

ernment on users’ externality generating behavior, and the right tax rates could lead

to socially optimal solution. Unlike most taxes, which are inefficient because they

result in a deadweight loss [MCWG95], Pigovian taxes improve overall social utility,

as they reduce a negative externality while raising tax revenue. An alternative way

of inducing socially optimal behavior is to pay users subsidies for reducing their neg-

ative externalities. Combined with the right amount of the lump-sum transfer, the

outcome of the taxation can be exactly duplicated [MCWG95].

However, there are several questions needed to be answered: How can the right

congestion prices be discovered in a completely distributed network where each user

m only knows his own utility function? Starting from an arbitrary congestion state,

can the system converge to the socially optimal solution with this congestion pricing

approach? If each utility function um depends on (xm)M
m=1 in a complicated way and

is no longer concave, where does this congestion price lead the system to? We will try

to answer these questions in a more complicated and interesting context in Chapter

6.

4.4.3 Related Work

Economic-based models for resource allocation and pricing have been widely studied

in wire-line networks [KMT98, Kel97, LL99, HS95, LA02b, TKS01, ACLP92, SEP97,

GJP+97, MV95a, Peh97, AS97, FO00, Odl97, CSEZ93, GSW97a, SCEH96, MMM97].

Dual pricing [KMT98, Kel97, LL99] is shown to achieve socially optimal solutions
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in a variety of network models. There are also a variety of pricing schemes that

focus on simple, effective and suboptimal implementations, which include flat pric-

ing [AS97,FO00] which charges users with fixed access fees, a variation of flat pricing

called Paris-Metro pricing [Odl97] based on the pricing of the Paris Metro, priority

pricing which differentiates different users by different priorities and offers different

services [CSEZ93,GSW97a], edge pricing [SCEH96] that determines the prices locally

at the edge of the provider’s network where the user’ packets enter, response pric-

ing [MMM97,MMP94,HS95] where the network exploits the adaptive nature of users

to increase the system efficiency, etc.

In wireless networks, pricing techniques have been widely used for application such

as incentive engineering [JMH01,WLC02,FP03], uplink power control [Hei02,DFS99,

SMG02,SMG98,SW03,JH98], downlink resource allocation [LZJH04,ZHJB03,MB02,

LMS02, ZJLH01, ZZHJ04], and dynamic pricing for improving congestion [VCd01,

YH04].



Chapter 5

Auction-based Spectrum Sharing

In this chapter, we study a spectrum allocation problem in the Exclusive use model.

The system has an interference temperature constraint, under which the RF power

measured at a receiving antenna per unit bandwidth should be kept under some

threshold. This model is motivated by the scenario in which users wish to purchase a

local, relatively short-term data service. The spectrum to be used may be licensed to

an independent entity (e.g., private company) or controlled by a government agency,

either of which we refer to as a manager. Users may transmit to receivers at dif-

ferent locations, or to co-located receivers at a single access point. In both cases,

the manager controls the amount of bandwidth and power assigned to each user in

order to keep the interference temperature at a given measurement point below a

certain threshold. We assume that all users adopt a spread spectrum signaling for-

mat, in which the transmitted power is evenly spread across the entire available band

controlled by the manager. This allows efficient multiplexing of data streams from

different sources corresponding to different applications, and reduces the combined

power-bandwidth allocation problem to a received power allocation problem. Each

user has a utility, which is a function of the received Signal-to-Interference plus Noise

72
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Ratio (SINR), reflecting his desired Quality of Service (QoS). The interference a user

receives depends on the other users’ transmission powers and the cross-channel gains,

as well as the bandwidth.

In this setting, an interference temperature constraint is equivalent to a constraint

on the received power at the measurement point. This allows us to view the received

power as a divisible good; we study auction mechanisms for allocating this good. It

is well known that a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction can be used to achieve

a socially optimal allocation, i.e., maximize the total utility [MCWG95]. However,

as discussed in Sect. 5.1.2, this may not be suitable here due to the required infor-

mation from the users and the computational burden on the manager. Instead, we

propose two auctions mechanisms that allocate the received power as a function of

bids submitted by the users and the price announced by the manager. We model the

resulting problem as a non-cooperative game [MCWG95], and characterize the Nash

equilibria and related properties of the two auctions. We first analyze these auc-

tions as a simultaneous move game, assuming all information (i.e., utilities and link

channel gains) is available to the users (but not to the manager). We subsequently

formulate an iterative and fully distributed algorithm, which only requires the users

to obtain limited local information in order to converge globally to the Nash equi-

librium (NE). This makes the auction mechanisms easily implementable and scalable

with the population size.

Our approach is similar to a share auction (see [Sun01,WZ02,BZ93,JT04,MB03a,

YH] and the references therein), or divisible auction, where a perfectly divisible good

is split among bidders whose payments depend solely on the bids. A common form

of bids in a share auction is for each user to submit his demand curve (e.g., [Sun01,

WZ02, BZ93]), i.e., the amount of goods a user desires as a function of the price.
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The auctioneer can then compute a market clearing price based on the set of demand

curves. However, in our problem, a user’s demand curve for received power also

depends on the demands of other users due to interference. On the other hand, if the

demand curves are viewed in terms of SINR so that they are mutually independent,

the market clearing price for SINR is not easy to find since the constraint is on

received power. To overcome these difficulties, we adopt a signaling system similar

to [JT04,MB03a,YH], where users submit one dimensional bids for the resource.

We assume a weighted proportional allocation rule in which a user’s power alloca-

tion is proportional to his bid. This type of allocation rule has been studied in a wide

range of applications (e.g., see [Tij80,WW95]) including network resource allocation

(e.g., [JT04,MB03a,YH]). Given this allocation, the users participate in a game with

the objective of maximizing their own benefit. It is well known that the NE typically

does not maximize the total system utility [Dub86]. This has been referred to as the

price of anarchy (e.g., [JT04]). In order to achieve a more desirable NE, we allow the

manager to announce a unit price (e.g., [DFS99, SMG02]) either for received SINR

(a SINR auction) or received power (a power auction). An SINR auction with loga-

rithmic utilities leads to a weighted max-min fair SINR allocation. A power auction

maximizes the total utility for a large enough bandwidth with co-located receivers.

Both auctions maximize the total utility in a large enough system with co-located

receivers if the total power and bandwidth are increased in fixed proportion to the

number of users. Related work on uplink power control for CDMA has appeared

in [SMG02,ABSA02,SXC01,Hei02]. A key difference here is that there is a constraint

on the total received power at all times1. Because of this, a user’s interference depends

1We assume that any transmission power constraint for each user is large enough so that it can
be ignored.
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on his own power allocation, which can make the problem non-convex.

We assume the user population is stationary, i.e., the users and their corresponding

utilities stay fixed during the time period of interest. On a larger time-scale one can

view time divided into periods, during which the number of users and each user’s

utility are fixed and the proposed auction algorithm is used. When a new period

begins, users may join or leave the system. Remaining users may update their utilities

to reflect changes in their QoS requirements. For example, a user with data that must

be delivered by a deadline might increase his utility (as a function of SINR) as the

deadline approaches. Here we do not consider mechanisms and associated dynamics

over multiple periods.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. After introducing the auction

mechanisms in Sect. 5.1, we analyze the performance for a finite system and for a

limiting “large system” in Sect. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In Sect. 5.4 we give an

iterative and distributed bid updating algorithm, and show that it converges globally

to the unique NE of the auction when one exists. Numerical results are given in Sect.

5.5 and conclusions in Sect. 5.6. Several of the main proofs are given in the Appendix.

5.1 Auction Mechanisms

5.1.1 System Model

Spectrum with bandwidth B is to be shared among a set ofM = {1, · · · ,M} spread

spectrum users, where a user refers to a transmitter and an intended receiver pair.

User m’s valuation of the spectrum is characterized by a utility um (γm), where γm

is the received SINR at user m’s receiver. We primarily consider the case where

each user’s utility is given by um (γm) = u (θm, γm), where θm is a user-dependent
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parameter. As a particular example, we consider the logarithmic utility um (γγm
) =

θm ln (γm). 2

Assumption 5.1. For each user m, um (γm) is increasing, strictly concave, and twice

continuously differentiable in γm.

Utilities that satisfy this assumption are commonly used to model “elastic” data

applications [She95]. For each m, the received SINR is given by

γm =
pmhmm

n0 + 1
B

(∑
j 6=m pjhjm

) , (5.1)

where pm is user m’s transmission power, hmj is the channel gain from user m’s

transmitter to user j’s receiver, and n0 is the background noise power that is assumed

to be the same for all users. To satisfy an interference temperature constraint, the

total received power at a specified measurement point must satisfy

M∑

m=1

pmhm0 ≤ P, (5.2)

where hm0 is the channel gain from user m’s transmitter to the measurement point.

The system model is shown in Fig. 5.1. A power allocation is Pareto optimal if no

user’s utility can be increased without decreasing another user’s utility.

Lemma 5.2. A power allocation scheme is Pareto optimal if and only if the total

received power constraint is tight, i.e.,
∑M

m=1 pmhm0 = P .

This follows because if the power constraint is not tight, then each user can increase

their power by a factor of P/
∑M

m=1 pmhm0, which increases the SINR for every user.

2This approximates the weighted rate of user m in the high SINR regime.
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Figure 5.1: System model for M transmitter-receiver pairs

Lemma 5.2 does not require Assumption 5.1; in particular, um (γm) does not have to

be concave in γm, although it must be strictly increasing. Note that Pareto optimality

does not indicate how to split resources among users, only that the resource should

be fully utilized. A stronger condition is social optimality, where the total utility
∑M

m=1 um (γm) is maximized. Social optimality implies Pareto optimality, but the

reverse is not true. Therefore, to achieve social optimality, the manager should always

ensure that the received power constraint is tight.

A special case, on which we will focus, is when the receivers are co-located with the

measurement point. This could model a situation where a service provider purchases

the spectrum usage rights from the manager and provides service from a single access

point. In this case, hmj = hm0 for all m, j ∈ M, and we denote user m’s received

power as pr
m = pmhm0. In a Pareto optimal allocation for this co-located receiver

case, we have for each user m,

γm ≡ γm (pr
m) =

pr
m

n0 + 1
B

(P − pr
m)

,

so that user m’s utility um (γm (pr
m)) under a Pareto optimal allocation does not
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depend on how the power is allocated among the interferers.

We assume that each user’s utility is private information, i.e., only known to

the user himself. The manager must then devise a mechanism for allocating power

without having this knowledge a priori. Also the manager may not have a priori

knowledge of the channel gains, hmj’s. One such mechanism is the generalized VCG

auction.

5.1.2 VCG Auction for Spectrum Sharing

A VCG auction results in a socially optimal outcome, and it is a (weakly) dominant

strategy for users to bid truthfully (i.e., state their true utilities). In our context,

a VCG auction can be described as follows: First, users are asked to submit their

utilities {um (γm)}. The manager then computes the power allocation p∗ = (p∗m)M
m=1

that maximize the total total utility, i.e., umax =
∑M

j=1 uj (γj (p∗)) given the received

power constraint, and allocates power to the users accordingly. Furthermore, the

manager computes the maximum total utility if user m is excluded from the auction,

i.e., umax /m = max{pj}/pm

∑
j 6=m uj (γj) for each m ∈ M. In total, the manager must

solve M + 1 optimization problems. The manager then charges user m the amount

umax /m −
∑

j 6=m uj (γj (p∗)), which is the decremental social benefit of all other users

from including user m in the auction.

The VCG auction may not be suitable in this context for several reasons: (i)

In order to completely specify the users’ utilities, in particular, the SINR in (5.1),

for each user m, the channel gains hmj for all m, j ∈ M must be measured by the

users and reported to the manager. This might be a heavy burden for the users in a

large network. (ii) The manager must solve M + 1 optimization problems, which are

typically non-convex due to the interference. This becomes computationally expensive
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for large M , and may not be suitable for online allocations. For these reasons, we

examine mechanisms that require less information exchange and less computation for

the manager.

5.1.3 One-Dimensional Auctions with Pricing

We now describe two auctions (SINR- and power-based) in which users submit one-

dimensional bids representing their willingness to pay, and the manager simply allo-

cates the received power in proportion to the bids. The users then pay an amount

proportional to their SINR (or power). The manager announces a nonnegative reserve

bid β, and uses a corresponding reserve power that interferes with the other users.

In contrast with the situation where the manager submits a reserve bid to extract

more revenue from the other bidders [Mil04], here the main purpose of the reserve

bid is to guarantee a unique desirable outcome of the auction. We will show that the

interference generated by the manager can be made arbitrarily small. Although the

two auctions are relatively simple, we show that under some mild conditions they give

power allocations that are arbitrarily close to the allocation from a VCG auction.

Regarding the information structure of the auction, we first assume that it is a

complete information game, i.e., all users’ utilities and all channel gains are known to

all users. In Sect. 5.4, we present a distributed algorithm that can achieve the NE of

the auction with limited information, where each user m only needs to measure the

background noise density n0, the channel gain ratio ĥmm = hmm/hm0 and the SINR

at his own receiver.

Simultaneous Auction Algorithm:

1. The manager announces a reserve bid β ≥ 0, and a price πs > 0 (in an SINR
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auction) or πp > 0 (in a power auction).

2. After observing β, πs (or πp), user m ∈M submits a bid bm ≥ 0.

3. The manager keeps reserve power p0, and allocates to each user m a transmission

power pm so that the received power at the measurement point is proportional

to the bids, i.e.,

hm0pm =
bm∑M

j=1 bj + β
P, and p0 =

β
∑M

j=1 bj + β
P. (5.3)

The resulting SINR for user m is

γm =
pmhmm

n0 + 1
B

(∑
j 6=m pjhjm + p0h0m

) , (5.4)

where h0m is the channel gain from the manager (measurement point) to user

m’s receiver3. If
∑M

j=1 bj + β = 0, then pm = 0.

4. In an SINR (power) auction, user m pays Cm = πsγm (Cm = πppmhm0)

A bidding profile is the vector containing the users’ bids b = (b1, ..., bM ). The

bidding profile of user m’s opponents is defined as b−m = (b1, ..., bm−1, bm+1, ..., bM ),

so that b = (bm; b−m). In the preceding auctions, each user m submits a bid bm to

maximize his surplus function

sm (bm; b−m) = um (γm (bm; b−m))− Cm.

Here we omit the dependence on β and π.

3If h0m = 0 for all i ∈ {1, ...,M}, then the manager does not interfere with the users and many
of the results in the following section still hold. However, in the co-located case, we have h0m = 1
for all i.
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An NE of the auction is associated with a bidding profile b∗ such that sm(b∗m; b∗−m) ≥

sm(b′m; b∗−m) for any b′m ∈ [0,∞) and any user m. Define user m’s best response given

b−m as the set

Bm (b−m) =

{
b̂m | b̂m = arg max

bm∈[0,∞)
sm (bm; b−m)

}
,

i.e., the set of bm’s that maximize sm(bm; b−m) given a fixed b−m.4 The NE bidding

profile b∗ is a fixed point, i.e., no user has the incentive to deviate unilaterally. The

existence and uniqueness of an NE are shown in the following to depend on β and πs

(or πp).

These auction mechanisms differ from some previously proposed auction-based

network resource allocation schemes (e.g., [JT04,MB03a]) in that the bids here are

not the same as the payments. Instead, the bids are signals of willingness to pay. The

manager can therefore influence the NE by choosing β and πs (or πp). This alleviates

the typical inefficiency of the NE, and allows us to reach Pareto optimal, and in some

cases, socially optimal solutions.

5.2 Finite System Analysis

5.2.1 SINR Auction

In this case, Cm = πsγm = πs pmhmm

n0+ 1
B (

PM
j 6=m pjhjm+p0h0m)

, so that each user’s payment

depends on both the transmission power and the interference.

Theorem 5.3. In an SINR auction:

(1) For β > 0, there exists a threshold price πs
th > 0 such that a unique NE exists

if πs > πs
th, and there is no NE if πs ≤ πs

th.

4In general the best response set may contain more than one element.
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(2) For β = 0, one of the following is true: (i) there is a unique NE with b∗m = 0

for all m, (ii) there are an infinite number of Nash Equilibria, or (iii) there is

no NE.

The proof is given in Appendix 5.7; as shown there, when β > 0 and πs > πs
th, the

best response for each user is unique, and the vector of best responses across users is

given by

B (b) = Kb + k0β, (5.5)

where K = [kmj (πs)]m,j∈M is a nonnegative matrix with kmm (πs) = 0 and

kmj (πs) =
gm (πs)

(
n0B + Pĥjm

)

PBĥmm − gm (πs) noB
≥ 0,∀j 6= m, (5.6)

k0 = (km0)
M
m=1 is a nonnegative vector with

km0 (πs) =
gm (πs) (n0B + Ph0m)

PBĥmm − gm (πs) noB
≥ 0,

and gm (πs) is a nonnegative and continuously nonincreasing function defined as

gm (πs) =





∞, 0 ≤ πs ≤ u′
m (∞) ,

u′−1
m (πs) , u′

m (∞) < πs < u′
m (0) ,

0, u′
m (0) ≤ πs.

(5.7)

The spectral radius of matrix K, ρK , satisfies 0 ≤ ρK < 1, and the vector k0 =

(k10, ..., kM0) has nonnegative elements. The unique NE is

b∗ = (I−K)−1
k0β =

∞∑

n=0

Knk0β.

where I is the identity matrix.

Since we would like to avoid case (2) in Theorem 5.3, we assume β > 0 in the

rest of the paper. Notice that the value of β does not affect the power allocation
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at the NE, since all equilibrium bids are proportional to β. Thus the manager only

needs to announce an arbitrary β > 0. In general, πs
th in Theorem 5.3 is difficult to

find analytically. However, in the co-located receiver case with logarithmic utilities,

we have a closed-form relation between πs
th and the users’ utility parameters. For

m ∈M, define

km (πs) =
gm (πs) (P + Bn0)

PB − gm (πs) n0B
. (5.8)

Proposition 5.4. In an SINR auction with co-located receivers and logarithmic util-

ities, km (πs
th) ≥ 0 for each user m and

∑M
m=1 km (πs

th) / (1 + km (πs
th)) = 1.

This follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3 by using the fact that with co-located

receivers kml (π
s) = km (πs) for all l ∈∈ M, and explicitly solving for the NE. The

bidding and power profiles at the NE are:

b∗m =

km(πs)
1+km(πs)

1−
∑M

j=1
kj(πs)

1+kj(πs)

β and p∗m =
km (πs)

1 + km (πs)
P for m ∈M. (5.9)

Given the existence of a unique NE, we next characterize the resulting resource

allocation. We say an allocation {xm}m∈M is weighted max-min fair with weights

{wm}m∈M if for each m ∈ M, xm can not be increased without decreasing some xj,

j ∈M, for which xj/wj ≤ xm/wm.

Proposition 5.5. If a unique NE exists in an SINR auction with logarithmic utilities,

the SINR allocation {γ∗
m}m∈M are weighted max-min fair with the weights {θm}m∈M

given a fixed reserve power p∗0, and the payments {C∗
m}m∈M are proportional with the

same weights.

Proof. User m’s unique best response satisfies

∂um (γm (Bm (b−m) ; b−m))

∂γm (Bm (b−m) ; b−m)
=

θm

γm (Bm (b−m) ; b−m)
= πs,
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i.e., γ∗
m/θm = 1/πs for all m. Clearly, no user’s SINR can be increased without

decreasing another user’s SINR. User m’s payment satisfies C∗
m/θm = (πsγ∗

m) /θm =

1.

In [KMT98], Kelly et al. consider an algorithm for rate allocation in a wire-line

network with logarithmic utilities wm log (xm) for all users m ∈M. In that case, the

socially optimal rate allocation {xm}m∈M is weighted proportional fair with weights

{wm}m∈M, i.e., for any other feasible rate allocation {x′
m}m∈M,

M∑

m=1

wm (x′
m − xm) /xm ≤ 0.

Their utility maximization problem is convex and separable since there is no exter-

nality (i.e., interference) among different users. Here, due to the interference among

users, the problem is generally not separable (except in the co-located receiver case)

and is typically not convex; thus the allocation achieved by the SINR auction with

logarithmic utilities typically is not socially optimal or proportional fair.5

In a system with a unique NE, define the system usage efficiency by

η =

∑M
m=1 p∗mhm0

P
=

∑M
m=1 b∗m∑M

m=1 b∗m + β
.

For Pareto optimality η = 1, but the necessary condition for stability is η < 1 due to

the required positive reserve bid β, i.e., Pareto optimality and stability are conflicting

objectives6.

We define an ε-system as one with parameters (P ε, Bε,M ε, nε
0) = (P (1− ε) , B,

M, n0+εP/B), where ε ∈ (0, 1). An ε-Pareto optimal allocation is defined as a Pareto

optimal solution for the ε-system.

5Moreover, in this setting the socially optimal allocation with logarithmic utilities is not propor-
tional fair.

6Here we are not including power used by the manager in our definition of Pareto optimality.
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Proposition 5.6. In an SINR auction, there exists a price πs for any ε ∈ (0, 1),

such that the system has a unique NE and achieves an ε-Pareto optimal solution

(i.e., η = 1− ε in the original system).

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.3, it can be seen that as πs increases from πs
th

to ∞, ρK (πs) decreases from 1 to 0, and is continuous and nonincreasing in the

interval. Also, the bidding profile b∗ = (
∑∞

n=0 Kn) k0β changes from ∞ (for at least

one user’s bid) to 0 (for all users’ bids), and is also continuous and nonincreasing in

the interval. This implies the same for the summation
∑M

m=1 b∗m, which means η =
∑M

m=1 b∗m/
(∑M

m=1 b∗m + β
)

decreases from 1 to 0, and is continuous and nonincreasing

in the interval. So there must exist a price πs ∈ (πs
th,∞) that achieves any η = 1−ε ∈

(0, 1).

In practice, the manager can achieve a target η∗ by adjusting πs after observing

the usage efficiency at the current NE: if it is too low, the price should be decreased.

Note that if the price is decreased too much, the stability conditions in Theorem 5.3

may be violated.

5.2.2 Power Auction

In this case Cm = πppmhm0 = πppr
m. For the co-located receiver case with logarithmic

utilities, Proposition 5.4 still holds, but with a different expression for km (πs) than

that given in (5.8). The bidding and power profiles at the NE are again given by

(5.9), but it may be impossible to find a price πpε that gives an arbitrary η = 1− ε.

This is because um (γm (pr
m)) is not always concave in the received power pr

m, and so

the pr
m that maximizes user m’s surplus may not be continuous with price πp, i.e., it

may jump from one local optimum to the other. As a result, η =
∑M

m=1 pr
m/P may
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be discontinuous at some values of πp.

We say that a power allocation is ε-socially optimal if it maximizes the total utility

of the ε-system. In the case of co-located receivers, the power auction can achieve an

ε-socially optimal allocation for a more general class of utilities.

Assumption 5.7. For each m ∈M, um (γm) satisfies Assumption 5.1 and

|u′′
m (γm)|

u′
m (γm)

(γm + B) > 2 (5.10)

for any γm ∈ [0, P/n0].

Inequality (5.10) follows from setting ∂2um (γm (pr
m)) /∂2pr

m < 0 for any pr
m ∈

[0, P/hm0], i.e., the utility is strictly concave in the received power. For the case of

logarithmic utilities, Assumption 2 is satisfied if P/ (Bn0) < 0 dB. For many utilities

(e.g., θm log (1 + γm), 1− e−θmγm , and θmγα
m (α ∈ (0, 1))), Assumption 5.7 is satisfied

when the bandwidth is large enough, so that the interference among users is relatively

small.

Theorem 5.8. In a power auction with co-located receivers and Assumption 5.7, for

any ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists a price πpε such that the system has a unique NE, and the

NE achieves ε-social optimality.

Proof. Given an ε ∈ (0, 1) , it is straightforward to write out the Kuhn-Tucker (KT)

conditions for the total utility maximization problem of the ε-system with co-located
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receivers:

maximize
pε≥0

M∑

m=1

um (γm (pε
m)) (5.11)

subject to γm (pε
m) =

pε
m

n0 + (P − pε
m) /B

M∑

m=1

pε
m ≤ P (1− ε) .

Since problem (5.11) is a strictly convex maximization problem under Assumption

5.7, the KT conditions are necessary and sufficient for the unique ε-social optimal

solution.

In the power auction, user m’s surplus function

sm (bm; b−m) = um (γm (pm (bm; b−m)))− πppm (bm; b−m)

is a strictly quasi-concave function in bm. Hence there exists a unique value of bm that

maximizes sm (bm; b−m) for fixed b−m. By setting πp equal to the Lagrange multiplier

in the KT conditions for problem (5.11) , the set of best responses for the users is the

solution to the KT conditions. Thus the power profile at the NE achieves ε-social

optimality for any ε ∈ (0, 1).

Theorem 5.8 implies that with large enough bandwidth, so that the externality

effects among users are relatively small, the power auction with co-located receivers

can achieve an allocation that is arbitrarily close to that produced by a VCG auction,

and so is preferable to the SINR auction in terms of social optimality. When As-

sumption 5.7 is not satisfied, the power auction may not be able to achieve an η close

to 1 (e.g., with logarithmic utilities); this can result in a lower total utility compared

to the SINR auction, which can achieve any η.
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Theorem 5.8 can be generalized to the case of non-co-located receivers. For a fixed

b−m, user m’s best response is

Bm (b−m)

=

{
b̂m | b̂m = arg max

bm∈[0,∞)
um

(
pm (bm; b−m) hmm

n0 + 1
B

∑
j 6=m pj (bj; b−j) hjm

)
− πppmhm0

}

=

{
b̂m | b̂m = arg max

bm∈[0,∞)
um

(
pm (bm; b−m) hmm

n0 + 1
B

∑
j 6=m αjm(P − hm0pm (bm; b−m))

hjm

hj0

)

− πppmhm0},
(5.12)

where αjm represents the fraction of the received power allocated to user j at the

measurement point after assigning user m power pmhm0 given b−m, i.e.

αjm =
bj

b−m + β
,

which is a constant and independent of the choice of bm.

The solutions of (5.12) for all m ∈ M satisfy the first order KT condition of the

following problem (by setting price πp equal to the Lagrange multiplier in the KT

condition)

maximize
b≥0

M∑

m=1

um

(
pm (bm; b−m) hmm

n0 + 1
B

∑
j 6=m αjm(P − hm0pm (bm; b−m))

hjm

hj0

)
(5.13)

subject to
M∑

m=1

hm0pm (bm; b−m) ≤ P.

Notice that the objective function of Problem (5.13) is seperable in users’ transmission

power (pm)M
m=1 . Furthermore, the objective function is concave in (pm)M

m=1 under the

following condition:
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Condition 5.9. For each m ∈ M, um (γm) satisfies Assumption 5.1, the bandwidth

B is large enough, and

|u′′
m (γm)| ≥ δ > 0,∀γm ∈ [0, Phmm/hm0n0].

We have the following result:

Theorem 5.10. In a power auction with non-co-located receivers and Condition 5.9,

for any ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists a price πpε such that the system has a NE that achieves

ε-social optimality.

Notice that there might be several πpε for any given ε, and under each price there

might be several NEs that achieve the ε-social optimality.

If we can find out the corresponding coefficients
{{

αε
jm

}
j 6=m

}M

m=1
at the ε-socially

optimal solution for any ε ∈ (0, 1), then we can give a tigher condition than 5.9:

Condition 5.11. For any ε ∈ (0, 1) , any coefficients
{{

αε
jm

}
j 6=m

}M

m=1
and each

m ∈M, um (γm) satisfies Assumption 5.1 and

|u′′
m (γm)|

u′
m (γm)

(hmm + γmJm)2

hmmJm + γmJ2
m

> 2, (5.14)

for any γm ∈ [0, Phmm/hm0n0], where

Jm =
1

B

∑

j 6=m

αε
jmhm0

hjm

hj0

.

Theorem 5.10 still holds if we substitute Condition 5.9 by Condition 5.11.

5.2.3 Revenue Comparison between SINR and Power Auc-
tions

From the manager’s point of view, revenue maximization might be another important

objective. Here we restrict our discussion to the two auctions previously described
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for co-located receivers.7 Let Rp and Rs be the revenue derived from the power and

SINR auctions, respectively. We first consider the case where users are symmetric

(i.e., have the same utilities) and the utilities are concave in power.

Theorem 5.12. Given co-located receivers, identical utilities, and Assumption 5.7,

suppose further that both auctions achieve the same system usage efficiency η. Then

Rp > Rs, and Rp/Rs → 1 as M →∞.

Proof. With identical utilities and same efficiency η, both auctions allocate the same

received power pr∗ to all users. Let U (γ (pr)) = um (γm (pr
m)) for all m ∈ M. From

the first-order conditions for surplus maximization,

πp = U ′ (γ (pr)) γ′ (pr) |pr=pr∗ and πs = U ′ (γ (pr)) |pr=pr∗ (5.15)

so that

Rp

Rs
=

Mπppr∗

Mπsγ (pr∗)
=

U ′ (γ (pr)) γ′ (pr) |pr=pr∗pr∗

U ′ (γ (pr)) |pr=pr∗γ (pr∗)
=

n0B + P

n0B + P − pr∗
> 1.

As M →∞, pr∗ → 0, and so Rp/Rs → 1.

When Assumption 5.7 is not satisfied, the power auction may collect less revenue

than the SINR auction, since the former might not be able to achieve η close to 1.

However, for logarithmic utilities the relation between the revenues remains the same.

Proposition 5.13. Given co-located receivers with logarithmic utilities, assume there

exists a θ̄ such that θm ≤ θ̄ for all m ∈ M. Then Rp > Rs and Rp/Rs → 1 as

M →∞.

7We note that other auction mechanisms may extract more revenue.
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Proof. With logarithmic utilities and co-located receivers, the first-order conditions

for surplus maximization for user m gives

πp = u′
m (θm, γm (pr∗

m)) γ′
m (pr∗

m) =
θm (n0B + P )

pr∗
m (n0B + P − pr∗

m)
. (5.16)

Thus,

Rp =
M∑

m=1

πppr∗
m =

M∑

m=1

θm (n0B + P )

(n0B + P − pr∗
m)

>
M∑

m=1

θm = Rs, (5.17)

where the last equality is shown in the proof of Proposition 5.5. If θm ≤ θ̄ for each

m, then as M →∞, pr∗
m → 0 for each user m, and Rp/Rs → 1.

Notice that in Proposition 5.13 we do not require identical utilities or the same η

in both auctions. Hence with logarithmic utilities the power auction always generates

more revenue.

5.3 Large System Analysis

In this section we consider the asymptotic behavior as P , B, M and β go to infinity,

while keeping P/M , P/B, M/B and β/M fixed. We focus on co-located receivers and

assume that each user m’s utility parameter θm is independently chosen according to a

continuous probability density f (θ) over
[
θ, θ̄
]
, where 0 ≤ θ < θ̄ <∞. The expected

value of θ is denoted as E [θ] .

Proposition 5.14. In an SINR auction with logarithmic utilities and co-located re-

ceivers, a unique NE exists in the large system limit if and only if

πs > πs
th = E [θ] (n0 + P/B)

M

P
. (5.18)
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In this case, the power and SINR allocations at the NE are weighted max-min fair

with weights {θm}m∈M, and user m pays θm. If condition (5.18) is not satisfied, no

NE exists.

Proof. We obtain (5.18) by taking the limit of the conditions in Proposition 5.4, under

the assumed scaling. Let Lim denote limP,B,M→∞ with P/B, P/M, β/M fixed. Thus,

Lim
M∑

m=1

km

1 + km

=Lim
M∑

m=1

θm (P/B + n0)

P (πs + θm/B)

=
1

M
Lim

M∑

m=1

Mθm (P/B + n0)

Pπs

=
P/B + n0

P/Mπs
E [θ]

with probability 1. The first equality follows from the definition of km in (5.8), the

second follows from the limit B → ∞, and the third follows from the strong law of

large numbers. Condition (5.18) then follows directly. The weighted max-min fair

SINR allocation and payments stay fixed during the limiting process. Since every user

sees the same noise plus interference at the NE, n0+P/B, we have pr∗
m = γ∗

m(n0+P/B)

for all m. This corresponds to a weighted max-min fair power allocation.

The system usage efficiency at the NE is η = E[θ](n0+P/B)
πsP/M

. As η → 1, the price

πs converges to πs
th, which is proportional to the system load M/P . This coincides

with the congestion pricing scheme proposed in [Hei02], where the equilibrium price

reflects the system congestion.

In the limiting system with co-located receivers, all users receive the same fixed

noise plus interference level (n0 + P/B) at the NE, because each user gets a negligible

proportion of the total power. This makes the SINR and power auctions equivalent
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if πs = (n0 + P/B) πp. The socially optimal allocation maximizes the average utility

per user. (Note that the total utility is infinite.)

Assumption 5.15. The utility u (θ, γ) is asymptotically sublinear with respect to γ,

i.e.,

lim
γ→∞

1

γ
u (θ, γ) = 0, ∀θ.

Theorem 5.16. In the limiting system with co-located receivers, if u (θ, γ) satisfies

Assumptions 5.1 and 5.15, then both the SINR and power auctions can achieve ε-

social optimality for any ε ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. In the limiting system, the maximum average utility per user is the solution

to:

maximize
pr(θ)≥0

Eθ

[
u

(
θ,

pr (θ)

n0 + (P − pr (θ)) /B

)]
(5.19)

subject to Eθ [pr (θ)] =
P

M
(1− ε)

The objective is the average utility per user, and the constraint corresponds to the

total received power constraint in the ε-system. In both cases we have used the law

of large numbers to express these in terms of expectations over θ.

The optimization is over all received power allocations, pr :
[
θ, θ
]
→ R+. We first

prove the following lemma:

Lemma 5.17. There exists a power allocation pr (θ) that solves (5.19), which is finite

everywhere, i.e.,

lim
P→∞

pr (θ)

P
= 0,∀θ ∈

[
θ, θ
]
. (5.20)

This lemma implies that each user receives a negligible fraction of the total power

as the system scales. The lemma can be proved by contradiction. If the lemma
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were not true, then at least one user would be allocated infinite power as the system

scales. Because the utility is sublinear, this user would contribute a negligible amount

to the average utility. Thus we could reallocate the user’s power among the remaining

users and strictly increase the average utility. This gives a contradiction, proving the

lemma.

Lemma 5.17 ensures that at a solution to (5.19), each user receives the same

interference plus noise n0 + P/B. This makes (5.19) a strictly concave maximization

problem. By using calculus of variations [KS81], we can solve for p (θ) in closed form,

as well as for the corresponding positive Lagrange multiplier λ for the average power

constraint. Letting πp = λ or πs = (n0 + P/B) λ results in the same power allocation

at the NE for the power and SINR auctions, respectively.

Assumption 5.15 is valid for common utilities, e.g., θ ln (γ), θ ln (1 + γ), and θγα

for any α ∈ (0, 1), and any upper-bounded utility. Under this assumption, even if a

finite number of users are allocated non-negligible proportions of the total power, their

contributions to the average utility become negligible as the number of users increases.

Because of this, the socially optimal allocation gives each user finite power, and so

each user sees the same interference level (n0 + P/B). In that case, both auctions

can achieve results that are arbitrarily close to that of a VCG auction.

5.4 Iterative and Distributed Bid Updating Algo-

rithm

In Sect. 5.1, we assumed that the users’ utility functions and all the channel gains are

public information, so that the auction can be analyzed as a simultaneous-move game

with complete information. In practice, the users’ utilities are likely to be private
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information, and it is difficult for user m to measure the channel gains associated

with other users, i.e., hjl for j, l 6= m. In that case, users cannot find the NE of the

auction in one iteration. Next, we present an iterative and fully distributed algorithm

that converges to the NE of the SINR auctions8.

Suppose users update their bids according to the best response (5.5) simultane-

ously in iterations t = 1, 2, · · · , i.e.,

b(t) = Kb(t−1) + k0β, (5.21)

where b(0) is an arbitrarily chosen feasible initial bidding profile.

Proposition 5.18. If there exists a unique NE in the SINR auction, then the update

algorithm (5.21) globally converges to the NE from any positive b(0).

Proof. For a unique NE we must have K ≥ 0 (component-wise), k0 ≥ 0 and ρK < 1.

Under this conditions iterating (5.21) gives

lim
t→∞

b(t) = lim
t→∞

[
Kt
]
b(0) + lim

t→∞

[
t−1∑

n=0

Kn

]
(k0β) = (I−K)−1

k0β,

which is the unique NE.

Next, we show that (5.21) can be equivalently written in a distributed fashion,

where each user only needs to measure the channel gain ĥmm = hmm/hm0, the back-

ground noise density n0, and his received SINR γ
(t)
m in each iteration t.

Proposition 5.19. In the SINR auction, (5.21) is equivalent to the following distrib-

uted updating algorithm for each user m in iteration t = 1, 2, ...

b(t)
m =





gm (πs) Pĥmm − gm (πs) γ
(t−1)
m n0

γ
(t−1)
m Pĥmm − gm (πs) γ

(t−1)
m n0

b(t−1)
m , if γ

(t−1)
m > 0,

0, if γ
(t−1)
m = 0,

(5.22)

8Note that here we are still referring to the NE of the simultaneous move game as in Sect. 5.1.3.
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with an arbitrary positive initial profile b(0).

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.3, we know that by following the best re-

sponse (5.21) in iteration t, each user m submits a bid b
(t)
m in an attempt to achieve

γm

(
b
(t)
m ; b

(t−1)
−m

)
= gm (πs), which maximizes his surplus during iteration t assuming

the other bids are fixed at b
(t−1)
−m . Using (5.3) and (5.4), we have

b(t)
m =

gm (πs)
(
n0

(∑
j 6=m b

(t−1)
j + β

)
+ (P/B)

(∑
j 6=m b

(t−1)
j ĥjm + βh0m

))

Pĥmm − gm (πs) n0

. (5.23)

Again using (5.3) and (5.4) for the SINR at iteration t− 1, we have

n0

(
M∑

j 6=m

b
(t−1)
j + β

)
+ (P/B)

(
M∑

j 6=m

b
(t−1)
j ĥjm + βh0m

)

= b(t−1)
m

(
Pĥmm − γ(t−1)

m n0

)
/γ(t−1)

m

if γ
(t−1)
m > 0. By substituting this into (5.23) and noticing the fact that γ

(t−1)
m = 0 if

and only if b
(t−1)
m = 0, we get the desired result.

The update (5.22) requires only that user m measure ĥmm. There is no need to

know the other users’ bids. This makes the algorithm distributed and scalable.

The update (5.21) is similar to the Parallel Update Algorithm in [AB03] where

users update their bids via a myopic strategy. Unlike Fig. 2 in [AB03], here the

sequence of bids does not oscillate if each user m chooses an initial bid b
(0)
m that is very

small (close to zero). This is due to the nonnegativity of the matrix K. Intuitively,

this is because the users’ best responses have “strategic complementarity” [Top98] –

roughly, this means when one user submits a higher bid, the others want to do the

same. In that case, gradient-based or random updates do not improve convergence.
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The update (5.21) is mathematically similar to the power control algorithm pro-

posed in [FM93] (see also [BCP00,HGG03b]) for a cellular network, where users adjust

their powers (without any power constraints) to meet some preset target SINRs. In

those papers, the matrix K depends only on the channel gains and the target SINRs,

and so may not satisfy ρK < 1 (in which case there would not be a feasible alloca-

tion). There are several key differences between (5.21) and the algorithm in [FM93]:

(1) We consider elastic data traffic without a preset target SINR; (2) We have a total

received power constraint; (3) We use the algorithm to adjust bids instead of the

power itself; and (4) We can adjust the price so that a unique NE always exists. The

mathematical similarity arises from the fact that by designing appropriate auction

mechanisms, we convert the constrained power allocation problem into an uncon-

strained non-cooperative game, in which each user updates his bid in an attempt to

reach the desired equilibrium SINR level.

In practice, we would like to guarantee a unique NE, which requires πs > πs
th, and

to achieve high efficiency η, which requires that πs be close to πs
th, without knowing

the exact value of πs
th. The manager must adaptively search for a suitable price. In

our simulations, we use the following search method:

1. Initialization: Set (π, π) = (0,∞) ; choose an arbitrary initial price π(0) > 0,

and a maximum number of iterations T . Set n = 0.

2. Start the auction at price π(n), set n = n + 1.

(a) If the auction does not converge within T iterations, then stop. Let π =

π(n−1). If π = ∞, set π(n) = 2π(n−1); otherwise, set π(n) = (π + π) /2. Go

to 2.
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(b) If the auction converges within T iterations with η < η∗, then set π =

π(n−1) and π(n) = (π + π) /2. Go to 2.

(c) If the auction converges within T iterations with η ≥ η∗, then stop.

Although we only discuss SINR auctions with logarithmic utilities, the bid updat-

ing algorithm also works for a power auction with co-located receivers and logarithmic

utilities, as well as some other utilities such as um (γm) = θm log (1 + γm). 9

5.5 Numerical Results

We first present some numerical results with logarithmic utilities and co-located re-

ceivers. In these simulations, {θm}m∈M are independently and uniformly distributed

in [1, 100]. Each graph represents an average over 100 independent realizations.

Figure 5.2 shows average utility per user for the two auctions along with an up-

per bound obtained from solving the dual formulation for the utility maximization

problem. In both auctions, we set the prices so that η is close to 1. From Theorem

5.8, the power auction achieves social optimality for P/ (Bn0) < 0 dB. Figure 5.2(a)

shows that the difference in utilities achieved by the two auctions is negligible in this

regime. For P/ (Bn0) > 0 dB, the utility is not concave with power, hence the utility

maximization problem may exhibit a duality gap. The two auctions achieve a utility

close to the bound in this regime. In Fig. 5.2(b), we scale the system as in Sect.

5.3, and choose P/ (Bn0) = 20 dB so that the utility is not concave in power. When

M ≤ 14, the auctions do not achieve the upper bound on the maximum average

utility. For large M , the utilities for both auctions and the socially optimal solution

9Again, we note that in some cases a target η∗ may not be achievable in the power auctions.
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converge to a constant. For this example, the asymptotic behavior is accurate for

M ≥ 14.

Figure 5.3 shows the performance of the distributed bid updating algorithm. Fig-

ure 5.3(a) shows the users’ bids starting from very small initial bids and monotonically

converging to the unique NE bids. Figure 5.3(b) shows the performance of the up-

dating algorithm as the system is scaled. The target system usage efficiency η∗ is

chosen to be 0.90, 0.95 and 0.98, respectively. We can see that the number of itera-

tions needed for convergence increases with M and approaches a constant when M is

large (i.e., M > 20). This shows that the algorithm scales well with the system size.

The figure also shows that the number of iterations needed for convergence increases

with η∗, implying that fast convergence and high system usage efficiency are generally

conflicting objectives.
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Figure 5.2: The average utility for the two auctions and the maximum achievable
utility with logarithmic utilities and co-located receivers: (a) finite system with
(P/n0,M) = (103, 10); (b) system with (P/n0, B) = (104M, 102M).
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Figure 5.3: Performance of the myopic bid updating algorithm with logarithmic util-
ities and co-located receivers: (a) bids for each user vs. iterations for a finite system
with (P/n0, B,M, β) = (102, 103, 10, 1) and η∗ = 0.95; (b) number of iterations re-
quired for a system with (P/n0, B) = (104M, 102M) and target η∗

Next we show some numerical examples with non-collocated receivers. Figures 5.4

(b) and (c) show the convergence of users’ bids and transmit powers in an SINR auc-

tion using the distributed algorithm in Sec. 5.4 for the network shown in Fig. 5.4(a).

The network has three users, with transmitters and receivers located at grid points.

The link gains between nodes are inversely proportional to the square of the distance.

All users have the same logarithmic utility with θm = 10. Proposition 5.5 says that all

users achieve the same SINR at the NE. The final bids and transmit powers depend on

the distance between the users’ transmitters and the measurement point. Since user

3’s transmitter is furthest from the measurement point, user 3 can obtain a relatively

high transmit power with a small bid. It is easy to see that if all users transmit with

the same power, user 2 receives the most interference, and user 1 receives the least.

Figure 5.4(c) shows that after compensating for the interference, user 2 transmits

with the highest power, and user 1 transmits with the lowest power.
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Figure 5.4: Transient behavior of SINR auction in a three-user network with non-co-
located receivers and logarithmic utilities: (a) network model (b) convergence of bids
(c) convergence of transmit powers

5.6 Chapter Summary

We have considered spectrum sharing among a group of spread spectrum users with

a constraint on the total interference temperature at a particular measurement point.

We proposed two auction mechanisms, SINR- and power-based, that allocate power

using a simple proportional bidding rule. When combined with logarithmic utilities,

the SINR auction leads to a weighted max-min fair SINR allocation. The following

results were obtained for the special case in which the receivers are co-located with the

measurement point. Namely, the power auction maximizes the total utility with large

enough bandwidth. Also, subject to certain assumptions on the utility functions, the

power auction generates more revenue than the SINR auction, although the difference

in revenue collected by the two auctions vanishes as the number of users increases.

Both auction mechanisms achieve social optimality (i.e., maximize utility per user) in

the large system limit where bandwidth and power are increased in fixed proportion.
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We also presented an iterative, distributed bid updating algorithm, which for both

auctions converges globally to the NE.

In this work we have assumed that the users and channels are static, and that the

interference temperature is measured at a single location. Relaxing these assumptions

leads to directions for future research. A related topic is how to assign bandwidth

and power in the context of the Commons spectrum usage model, where there is

no spectrum manager to preside over the resource allocation. In that situation, a

primary goal is to avoid the “tragedy of commons”.

5.7 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 5.3

Case I (β > 0): We first specify the best response Bm (b−m) for user m ∈ M with

surplus

sm (bm; b−m) = um (γm (bm; b−m))− πsγm (bm; b−m) . (5.24)

Define the normalized channel gain ĥjm = hjm/hj0 for all j,m ≥ 1 so that

γm (bm; b−m) =
bmĥmmPB

n0B
(∑M

j=1 bm + β
)

+ P
(∑

j 6=m bjĥjm + βh0m

) . (5.25)

Notice that for any fixed b−m, γm (bm; b−m) ≤ Pĥmm/n0 and equality is achieved when

bm →∞.

Differentiating (5.24) with respect to bm yields

∂sm (bm; b−m)

∂bm

=

[
∂um (γm (bm; b−m))

∂γm (bm; b−m)
− πs

]
∂γm (bm; b−m)

∂bm

, (5.26)

where

∂γm (bm; b−m)

∂bm

=

(
n0B

(∑
j 6=m bm + β

)
+ P

(∑
j 6=m bjĥjm + βh0m

))
ĥmmPB

(
n0B

(∑M
j=1 bm + β

)
+ P

(∑
j 6=m bjĥjm + βh0m

))2 > 0.

(5.27)
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Since the term in brackets in (5.26) is strictly decreasing in bm, sm (bm; b−m) is a

strictly quasi-concave function of bm, and there exists a unique best response for user

m, Bm (b−m), that satisfies

Bm (b−m) =∞, if πs ≤ u′
m

(
P ĥmm

n0

)

∂um (γm (Bm (b−m) ; b−m))

∂γm (Bm (b−m) ; b−m)
= πs, if u′

m

(
P ĥmm

n0

)
< πs < u′

m (0)

Bm (b−m) = 0, if u′
m (0) ≤ πs

(5.28)

If πs > maxm∈M u′
m

(
P ĥmm

n0

)
, then Bm (b−m) <∞, and can be shown to satisfy

Bm (b−m) =
∑

j 6=m

kmjbj + km0β, (5.29)

where kmj is defined in (5.6) and gm (πs) is defined in (5.7) . Therefore, if the auction

has a unique NE b∗, then it is the unique component-wise nonnegative solution to

(I−K) b = k0β, (5.30)

where K = [kmj]m,j∈M with kmm = 0 for all m, and k0 = (k10, ..., kM0).
10 Define

ı̃ = arg maxm∈M u′
m

(
P ĥmm

n0

)
and π = U ′

ı̃

(
P ĥı̃ı̃

n0

)
(i.e., gı̃ (π) = P ĥı̃ı̃

n0
). When πs > π,

K is a nonnegative matrix (i.e., all entries are nonnegative) and k0 is also nonneg-

ative component-wise. Let ρK be the spectral radius of matrix K. If ρK < 1, then

limn→∞ Kn = 0, and (I−K)−1 =
∑∞

n=0 Kn exists and is nonnegative. In that case,

there is a unique component-wise nonnegative solution to (5.30) given by

b∗ =

(
∞∑

n=0

Kn

)
k0β, (5.31)

which represents the unique NE of the auction. On the other hand, if ρK ≥ 1, then
∑∞

n=0 Kn =∞, and the auction has no NE.

10We denote all vectors as row vectors. The need for transposition should be clear from the
context.
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To show the existence of πs
th, as defined in the theorem, we will consider the

following two subcases: (I.1) Only user ı̃ has a positive best response at price π, i.e.,

gl (π) = 0 for all l 6= ı̃, and (I.2) There is at least one other user l 6= ı̃ who has a

positive best response at price π.

Subcase I.1 (gl (π) = 0 for all l 6= ı̃): Here we must have πs
th = π. This is because

for any πs > π, Bl (b−l) = 0 for all l 6= ı̃, and the unique NE b∗ = (0, ..., 0, b∗ı̃ , 0, ..., 0)

where

b∗ı̃ = kı̃0β ≥ 0. (5.32)

For all πs ≤ π, Bı̃ (b−ı̃) =∞ and there exists no NE.

Subcase I.2 (∃l 6= ı̃ such that gl (π) > 0): To prove this subcase we first show the

following two statements: (i) ρK is continuous and nonincreasing in πs. (ii) There

exists πs
H > π such that ρK (πs

H) < 1. Since ρK (π) ≥ 1, it then follows that there

exists πs
th ∈ [π, πs

H) such that ρK (πs) ≥ 1 for any π ≤ πs ≤ πs
th, and ρK (πs) < 1 for

any πs > πs
th. Additionally, we show that in this subcase, πs

th > π, i.e., there exists

πs
L > π such that ρK (πs

L) > 1.

To show (i) , let x = (x1, ..., xM ) be a nonnegative vector. From Corollary 8.3.3

of [HJ85] and the fact that a square matrix has the same eigenvalues as its transpose,

we have

ρK (πs) = max
x≥0
x6=0

min
j∈M
xj 6=0

1

xj

M∑

m=1

kmj (πs) xm, (5.33)

where the dependence of ρK and kmj on πs are explicitly shown. Let x∗ (πs) be a

vector that achieves ρK (πs) in (5.33). Note that x∗ (πs) must have more than one

positive entry, otherwise ρK (πs) = 0. Assume that π < πs < π̃s. From (5.6), kmj (πs)
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is nonnegative, continuous and nonincreasing in πs > π. Hence,

1

xj

M∑

m=1

kmj (πs) xm ≥
1

xj

M∑

m=1

kmj (π̃s) xm (5.34)

for any nonnegative x that has more than one positive entry and xj 6= 0. This implies

that

max
x≥0
x6=0

min
j∈M
xj 6=0

1

xj

M∑

m=1

kmj (πs) xm ≥ max
x≥0
x6=0

min
j∈M
xj 6=0

1

xj

M∑

m=1

kmj (π̃s) xm, (5.35)

i.e., ρK (πs) ≥ ρK (π̃s) . Since each eigenvalue of a square matrix depends continuously

upon its entries (see appendix D of [HJ85]), ρK (πs) is continuous and nonincreasing

in πs for πs > π.

To show (ii) , we have from Theorem 8.1.22 of [HJ85],

ρK (πs) ≤ max
j∈M

M∑

m6=j

kmj (πs) . (5.36)

Thus it is sufficient to show that

max
m,j∈M

kmj (πs
H) <

1

M − 1
. (5.37)

Using (5.6), a sufficient condition for (5.37) is

πs
H > max

m∈M
u′

m

(
PB minm∈M ĥmm

MBn0 + (M − 1) P maxm,j∈M ĥjm

)
> max

m∈M
u′

m

(
Pĥmm

n0

)
= π.

(5.38)

To show there exists πs
L > π such that ρK (πs

L) > 1, from (5.33) it is sufficient to

show that there exists an x > 0 and δ > 0 such that πs
L = π + δ and

M∑

m=1

kmj (πs
L)

xm

xj

> 1,∀j ∈ {1, ..,M} . (5.39)
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From (5.7) and the assumptions in Subcase I.2, both 1/gı̃ (π
s) and 1/gl (π

s) are pos-

itive, continuous and strictly increasing functions for πs ∈ [π, π + δ′) with δ′ <

min (U ′
l (0) , U ′

ı̃ (0))− π. Then for any given δı̃ > 0 and δl > 0, there exists a δ′ > 0

such that for any δ < δ′,

0 <
1

gı̃ (π + δ)
−

1

gı̃ (π)
≤ δı̃, (5.40)

0 <
1

gl (π + δ)
−

1

gl (π)
≤ δl. (5.41)

If we let δl = 1/gl (π) − n0/
(
Pĥll

)
> 0, δı̃ = n2

0/
(
4δlP

2ĥı̃̃ıĥll

)
> 0, xı̃ = 1 and

xj =
(
no/P ĥı̃̃ı

)
/δı̃ for all j 6= ı̃, then

xj

xı̃

=
no/P ĥı̃̃ı

δı̃

<

(
n0 + P

B
ĥjı̃

)
/
(
Pĥı̃̃ı

)

1
gı̃(π+δ)

− 1
gı̃(π)

= kı̃j (π + δ) = kı̃j (πs
L) ,∀j 6= ı̃, (5.42)

where we have used the fact that gı̃ (π) = Pĥı̃̃ı/n0 by definition. Thus kı̃j (πs
L) xı̃/xj >

1 for any j 6= ı̃. Also

xl

xı̃

=
4δl

n0/
(
Pĥll

) >
1/gl (π)− n0/

(
Pĥll

)
+ δl

n0/
(
Pĥll

) >
1/gl (π + δπ)− n0/

(
Pĥll

)

n0/
(
Pĥll

)
+ ĥı̃l/

(
Bĥll

) =
1

kl̃ı (πs
L)

,

(5.43)

i.e., kl̃ı (π
s
L) xl/xı̃ > 1. Combining (5.42) and (5.43) give (5.39) , hence ρK (πs

L) =

ρK (π + δπ) < 1.

Case II (β = 0): First, we observe that b∗ = 0 is an NE if and only if

um (0) ≥ um

(
Pĥmm

n0

)
− πs Pĥmm

n0

,∀m. (5.44)

That is, if all other users bid zero, then user m’s best response bid is also zero since

a positive bid gives the change in surplus ∆sm (bm; b−m) = um

(
P ĥmm

n0

)
− πs P ĥmm

n0
−
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um (0) ≤ 0. Furthermore, if there is a unique NE, then b∗ = 0. This is because if

there exists a nonzero b̃
∗
, which is a NE, then for any scalar υ > 0, υb̃

∗
gives the

same surplus values, hence is also a NE. Thus there are an infinite number of Nash

Equilibria. Finally, there is no NE when πs is too small (e.g., πs ≤ u′
m

(
P ĥmm

n0

)
for

some user m).



Chapter 6

Distributed Internference
Compensation in Wireless
Networks

Mitigating interference is a fundamental problem in wireless networks. A basic tech-

nique for this is to control the nodes’ transmit powers. In an ad hoc wireless network

power control is complicated by the lack of centralized infrastructure, which necessi-

tates the use of distributed approaches. In this chapter, we will address distributed

power control for rate adaptive users in a wireless network. We consider two models:

a single channel spread spectrum (SS) network, where all users spread their power

over a single frequency band, and a multi-channel model, where each user can allocate

its power over multiple frequency bands. The latter model is motivated by examples

including interference avoidance in wireless ad hoc networks with frequency-selective

channels [PRP04], power allocation across multiple cells in an Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) network [YLC04], and spectrum management in digi-

tal subscriber lines with crosstalk [CYM+]. In both models, the transmission rate for

each user depends on the received signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR). Our

108
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objective is to coordinate user power levels to optimize overall performance, measured

in terms of total network utility.

We study protocols in which the users exchange price signals that indicate the

“cost” of received interference. Pricing mechanisms for allocating resources in net-

works have received considerable attention for both wire-line (e.g. [KMT98, LL99])

and wireless networks (e.g. [QM03, MB02, Hei02]). The problem here differs from

much of the previous work because, due to interference, the users’ objective func-

tions are coupled, and the overall network objective may not be concave in the

allocated resource (transmit power). Also, in most previous work, prices are La-

grange multipliers for some constrained resource such as power or bandwidth; here

the prices reflect the interference or externalities among the users instead of a re-

source constraint. This can be interpreted as a type of Pigovian Tax [MCWG95],

which, in economics, is a tax imposed by an agency (e.g., the government) to pe-

nalize user behaviors that generate negative externalities. Pigovian taxation and

variations have been presented for congestion pricing in communication networks

(e.g., [MV95a,MV95b,AO,GSW97b]). The power control scheme presented here dis-

covers the optimal prices (taxes) distributively and asynchronously, instead of in a

static and centralized way (as in [MV95a,MV95b,AO]). Our single channel model is

similar to that considered in [Chi05], which also discusses combined power and rate

control. The power adaptation in [Chi05] solves a similar problem to that considered

here using gradient updates. Instead, we consider an approach based on supermodular

game theory [Top98], which allows for a larger class of utility functions and appears

to have faster convergence.

A variety of game-theoretic approaches have been applied to network resource

allocation, as surveyed in [ABE+]. Supermodular game theory, in particular, has
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been used to study power control in [SMG02, AA03, SW00]. Our approach differs

in that (i) we focus on an ad hoc instead of a cellular network; (ii) we consider

a different functional form for the utilities than some authors, and (iii) we do not

directly model the problem as a non-cooperative game. Instead, the users voluntarily

cooperate with each other by exchanging interference information. We introduce a

fictitious game and apply a strategy space transformation to view this algorithm as

a supermodular game. Other work on power control in CDMA cellular and ad hoc

networks includes [SMG02,AA03,ABSA02,SXC01,HGG03a]. In most prior work on

ad hoc networks, a transmission is assumed to be successful if a fixed minimum SINR

requirement is met. This is true for fixed-rate communications. However, this is not

the case for “elastic” data applications, which can adapt transmission rates. In this

paper, we focus on rate-adaptive users, where the goal of power control is to maximize

total network performance instead of guarantee interference margins for each user.

In Section 6.1, we consider the power control problem in a single channel network.

Based on the KKT conditions of the total utility maximization problem, we propose

an asynchronous distributed pricing (ADP) algorithm. The interference prices are

generated by the users in a distributed fashion based on limited information mea-

surements and information passing. Based on supermodular game theory, we show

that the ADP algorithm converges in a two-user network, and in a M-user network

with “sufficiently” concave utility functions.

In Section 6.2, we consider the power control problem in a multi-channel networks.

Here we have an additional consideration of how the users should allocate their power

across the available channels. We present two algorithms, a primal algorithm and a

dual algorithm. In the primal algorithm, each transmitter determines the power allo-

cation across all channels to maximize its surplus, subject to a total power constraint,
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taking into account the interference prices for each channel. The dual algorithm is

based on the technique of Lagrangian relaxation, and allows us to decompose the

network optimization problem into several subproblems, one for each channel. The

dual variables are then updated to enforce the total power constraints. This is similar

in spirit to the optimization flow control algorithm for wire-line networks in [LL99].

However, here the dual variables are not determined by each link in the network, but

rather by each user. Also, the corresponding primal problem is not separable due

to the interference. We show that both algorithms converge to the globally optimal

power allocation for a class of utility functions that are “sufficiently” concave. This

condition is not satisfied when the users’ utility functions correspond to achievable

rates, so that convergence to the global optimum is not guaranteed in general. In

that case, we show that the algorithms converge for a two-user two-channel network,

and for a network with an arbitrary number of users, but with a constraint (upper

bound) on cross-channel gains.

In Section 6.3, we study the performance of ADP in the spectrum sharing scenario

where each transmitter is constrained to choose a single channel from among a set of

available channels. This leads to an optimization problem with integer constraints,

which complicates the analysis. (This, of course, also applies to previous studies of

dynamic channel allocation, e.g., see [AvK+03].) Consequently, we are unable to prove

an analogous convergence result for an arbitrary number of users. For two users, we

show that the Single-Channel (SC)-ADP algorithm converges with sequential updates

across users given certain constraints on the utility functions.

The performance of the ADP algorithm is studied through extensive simulations

in Section 6.4. In the single channel network, we first show that with logarithmic util-

ities, the ADP algorithm converges rapidly to the globally optimal power allocation
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(i.e., much faster than the gradient algorithm for power control proposed in [Chi05]).

We then study the effect of limiting the amount of information nodes can exchange.

Specifically, we assume that each transmitter can decode prices only from receivers

within a specified radius. There is, then, no explicit coordination between transmit-

ters and receivers separated by more than this radius. (A radius of zero corresponds

to uncoordinated power control, i.e., all transmitters transmit with the maximum

power.) The performance of the ADP algorithm is observed to degrade gracefully

with decreasing radius. We also compare the performance of the ADP algorithm

with the Request to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) random access protocol in the

802.11 standard. It is shown that in a dense network the ADP algorithm can offer

large improvements in total efficiency (i.e., when utility corresponds to information

rate). The effect of rate control on performance is also examined. Namely, our results

show that if the rate can be adjusted to match the received SINR, then RTS/CTS

random access offers only a modest improvement relative to uncoordinated power

control. This improvement increases significantly when the allowable rates are quan-

tized.

In a multi-channel network, we show global convergence of the dual ADP algo-

rithm and that the convergence speed is insensitive to the relative number of updates

for the dual prices and interference prices. We also show that the ADP algorithm

performs better than iterative water-filling [YGC02] (in both low and medium SINR

regimes), where users maximize their individual rates autonomously without exchang-

ing information. Finally, we compare the performance of the SC-ADP algorithm with

other distributed power control schemes, including selecting the channel with the best

channel gain, iteratively selecting the channel with the best SINR, iterative water fill-

ing, and the case where each user transmits over all channels.
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Figure 6.1: An example wireless network with four users (pairs of nodes) (Tm and
Rm denote the transmitter and receiver of “user” m, respectively).

6.1 Single Channel Networks

We consider a snap-shot of an ad hoc network with a setM = {1, ...,M} of distinct

node pairs. As shown in Fig. 6.1, each pair consists of one dedicated transmitter and

one dedicated receiver. This could represent a particular schedule of transmissions

determined by an underlying routing and MAC protocol. We use the terms “pair”

and “user” interchangeably in the following. In this section, we assume that each

user m transmits an SS signal spread over the total bandwidth of B Hz. Over the

time-period of interest, the channel gains of each pair are fixed. The channel gain

between user m’s transmitter and user j’s receiver is denoted by hmj. Note that in

general hmj 6= hjm, since the latter represents the gain between user j’s transmitter

and user m’s receiver.

Each user m’s quality of service is characterized by a utility function um (γm),
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which is an increasing and strictly concave function of the received SINR,

γm (p) =
pmhmm

n0 + 1
B

∑
j 6=m pjhjm

, (6.1)

where n0 is the background noise power and p = (p1, · · · , pM) is a vector of the

users’ transmission powers. The users’ utility functions are coupled due to mutual

interference. An example utility function is a logarithmic utility function um (γm) =

θm log (γm), where θm is a user dependent priority parameter.1

The problem we consider is to specify p to maximize the utility summed over all

users, where each user m must also satisfy a transmission power constraint, pm ∈

Pm =
[
Pmin

m , Pmax
m

]
, i.e.,

max
{p:pm∈Pm ∀m}

M∑

m=1

um (γm(p)) . (P1)

Note that a special case is Pmin
m = 0; i.e., the user may choose not to transmit.2

As a baseline distributed approach, consider the case where the users do not ex-

change any information and simply choose transmission powers to maximize their

individual utilities. As in [SMG02], this can be modeled as a non-cooperative power

(NCP) control game GNCP = [M, {Pm} , {um}], where the players in the game cor-

respond to the users inM; each player picks a transmission power from the strategy

set Pm and receives a payoff um (γm). In this game p is the power profile, and the

power profile of user m’s opponents is defined to be p−m = (p1, ..., pm−1, pm+1, ..., pM),

so that p = (pm; p−m). Similar notation will be used for other quantities. User m’s

1In the high SINR regime, logarithmic utility approximates the Shannon capacity log (1 + γm)
weighted by θm. For low SINR, a user’s rate is approximately linear in SINR, and so this utility is
proportional to the logarithm of the rate.

2Occasionally, for technical reasons, we require Pmin
m > 0; in these cases, Pmin

m can be chosen arbi-
trarily small so that this restriction has little effect. Note that for certain utilities, e.g., θm log (γm),
all assigned powers must be strictly positive, since as pm → 0, the utility approaches −∞.
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best response is

Bm (p−m) = arg max
pm∈Pm

um (γm(pm, p−m)) ,

i.e., the pm that maximizes um (γm (pm, p−m)) given a fixed p−m. A power profile p∗

is a Nash Equilibrium (NE) of GNCP if it is a fixed point of the best responses, i.e.

um(γm(p∗m; p∗−m)) ≥ um(γm(p′m; p∗−m))

for any p′m ∈ Pm and any user m.

Since each user’s payoff um (γm (pm, p−m)) is strictly increasing with pm for fixed

p−m, and there is no penalty for high transmission power as long as pm ∈ Pm, it is easy

to verify that the unique NE of GNCP is p∗
NCP = (Pmax

m )M
m=1 , i.e., each transmitter

uses its maximum power. This solution can be far from the socially optimal solution

given by Problem P1.

Although um(·) is concave, the objective in Problem P1 may not be concave in p.

However, it is easy to verify that any local optimum, p∗ = (p∗1, ..., p
∗
M), of this problem

will be regular (see p. 309 of [Ber99]), and so must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

(KKT) necessary conditions:

Lemma 6.1 (KKT conditions:). For any local maximum p∗ of Problem P1, there exist

unique Lagrange multipliers λ∗
1,u, ..., λ

∗
M,u and λ∗

1,l, ..., λ
∗
M,l such that for all m ∈M,

∂um (γm (p∗))

∂pm

+
∑

j 6=m

∂uj (γj (p∗))

∂pm

= λ∗
m,u − λ∗

m,l, (6.2)

λ∗
m,u(p

∗
m − Pmax

m ) = 0, λ∗
m,l(P

min
m − p∗m) = 0, λ∗

m,u, λ
∗
m,l ≥ 0. (6.3)

Let

πj (pj, p−j) = −
∂uj (γj (pj, p−j))

∂Ij (p−j)
, (6.4)
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where Ij (p−j) =
∑

k 6=j pkhkj is the total interference received by user j (before band-

width scaling). Here, πj (pj, p−j) is always nonnegative and represents user j’s mar-

ginal increase in utility per unit decrease in total interference. Using (6.4), condition

(6.2) can be written as

∂um (γm (p∗))

∂pm

−
∑

j 6=m

πj

(
p∗j , p

∗
−j

)
hmj = λ∗

m,u − λ∗
m,l. (6.5)

Viewing πj (= πj (pj, p−j)) as a price charged to other users for generating inter-

ference to user m, condition (6.5) is a necessary and sufficient optimality condition

for the problem in which each user m specifies a power level pm ∈ Pm to maximize

the following surplus function

sm (pm; p−m, π−m) = um (γm (pm, p−m))− pm

∑

j 6=m

πjhmj, (6.6)

assuming fixed p−m and π−m (i.e., each user is a price taker and ignores any influence

he may have on these prices). User m therefore maximizes the difference between its

utility minus its payment to the other users in the network due to the interference it

generates. The payment is its transmit power times a weighted sum of other users’

prices, with weights equal to the channel gains between user m’s transmitter and the

other users’ receivers. This pricing interpretation of the KKT conditions motivates

the following asynchronous distributed pricing (ADP) algorithm.

6.1.1 Asynchronous Distributed Pricing (ADP) Algorithm

In the ADP algorithm, each user announces a single price and all users set their trans-

mission powers based on the received prices. Prices and powers are asynchronously

updated. For m ∈ M, let Tm,p and Tm,π, be two unbounded sets of positive time
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instances at which user m updates its power and price, respectively. User m updates

its power according to

Wm(p−m, π−m) = arg max
p̂m∈Pm

sm (p̂m; p−m, π−m) ,

which corresponds to maximizing the surplus in (6.6). Each user updates its price

according to

Cm(p) = −
∂um (γm (p))

∂Im (p−m)
,

which corresponds to (6.4). Using these update rules, the ADP algorithm is given in

Algorithm 6.1. Note that in addition to being asynchronous across users, each user

also need not update its power and price at the same time.3

Algorithm 6.1 ADP Algorithm

1. Initialization: at time t = 0, each user m ∈M chooses some power pm(0) ∈ Pm

and price πm(0) ≥ 0.

2. Power Update: At each t ∈ Tm,p, user m updates its power according to

pm(t) = Wm

(
p−m(t−), π−m(t−)

)
.

3. Price Update: At each t ∈ Tm,π, user m updates its price according to

πm(t) = Cm

(
p(t−)

)
.

In the ADP algorithm not only are the powers and prices generated in a distributed

fashion, but also each user only needs to acquire limited information. To see this note

3Of course, simultaneous updates of powers and prices per user or synchronous updating across
all users is a special case.
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that the power update function can be written as

Wm(p−m, π−m) =

[
pm

γm (p)
gm

(
pm

γm(p)

(
∑

j 6=m

πjhmj

))]Pmax
m

Pmin
m

,

where [x]ba = min {max {x, a} , b} , pm/γm (p) is independent of pm, and

gm (x) =





∞, 0 ≤ x ≤ u′
m (∞) ,

(u′
m)−1 (x) , u′

m (∞) < x < u′
m (0) ,

0, u′
m (0) ≤ x.

Likewise, the price update can be written as

Cm (p) =
∂um(γm(p))

∂γm(p)

(γm(p))2

Bpmhmm

.

From these expressions, it can be seen that to implement the updates, each user m

only needs to know: (i) its own utility um, the current SINR γm and channel gain hmm,

(ii) the “adjacent” channel gains hmj for j ∈M and j 6= m, and (iii) the price profile

π. By assumption each user knows its own utility. The SINR γm and channel gain

hmm can be measured at the receiver and fed back to the transmitter. Measuring the

adjacent channel gains hmj can be accomplished by having each receiver periodically

broadcast a beacon; assuming reciprocity, the transmitters can then measure these

channel gains. The adjacent channel gains account for only 1/M of the total channel

gains in the network; each user does not need to know the other gains. The price

information could also be periodically broadcast through this beacon. Since each user

announces only a single price, the number of prices scales linearly with the size of

the network. Also, numerical results show that there is little effect on performance

if users only convey their prices to “nearby” transmitters, i.e., those generating the

strongest interference.
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Denote the set of fixed points of the ADP algorithm by

FADP ≡ {(p,π) | (p,π) = (W (p,π) ,C(p))} , (6.7)

where W (p,π) = (Wk(p−k, π−k))
M
k=1 and C(p) = (Ck(p))M

k=1. Using the strict con-

cavity of um(γm) in γm, the following result can be easily shown.

Lemma 6.2. A power profile p∗ satisfies the KKT conditions of Problem P1 (for

some choice of Lagrange multipliers) if and only if (p∗, C(p∗)) ∈ FADP .

If there is only one solution to the KKT conditions, then it must be the global

maximum and the ADP algorithm would reach that point if it converges. In general,

FADP may contain multiple points including local optima or saddle points.

6.1.2 Convergence Analysis of ADP Algorithm

We next characterize the convergence of the ADP algorithm by viewing it in a game

theoretic context. A natural generalization of the NCP game is to consider a game

where each player m’s strategy includes specifying both a power pm and a price πm

to maximize a payoff equal to the surplus in (6.6). However, since there is no penalty

for user m announcing a high price, it can be shown that each user’s best response

is to choose a large enough price to force all other users transmit at Pmin
m . This is

certainly not a desirable outcome and suggests that the prices should be determined

externally by another procedure.4 Instead, we consider the following Fictitious Power-

Price (FPP) control game, GFPP = [FW∪FC,
{
PFW

m ,PFC
m

}
,
{
sFW

m , sFC
m

}
], where the

players are from the union of the sets FW and FC, which are both copies ofM. FW

4A similar situation arises in [QM03], where users in a multi-hop network announce prices charging
other users for packets they forward. In that case, the prices also cannot be determined by individual
surplus optimizations.
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is a fictitious power player set ; each player m ∈ FW chooses a power pm from the

strategy set PFW
m = Pm and receives payoff

sFW
m (pm; p−m, π−m) = um (γm (p))−

∑

j 6=m

πjhmjpm. (6.8)

FC is a fictitious price player set ; each player m ∈ FC chooses a price πm from the

strategy set PFC
m = [0, π̄m] and receives payoff

sFC
m (πm; p) = − (πm − Cm (p))2 . (6.9)

Here π̄m = supp Cm (p) , which could be infinite for some utility functions.

In GFPP , each user in the ad hoc network is split into two fictitious players,

one in FW who controls power pm and the other one in FC who controls price

πm. Although users in the real network cooperate with each other by exchanging

interference information (instead of choosing prices to maximize their surplus), each

fictitious player in GFPP is selfish and maximizes its own payoff function. In the rest

of this section, a “user” refers to one of the M transmitter-receiver pairs in set M,

and a “player” refers to one of the 2M fictitious players in the set FW ∪ FC.

In GFPP the players’ best responses are given by BFW
m (p−m, π−m) = Wm (p−m, π−m)

for m ∈ FW and BFC
m (p) = Cm (p) for m ∈ FC, where Wm and Cm are the update

rules for the ADP algorithm. In other words, the ADP algorithm can be interpreted

as if the players in GFPP employ asynchronous myopic best response (MBR) updates,

i.e. the players update their strategies according their best responses assuming the

other player’s strategies are fixed. It is known that the set of fixed points of MBS

updates are the same as the set of NEs of a game [Top98, Lemma 4.2.1]. Therefore,

we have:

Lemma 6.3. (p∗,π∗) ∈ FADP if and only if (p∗,π∗) is a NE of GFPP .
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Together with Lemma 6.2, it follows that proving the convergence of asynchronous

MBS updates of GFPP is sufficient to prove the convergence of the ADP algorithm to

a solution of KKT conditions. We next analyze this convergence using supermodular

game theory [Top98].

We first introduce some definitions5. A real m-dimensional set V is a sublattice

of R
m if for any two elements a, b ∈ V, the component-wise minimum, a ∧ b, and the

component-wise maximum, a ∨ b, are also in V . In particular, a compact sublattice

has a (component-wise) smallest and largest element. A twice differentiable function

f has increasing differences in variables (x, t) if ∂2f/∂x∂t ≥ 0 for any feasible x and

t.6 A function f is supermodular in x = (x1, .., xm) if it has increasing differences in

(xm, xj) for all m 6= j.7 Finally, a game G = [M, {Pm} , {sm}] is supermodular if for

each player m ∈M, (a) the strategy space Pm is a nonempty and compact sublattice,

and (b) the payoff function sm is continuous in all players’ strategies, is supermodular

in player m’s own strategy, and has increasing differences between any component of

player m’s strategy and any component of any other player’s strategy. The following

theorem summarizes several important properties of these games.

Theorem 6.4. In a supermodular game G = [M, {Pm} , {sm}],

(a) The set of NEs is a nonempty and compact sublattice and so there is a component-

wise smallest and largest NE.

(b) If the users’ best responses are single-valued, and each user uses MBS updates

5More general definitions related to supermodular games are given in [Top98].
6If we choose x to maximize a twice differentiable function f (x, t) , then the first order condition

gives ∂f (x, t) /∂x|x=x∗ = 0, and the optimal value x∗ increases with t if ∂2f/∂x∂t > 0.
7A function f is always supermodular in a single variable x.
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starting from the smallest (largest) element of its strategy space, then the strate-

gies monotonically converge to the smallest (largest) NE.

(c) If each user starts from any feasible strategy and uses MBS updates, the strate-

gies will eventually lie in the set bounded component-wise by the smallest and

largest NE. If the NE is unique, the MBS updates globally converge to that NE

from any initial strategies.

Property (a) follows from Lemma 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 in [Top98]; (b) follows from

Theorem 1 of [AA03] and (c) can be shown by Theorem 8 in [MR90].

Next we show that by an appropriate strategy space transformation certain in-

stances of GFPP are equivalent to supermodular games, and so Theorem 6.4 applies.

We first study a simple two-user network, then extend the results to a M -user net-

work.

Two-user networks

Let G2
FPP be the FPP game corresponding to a two user network; this will be a game

with four players, two in FW and two in FC. First, we check whether G2
FPP is

supermodular. Each user m ∈ FW clearly has a nonempty and compact sublattice

(interval) strategy set, and so does each user m ∈ FC if π̄m < ∞.8 Each player’s

payoff function is (trivially) supermodular in its own one-dimensional strategy space.

The remaining increasing difference condition for the payoff functions does not hold

with the original definition of strategies (p,π) in G2
FPP . For example, from (6.8),

∂2sFW
m /∂pm∂πj < 0 for any j 6= m, e.g. a higher price leads the other users to decrease

8When Pmin
m = 0, this bounded price restriction is not satisfied for utilities such as um(γm) =

θmγα
m/α with α ∈ [−1, 0), since πm = θmγα+1

m / (pmhmmB) is not bounded as pm → 0. However, as
noted above, we can set Pmin

m to some arbitrarily small value without effecting the performance.
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their powers. However, if we define π′
j = −πj and consider an equivalent game where

each user j ∈ FC chooses π′
j from the strategy set [−π̄j, 0] , then ∂sFW

m /∂pm∂π′
j > 0,

i.e. sFW
m has increasing differences in the strategy pair

(
pm, π′

j

)
(or equivalently

(pj,−πj)). If all the users’ strategies can be redefined so that each player’s payoff

satisfies the increasing differences property in the transformed strategies, then the

transformed FPP game is supermodular.

Let γmin
m = min{γm(p) : pm ∈ Pm ∀m} and γmax

m = max{γm(p) : pm ∈ Pm ∀m}.

Also define

CRm (γm) = −
γmu′′

m (γm)

u′
m (γm)

.

An increasing, twice continuously differentiable, and strictly concave utility function

um (γm) is defined to be

• Type I, if CRm (γm) ∈ [1, 2] for all γm ∈
[
γmin

m , γmax
m

]
;

• Type II, if CRm (γm) ∈ (0, 1] for all γm ∈
(
γmin

m , γmax
m

]
.

The term CRm (γm) is called the coefficient of relative risk aversion in economics

[MCWG95] and measures the relative concaveness of um (γm). Many common utility

functions are either Type I or Type II, as shown in Table 6.1.

The logarithmic utility function is both Type I and II. A Type I utility function

is “more concave” than a Type II one. Namely, an increase in one user’s transmission

power would induce the other users to increase their powers, i.e.,

∂2um (γm (p)) /∂pm∂pj ≥ 0 for j 6= m;

a Type II utility would have the opposite effect, i.e.,

∂2um (γm (p)) /∂pm∂pj ≤ 0 for j 6= m.
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Table 6.1: Examples of Type I and II utility functions.

Type I Type II

θm log(γm) θm log(γm)
θmγα

m/α (with α ∈ [−1, 0)) θmγα
m/α (with α ∈ (0, 1))

1− e−θmγm 1− e−θiγm

(with 1
γmin

m
≤ θm ≤

2
γmax

m
) (with θi ≤

1
γmax

i
)

a (γm)2 + bγm a (γm)2 + bγm

(with 0 ≤ −3aγmax
m ≤ b ≤ −4aγmin

m ) (with b ≥ −4aγmax
m > 0)

1
α

[
1− exp

(
−α
(

(γm)1−σ−1
1−σ

))]
1
α

[
1− exp

(
−α
(

(γm)1−σ−1
1−σ

))]

(with σ ∈ (0, 1] and 0 ≤ (1− σ)
(
γmin

m

)σ−1
(with σ ∈ (0, 1]

≤ α ≤ (2− σ) (γmax
m )σ−1), and 0 ≤ α ≤ (1− σ) (γmax

m )σ−1)

or σ ∈ (1, 2] and 0 ≤ α ≤ (2− σ)
(
γmin

m

)σ−1
).

θm log (1 + γm)

The strategy spaces must be redefined in different ways for these two types of utility

functions to satisfy the requirements of a supermodular game.

Proposition 6.5. G2
FPP is supermodular in the transformed strategies

(p1, p2,−π1,−π2) if both users have Type I utility functions.

Proposition 6.6. G2
FPP is supermodular in the transformed strategies

(p1,−p2, π1,−π2) if both users have Type II utility functions.

The proofs of both propositions consist of checking the increasing differences con-

ditions for each player’s payoff function. These results along with Theorem 6.4 enable

us to characterize the convergence of the ADP algorithm. For example, if the two

users have Type I utility functions (and π̄1, π̄2 < ∞), then FADP is nonempty. In

case of multiple fixed points, there exist two extreme ones
(
pL,πL

)
and

(
pR,πR

)
,

which are the smallest and largest fixed points in terms of strategies (p1, p2,−π1,−π2).
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Figure 6.2: Examples of the trajectories of the power profiles under the ADP algo-
rithm for a two-user network with Type I (left) or Type II (right) utility functions.
In both cases, from the indicated initializations the power profiles will monotonically
converge to the indicated “corner” fixed points.

If users initialize with (p (0) ,π (0)) =
(
Pmin

1 , Pmin
2 , π̄1, π̄2

)
or (Pmax

1 , Pmax
m , 0, 0), the

power and prices converge monotonically to
(
pL,πL

)
or
(
pR,πR

)
, respectively. If

users start from arbitrary initial power and prices, then the strategies will eventually

lie in the space bounded by
(
pL,πL

)
and

(
pR,πR

)
. Similar arguments can be made

with Type II utility functions with a different strategy transformation. Convergence

of the powers for both types of utilities is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

M-user Networks

Proposition 6.5 can be easily generalized to a network with M > 2:

Corollary 6.7. For an M-user network if all users have Type I utilities, GFPP is a

supermodular in the transformed strategies (p,−π) .

In this case, Theorem 6.4 can again be used to characterize the structure of FADP

as well as the convergence of the ADP algorithm. On the other hand, it can be seen

that the strategy redefinition used in Proposition 6.6, can not be applied with M > 2

users so that the increasing differences property holds for every pair of users.
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With logarithmic utility functions, it is shown in [Chi05] that Problem P1 is a

strictly concave maximization problem over the transformed variables ym = log pm. In

this case Problem P1 has a unique optimal solution, which is the only point satisfying

the KKT conditions. It follows from Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 that GFPP will

have a unique NE corresponding to this optimal solution and the ADP algorithm will

converge to this point from any initial choice of powers and prices.9 With some minor

additional conditions, the next proposition states that these properties generalize to

other Type I utility functions. The proof is given in Appendix 6.6.1.

Proposition 6.8. In an M-user network, if for all m ∈M:

a) Pmin
m > 0, and

b) CRm (γm) ∈ [a, b] for all γm ∈ [γmin
m , γmax

m ], where [a, b] is a strict subset of [1, 2];

then Problem P1 has a unique optimal solution, to which the ADP algorithm

globally converges.

6.2 Multi-channel Networks

We now turn to a power control problem in a multi-channel network, where each user

m ∈ M is able to transmit over a set of K = {1, ..., K} orthogonal channels. An

example of a network with three pairs of nodes and two channels is shown in Fig. 6.3.

A superscript k denotes that a quantity refers to the kth channel, e.g. pk
m is the

mth user’s power on channel k. We denote the vector of powers across users for a

particular channel k by pk =
(
pk

m

)M
m=1

and the vector of power across channels for

9Moreover, if each user m ∈ M starts from profile (pm (0) , πm (0)) =
(
Pmin

m , θm/ (n0B)
)

or
(Pmax

m , 0), then their strategies will monotonically converge to this fixed point
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Figure 6.3: A multichannel network with three users (pairs of nodes) and K = 2
channels. Tm and Rm denote the transmitter and receiver for user m, respectively.

a particular user m by pm =
(
pk

m

)K
k=1

. Finally, p = (pm)M
m=1 will denote the power

profile of all users in all channels. The same notation is used for other quantities such

as SINR and prices. Each user m’s power allocation must lie in the set,

PMC
m =

{
pm :

∑

k∈K

pk
m ≤ Pmax

m , and pk
m ≥ Pmin

m ,∀k ∈ K

}
,

Where Pmax
m is a total power constraint. User m’s SINR on channel k is10

γk
m

(
pk

m, pk
−m

)
=

pk
mhk

mm

nk
0 +

∑
j 6=m hk

jmpk
j

.

In this section, we assume that each user has a “channel separable” utility,

um (γm (p)) =
∑

k∈K

uk
m

(
γk

m

(
pk

m, pk
−m

))
,

where uk
m is an increasing and strictly concave function that represents the benefit

user m receives from channel k. In other words, a user’s utility is the sum of utilities

10If there is any spreading on each channel as in multi-carrier CDMA, the factor 1

B
can be absorbed

into the channel gains.
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from each channel. For example, this is appropriate when the utility is linear in the

rate a user receives, and the total rate is the sum of the rate on each channel. Problem

P1 then becomes

max
{p:pm∈PMC

m , ∀m}

∑

m∈M

∑

k∈K

uk
m

(
γk

m

(
pk
))

. (P2)

Next we discuss two generalizations of the ADP algorithm to this setting.

6.2.1 Primal ADP (PADP)

The PADP algorithm is a direct generalization of the ADP algorithm in which each

user m announces a vector of prices πm, one for each channel, and chooses a power

vector pm ∈ P
MC
m to maximize the surplus function

sMC
m

(
pm; p−m,π−m

)
= um

(
γm

(
pm; p−m

))
−
∑

k∈K

pk
m

∑

j 6=m

πk
j h

k
mj.

Specifically, for each user m, the PADP algorithm is exactly the same as the ADP

algorithm except the scalars pm and πm are replaced by the corresponding vectors pm

and πm. The update functions Wm and Cm are also replaced by vector update rules

W m(p−m,π−m) and CMC
m (pk) = (Ck,MC

m (pk))K
k=1, where

W m(p−m,π−m) = arg max
p̂m∈PMC

m

sMC
m

(
p̂m; p−m,π−m

)
,

and

Ck,MC
m (pk) = −

∂uk
m

(−→γ k
m

(
pk

m; pk
−m

))

∂Ik
m

(
pk
−m

) =
∂uk

m

(−→γ k
m

(
pk

m; pk
−m

))

∂−→γ k
m

(
pk

m; pk
−m

)
(−→γ k

m

(
pk

m; pk
−m

))2

pk
mhk

mm

.

with Ik
m

(
pk
−m

)
=
∑

j 6=m pk
j h

k
jm. Once again these updates may be asynchronous across

users and among the price and power updates. For each user m, let Tm,p and T k
m,π,

k ∈ K be K + 1 sets of infinite positive time instances at which user m updates
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its power allocation and price for channel k, respectively.11 The complete PADP

algorithm is then specified in Algorithm 6.2 (t− denotes the time immediately before

t).

Algorithm 6.2 PADP Algorithm

1. Initialization: at t = 0, each user m ∈ M chooses some initial power pm (0) ∈
Pm and price πm (0) ≥ 0.

2. Power Update: At each t ∈ Tm,p, user m updates its power allocation according
to pm (t) = W m

(
p−m (t−) ,π−m (t−)

)
.

3. Price Update: At each t ∈ T k
m,π, user m updates its price on channel k according

to πk
m (t) = Ck,MC

m

(−→p k (t−)
)
.

The single channel fictitious game GFPP can also be generalized to the multi-

channel setting so that each player’s best response corresponds to the update steps

in the PADP algorithm. We denote this game by

GMFPP =
[
MFW ∪MFC,

{
PMFW

m ,PMFC
m

}
,
{
sMFW

m , sMFC
m

}]
.

Again this game has two sets of players MFW and MFC both copies of M. Each

player inMFW chooses a power vector pm from the strategy set PMFW
m = PMC

m and

receives a payoff of

sMFW
m

(
pm; p−m,π−m

)
= sMC

m

(
pm; p−m,π−m

)
.

Each player inMFC chooses a price vector πm from the strategy set PMFC
m = [0, π̄m] ,

where π̄m = supp Cm (p), and receives a payoff

sMFC
m (πm; p) = −

∑

k∈K

(
πk

m − Ck
m

(
pk
))2

.

11We do not require that updates be asynchronous; i.e. synchronous updates can simply be viewed
as a special case.
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Let FPADP denote the set of fixed points of the PADP algorithm; i.e., the values of

(p,π) such that for all m, W m(p−m,π−m) = pm and Cm(pk) = πm. By the same

arguments as in the single channel case, we have:

Lemma 6.9. The following are equivalent: (1) A power profile p∗ satisfies the KKT

conditions of Problem P2; (2)
(
p∗,CMC (p∗)

)
∈ FPADP , and (3)

(
p∗,CMC (p∗)

)
is

a NE of GMFPP .

In a network with K = 2 channels, certain instances of GMFPP can again be

transformed into equivalent supermodular games. Notice that due to the total power

constraint, the strategy set PMFW
m is not a sublattice.12 However, PMFW

m is a sub-

lattice in transformed strategy (p1
m,−p2

m). Using this transformation, we can extend

the results from Sect. 6.1.2.

Corollary 6.10. In a network with K = 2 channels, GMFPP is supermodular in the

transformed strategies (p1,−p2,−π1,π2) if for all m and k, uk
m

(
γk

m

)
is Type I.

Corollary 6.11. In a network with K = 2 channels and M = 2 users, GMFPP is

supermodular in the strategies: (p1
1,−p1

2,−p2
1, p

2
2, π

1
1,−π1

2,−π2
1, π

2
2), if for all m and k,

uk
m

(
γk

m

)
is Type II.

When GMFPP is supermodular, the convergence of the PADP algorithm is again

characterized by Theorem 6.4. Notice that Corollary 6.10 applies to a network with

any number of users, while the strategy transformation in Corollary 6.11 does not

generalize to M > 2. In both cases, these transformations do not extend to K > 2

channels.

12For example, a =
(
Pmin

m , Pmax
m − Pmin

m

)
∈ PMFW

m and b =
(
Pmax

m − Pmin
m , Pmin

m

)
∈ PMFW

m but

a ∨ b =
(
Pmax

m − Pmin
m , Pmax

m − Pmin
m

)
/∈ PMFW

m , assuming Pmax
m > 2Pmin

m , which is necessary for
PMFW

m to contain for than one point.
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When the interference is small enough, we can show the the convergence of the

PADP algorithm with rate utility functions for an arbitrary number of channels using

a contraction mapping argument. To simplify the discussion, here we only consider a

particular synchronous update scheme, where Tm,p = Tj,p and T k
m,π = T k′

j,π for any m 6=

j and k 6= k′, i.e., the power updates and price updates are each done synchronously.

For j 6= m, let αk
jm = hk

jm/hk
mm be the normalized interference coefficient for user m

from user j.

Theorem 6.12. In a two-user K-channel network with symmetric (θ1 = θ2) rate

utilities, there exists some constant ξ > 0 such that the PADP algorithm with syn-

chronous updates globally and geometrically converges to the unique optimal solution

of Problem P2, whenever

max
m∈{1,2},j 6=m,k∈K

αk
jm ≤ ξ.

The value ξ can be explicitly calculated and depends on the number of channels,

K, the normalized noise, nk
m = nk

0/h
k
mm, and the power constraints of both users.

This small interference condition can be satisfied when the receiving nodes are far

enough away from any interfering transmission. We believe that the proof technique

can be generalized to the case of more than two users as well as asymmetric utility

functions.

6.2.2 Dual ADP (DADP) Algorithm

The DADP algorithm is another generalization of the ADP algorithm to multiple

channels. This algorithm is based on relaxing each user m’s total power constraint in

Problem P2 by introducing a dual price µm so that the objective function becomes
∑

k∈K

∑
m∈M

(
uk

m

(
γk

m

)
− µmpk

m

)
. For a given µ = (µm)M

m=1, the resulting problem is
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separable across channels, and so can be decomposed into K subproblems, one for

each channel k, given by

max
{pk:pk

m∈Pm,∀m}

∑

m∈M

uk
m

(
γk

m

(
pk
))
− µmpk

m, (P3)

where Pm =
[
Pmin

m , Pmax
m

]
. A modified version of the (single channel) ADP algorithm

can be applied to the subproblem P3 for each channel k, where the price update,

Ck,MC
m

(
pk
)

is the same as in the PADP algorithm, and the power update is modified

to be

W k,MC
m

(
pk
−m, πk

−m, µm

)
= arg max

pk
m∈Pm

(
uk

m

(
γk

m

(
pk

m, pk
−m

))
− pk

m

(
∑

j 6=m

πk
j h

k
mj + µm

))
,

which includes both the cost due to interference and user m’s dual price. For a given

µ, any fixed point of this algorithm will satisfy the KKT conditions of subproblem P3.

In the DADP algorithm each user asynchronously updates its price and power for

each channel using the above update rules. Additionally each user m periodically

updates its own dual price according to

µm(t) =

[
µm(t−) + κ

(
∑

k∈K

pk
m(t−))− Pmax

m

)]+

, (6.10)

where κ > 0 is a given constant and [x]+ = max{x, 0}. In other words, if the current

power allocation is less (greater) than Pmax
m , the user decreases (increases) its dual

price. The complete DADP algorithm is given in Algorithm 6.3, where T k
m,p, T

k
m,π, and

Tm,µ are unbounded sets of positive time instances at which each user m updates pk
m,

πk
m, and µm, respectively, and κ > 0 is a small constant. In this case, it can be seen

that any fixed point of this algorithm will satisfy the KKT conditions of Problem P2.

We analyze the convergence of this algorithm under the following simplifying

assumptions:
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Algorithm 6.3 DADP algorithm

1. Initialization: at t = 0, each user m ∈ M chooses some initial power pm (0) ∈
PMC

m , interference price πm (0) ≥ 0 and dual price µm (0) ≥ 0.

2. Dual Price Update: at each t ∈ Tm,µ, user m updates its dual price according
to

µm(t) =

[
µm

(
t−
)

+ κ

(
∑

k∈K

pk
m(t−)− Pmax

m

)]+

.

3. Power Update: at each t ∈ T k
m,p, user m updates its power on carrier k according

to
pk

m(t) = W k,MC
m

(
pk
−m(t−), πk

−m(t−), µm

(
t−
))

.

4. Interference Price Update: at each t ∈ T k
m,π, user m updates its interference

price on carrier k according to

πk
m(t) = Ck,MC

m

(−→p k(t−)
)
.

A1) Synchronous updates: the dual prices are updated synchronously across all

users.

A2) Separation of time-scales: between any two updates of the dual prices, the

updates in steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm converge to a fixed point.

Assumption A1 is for analytical convenience and can likely be relaxed using tech-

niques as in [BT89]. Steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm are implementing the modified

version of the ADP algorithm on each channel. If every utility satisfies the condi-

tions as in Proposition 6.8, these updates will converge to a fixed point for any fixed

µ. However, a large number of updates may be required for convergence; hence, A2

implies that there are many of these updates between any two dual price updates.

Numerical results in Sect. 6.4 show that convergence can still be obtained when this

assumption is dropped.
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Theorem 6.13. In a network with M users and K channels, if for all m ∈ M and

k ∈ K, Pmin
m and uk

m(γk
m) satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) in Proposition 6.8; then

under assumptions A1 and A2, for small enough step size κ the DADP algorithm

globally and geometrically converges to the unique optimal solution to Problem P2.

Under these assumptions, it follows from Proposition 6.8 that for any µ there is

only one fixed-point, pk (µ) =
(
pk

m (µm)
)M

m=1
, for each channel k which corresponds

to the optimal solution of subproblem P3 for that channel. This fixed-point specifies

the value of the following dual function for Problem P2,

D (µ) =
∑

k∈K

Gk (µ) +
∑

m∈M

µmPmax
m , (6.11)

where Gk (µ) =
∑

m∈M

(
uk

m

(
γk

m

(
pk (µ)

))
− µmpk

m (µm)
)
. In this setting the dual

price update can be viewed as a distributed gradient projection algorithm [Ber99] for

solving the dual problem:

min
µ≥0

D (µ) . (D)

The proof of this theorem, given in Appendix 6.6.2, shows that (a) this algorithm

converges to some µ∗ for small enough step-size κ, and (b) there is no duality gap,

so that p(µ∗) is the optimal solution to Problem P2. The proof of (b) uses a similar

argument as in the proof of Proposition 6.8; the proof of (a) follows a similar argument

as in [LL99], which requires showing that the gradient of the dual function is Lipschitz

continuous. This is complicated here since the dual is not separable across users in

each channel due to interference.
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6.3 Single Channel Transmission in a Multi Chan-

nel Network

In this section, we consider the case where each user is constrained to transmit over

at most one of several channels; this could be due to policy and/or technical limita-

tions. These channels could represent different commercial bands, which are offered

on secondary markets, or spectrum owned by government agencies (such as public

safety or broadcast television), which are made available to other service providers,

provided that constraints on interference to incumbent users are satisfied [Spe02].

The channels could also represent smaller sub-bands contained within those larger

bands. Each transmitter must therefore decide on which channel to use, and with

how much power to transmit.

Let ϕ(m) ∈ K denote the spectrum band selected by user m. In addition to se-

lecting a band, each user can determine its transmission power p
ϕ(m)
m within the band.

This transmission power must lie be in a feasible set Pϕ(m)
m = [P

ϕ(m),min
m , P

ϕ(m),max
m ],

with 0 ≤ P
ϕ(m),min
m ≤ P

ϕ(m),max
m . The power constraints may vary with the selected

band, for example to model different regulatory constraints. Note that a special case

is when P
ϕ(m),min
m = P

ϕ(m),max
m , in which case a user always transmits with maximum

power on its selected band. Each user m’s QoS is characterized by a utility function

um

(
γ

ϕ(m)
m

)
, which is an increasing and strictly concave function of the received SINR

on the chosen channel.

From a network perspective, our objective is to determine each user’s channel

selection and power allocation to maximize the total utility summed over all users,
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i.e.,

maxn
ϕ(m),p

ϕ(m)
m

oM

m=1

utot (p) =
K∑

m=1

um

(
γϕ(m)

m

(
pϕ(m)

))
. (P1)

This is an integer and possibly non-convex optimization problem, which is typically

difficult to solve. Moreover, in a spectrum sharing environment it may not be feasible

for a single entity to acquire the global information needed to solve this problem.

Let each user m ∈M announce an interference price π
ϕ(m)
m for the channel ϕ (m)

on which it is currently transmitting, i.e.,

πϕ(m)
m = −

∂um

(
γ

ϕ(m)
m

(
pϕ(m)

))

∂
(∑

j 6=m p
ϕ(m)
j h

ϕ(m)
jm

) . (6.12)

Based on the current interference prices and the current level of interference, each

user m ∈ K selects a channel ϕ(m) and a feasible power allocation p
ϕ(m)
m ∈ Pϕ(m)

m that

maximizes its surplus

sk

(
ϕ (m) , pϕ(m)

m , p
ϕ(m)
−m , π

ϕ(m)
−m

)

= um

(
γϕ(m)

m

(
pϕ(m)

))
− pϕ(m)

m

∑

j 6=m

π
ϕ(m)
j h

ϕ(m)
mj . (6.13)

Here p
ϕ(m)
−m =

(
p

ϕ(m)
j , j ∈ K and j 6= m

)
denotes the vector of powers of every user

except user m in channel ϕ (m); π
ϕ(m)
−m is similarly defined. The algorithm progresses

by having each user update its price announcement and channel/power allocation

according to these rules. In general these updates can be asynchronous across users.

For each m ∈ M, let Tm be an unbounded set of positive time instances at which

user m updates its price and channel/power allocation. The updates at these time

instances are specified in Algorithm 6.4.

The convergence of the SC-ADP algorithm is difficult to establish in the gen-

eral case. Here we consider the special case of a two-user, M -channel system, with
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Algorithm 6.4 SC-ADP Algorithm with Sequential Updates

1. Initialization: For each user m ∈ K, select an initial channel ϕ(m) ∈ M and

an initial power allocation p
ϕ(m)
m ∈ Pϕ(m)

m .

2. At each t ∈ Tm, user m

2.a) Selects ϕ (m) ∈M and pϕ
m(m) ∈ Pϕ(m)

m to maximize its surplus in (6.13),

2.b) Announces price π
ϕ(m)
m according to (6.12).

M > 1. We also restrict ourselves to the case where the users update their channel

selection/power allocation and prices sequentially, i.e., if t ∈ T1 then t /∈ T2. Also,

for K = 2 users, without loss of generality we further assume that these updates are

performed in a round-robin order. We also assume that the users initialize sequen-

tially by choosing the best non-empty channel and allocating the maximum power

to this channel. Clearly, if both users prefer a different channel when no other users

are present, then the algorithm will be at a fixed point after this initialization phase.

Furthermore, this fixed point will be optimal. If both users prefer the same channel,

then we can show convergence when the utility functions satisfy certain restrictions.

Proposition 6.14. For a two-user M-channel system with M > 1, the SC-ADP

algorithm with sequential updates always converges in the following two cases:

a) both users have Type II utility functions and 0 ≤ P k,min
m < P k,max

m for all k and

m;

b) both users have either a Type I or Type II utility function, and 0 < P k,min
m =

P k,max
m for all k and m.

The basic idea is to show in both cases that if one user switches to the channel
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occupied by the other user, then it will never switch out of that channel. The user

already occupying the channel may switch channels in the next time-step; after that

it can be shown that the algorithm must have reached a fixed point.

6.4 Simulation Results

We provide some simulation results to illustrate the performance of the ADP, PADP,

DADP and SC-ADP algorithms. Unless otherwise specified, we simulate a network

contained in a 10m×10m square area. Transmitters are randomly placed in this

area according to a uniform distribution, and the corresponding receiver is randomly

placed within 6m×6m square centered around the transmitter.

6.4.1 Compare ADP Algorithm with Gradient Updates

First we compare the convergence of the ADP algorithm with the gradient method

proposed in [Chi05], where prices are updated in the same way as in the ADP algo-

rithm, but powers are updated according to

pm (t) =
[
pm

(
t−
)

+ κ
(
Wm

(
p−m

(
t−
)
, π−m

(
t−
))
− pm

(
t−
))]Pmax

m

Pmin
m

.

where the constant step-size κ has to be small enough to guarantee convergence. All

users have the same logarithmic utility function um (γm) = log (γm). The channel

gains hmj = d−4
mj, Pmax

m /n0 = 40 dB, Pmin
m = 0, and spreading factor B = 128.

Figure 6.4 shows the convergence of the powers and prices for each user under both

algorithms for a network with M = 10 users. Users start from random power and

price initializations and update their power and prices synchronously (i.e., time sets

Tm,p = Tm,π = T for all m). The step-size κ = 0.01, which is the largest step-size for

which the gradient algorithm consistently converges. Both algorithms converge to the
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socially optimal power allocation, but the ADP algorithm converges much faster. The

ADP algorithm essentially uses an “adaptive step-size”, i.e., users adapt the power in

“larger” step-sizes when they are far away from the optimal solution, and use smaller

steps when close to the optimal.
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Figure 6.4: Convergence of the prices and powers for the ADP algorithm (left) and a
gradient algorithm (right) in a network with 10 users and logarithmic utility functions.
Each curve corresponds to the power or price for one user with a random initialization.

6.4.2 Effects of Limited Information Exchange

In practice, users may be able to decode price messages only from neighboring users,

and may not account for prices from users farther away. Figure 6.5 illustrates this

situation in a network with four users. Each user m can decode pricing information

only from other users whose receivers are within a threshold distance of the transmitter

m (i.e., the radius of the corresponding circle). The dash-dotted arrows represent the
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Figure 6.5: An example of a wireless network with limited information exchange.

prices that can be decoded by the corresponding users. For example, user 4 can

decode prices π2 and π3, whereas user 2 can only decode price π1.

Figure 6.6 shows average utility per user for the ADP algorithm versus user density

with various threshold values. Each user has the same logarithmic utility function

um (γm) = log (γm). The channel gains hmj = d−4
mj, Pmax

m /n0 = 40 dB, and spreading

factor B = 5. Each data point is averaged over 100 random topology realizations.

Due to the small spreading gain and high user density, most users obtain a low SINR,

which leads to negative utility. The full information ADP algorithm, which accounts

for all prices in the network, achieves the socially optimal solution. Since the total

network area is 10 meters by 10 meters, the same performance can be achieved by

letting the threshold equal 10 meters. The performance of the limited information

ADP algorithm degrades gracefully with a decreasing threshold, e.g., the performance

is still very close to optimal even with a threshold of 1 meter. When the threshold
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Figure 6.6: Performance of the ADP algorithm with limited pricing information vs.
user density (Users have logarithmic utility).

decreases to zero, each user transmits at maximum power since no pricing information

is taken into account. This leads to a much lower utility compared with the full

information ADP algorithm.

In addition to the logarithmic utility function which captures fairness constraints,

we are interested to see how the ADP algorithm perform in terms of network through-

put maximization. For this purpose, we let each user have the same rate utility func-

tion um (γm) = log (1 + γm) , i.e., we assume that the users can perfectly adapt their

modulation/coding schemes to reach the Shannon capacity. In this case, the ADP

algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to the globally optimal solution, i.e., the al-

gorithm may converge to different fixed points depending on the initialization, or may

not converge at all. In the latter case, we stop the algorithm after 100 synchronous

power and price updates. Figure 6.7 shows the performance of the ADP algorithm
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Figure 6.7: Performance of the ADP algorithm with limited pricing information vs
user density (Users have rate utility functions and random initial powers and prices
with fixed topologies).

versus user density. The parameters are the same as Figure 6.6. For each user density,

we randomly generate one network topology, and run the algorithm with 10 different

random power and price initializations (for the same topology). Each point corre-

sponds to the average utility per user of a particular realization. The figure shows

that although in some cases different initializations lead to different fixed points, the

corresponding utilities are typically very close. (The fluctuation in utility with user

density is due to the change in network topology.)

Figure 6.8 shows average performance of the ADP algorithm versus user densities

with rate utility functions. Here we plot normalized utility, i.e., each point repre-

sents the average utility per user normalized by the achievable utility using the full

information ADP algorithm, averaged over 100 random topology realizations. The
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Figure 6.8: Performance of the ADP algorithm with limited pricing information vs.
user density averaged over network topologies.

parameters are the same as Figure 6.6. The ADP algorithm with only a 2 meters

threshold achieves a normalized utility as high as 95%, and the performance degra-

dation with decreasing thresholds is quite graceful. The normalized utility decreases

with increasing user density when the threshold is less than or equal to 0.5 meter,

due to the increasing number of interfering users farther away than the threshold.

On the other hand, the normalized utility stays the same, or even increases slightly

with increasing user density when the threshold is larger than 1 meter. This is due to

the fact that the threshold is large enough to capture most of the strong interfering

users, so that the out-of-zone interfering users become less important.

Figure 6.9 shows the normalized utility of the ADP algorithm versus bandwidth

(spreading gain) with rate utility functions. The user density is fixed at 1.4 users/m2.

All other parameters are the same as in Figure 6.8. It is not surprising that increasing
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Figure 6.9: Performance of the ADP algorithm with limited pricing information vs.
bandwidth (spreading gain).

the bandwidth decreases the mutual interference, and increases the achievable network

utility.

Figure 6.10 shows the average utility per user of the ADP algorithm versus path

loss exponent r with rate utility functions. The channel gains satisfy hmj = d−r
mj,

and the user density is fixed at 1 user/m2. All other parameters are the same as

in Figure 6.8. With uncoordinated maximum power transmission, the utility stays

roughly unchanged for different values of r. This is because at each user’s receiver,

both the useful signal and the interference decrease at the same rate with increasing r,

so that the SINR stays constant13. However, for the full information ADP algorithm,

power control is performed to take advantage of the increasing r (thereby decreasing

13With maximum power transmission, the background noise is small compared with the interfer-
ence generated.
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Figure 6.10: Performance of the ADP algorithm with limited information vs. path
loss exponent.

interference), which leads to a higher utility. The performance gain decreases as the

threshold becomes smaller.

6.4.3 Comparison with 802.11 RTS/CTS MAC Protocol

Figure 6.11 compares the performance of the ADP algorithm with the 802.11 Request

to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) MAC protocol with rate utility functions. To sim-

ulate the 802.11 protocol, we determine the random locations of transmitter-receiver

pairs sequentially, from user 1 to user M . Both user m’s transmitter and receiver are

active if its transmitter (respectively, receiver) is more than 3 meters away from an

active receiver (respectively, transmitter) for users 1 to m− 1. Otherwise, its trans-

mitter is silent. Only active transmitters (receivers) can transmit (receive) data. To

make a fair comparison, we plot the normalized utility of both the full information
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ADP algorithm and the limited information ADP algorithm (threshold = 3 meters).

We also plot the normalized utility where all users transmit at maximum powers. The

system parameters are the same as in Figure 6.8. Results are shown with both perfect

rate adaptation (denoted by ×) assuming an optimal coding scheme that achieves the

log (1 + γm) utility, and quantized rate adaptation (denoted by ©) in which the rate is

chosen from the set {0, 5, 10, 15, 20} bits/Hz. All results are normalized with respect

to the achievable utility of the full information ADP with perfect rate adaptation.

As the density of users increases, the ADP algorithm achieves much higher utility

than the RTS/CTS protocol (as much as a factor of three with a user density of 1.4

users/m2). The performance gap is approximately the same with quantized rates.

The 802.11 protocol achieves a utility up to 1.5 times that achieved by maximum

power transmission with perfect rate adaptation. The ratio increases to a factor of

four when the rates are quantized. This is due to the fact that maximum power

transmission leads to strong interference, and very small SINRs for many users, who

would get zero utility with quantized rates.

6.4.4 Performance in Multi-channel Networks

We illustrate the performance of the PADP and DADP algorithms through some

numerical results. In all experiments, we let Pmax
m = 1, Pmin

m = 0, and nk
0 = 10−2.

The channel gains are modeled as hk
mj = d−4

mjα
k
mj, where dmj is the distance between

transmitter m and receiver j, and the αk
mj’s are independent, unit-mean exponential

random variables that model frequency-selective fading across channels.

Figure 6.12 illustrates convergence of the PADP algorithm in a network with

10 users and 20 channels, with random power and price updates. Each user has
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Figure 6.11: Performance comparison of the ADP algorithm with the 802.11 proto-
col, and uncoordinated maximum transmission powers (×: perfect rate adaption; ©:
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a rate utility function um (γm) =
∑

k∈K log
(
1 + γk

m

)
, and the curves correspond to

different users. Although convergence is not guaranteed, according to Corollary 6.11

and Theorem 6.12, these results show that for the scenario simulated the algorithm

converges within a few iterations. (An iteration represents one round of synchronous

update of powers and prices.)

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 compare the performance of the PADP algorithm with the

iterative water-filling (IWF) algorithm [YGC02], in which each transmitter allocates

power to maximize the rate without exchanging information. In this example, each

user has a rate utility function as in Figure 6.12.

In Figure 6.13, there are two users and 20 channels. The light bar denotes the

allocated power, and the dark bar denotes the normalized noise plus interference
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Figure 6.12: Convergence of the PADP algorithm with 10 users and 20 channels.

(
nk

0 + hk
jmpk

j

)
/hk

mm, truncated to 0.2. For this example, the mean value of the inter-

ference channel gains
(
hk

jm

)
is half the mean value of the direct channel gains

(
hk

mm

)
.

In this case, the PADP algorithm assigns non-overlapping channels, whereas IWF

assigns overlapping channels, which leads to significant interference.

Figure 6.14 shows averaged utility per user (averaged over 100 channel realiza-

tions) versus the number of users. Different curves are shown for different numbers

of channels. When the network has only two channels, there is a large amount of

interference on each channel (low SINR), and the PADP performs substantially bet-

ter than IWF (e.g., a factor of three in averaged utility). As the number of channels

increases, this performance gain diminishes, although it is still significant with 10

channels (around 50%).

Next we examine the convergence of DADP algorithm in a multi-channel network

with M = 50 users and K = 16 channels. Here we simulate a version of the algorithm
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with step-size κ = 0.05 starting from a random initialization, and each point is

averaged over 100 random topology realizations. All users synchronously update

their dual prices; the time between each update is referred to as a dual iteration.

During each dual iteration, the users also synchronously perform both steps (3) and

(4), which we refer to as a primal update. In Theorem 6.13, we assumed that there

were arbitrarily many primal updates during each dual iteration. Here we investigate

the case where only a small number of primal updates are used. Figure 6.15 shows the

difference, or “gap”, between the achieved utility and the optimal value as a function

of the number of dual iterations, with a maximum of 1,3,5, and 7 primal updates

per iteration. Each point is averaged over 100 random topology realization. Even

with only 1 primal update per dual iteration, the utility difference quickly decreases.

Figure 6.16 shows the utility gap as a function of the total number of primal updates.

It shows that the performance is insensitive to this parameter. Hence the separation

of time scales, assumed in Theorem 6.13, which implies a large number of primal

updates per dual iteration, is not necessary for convergence in practice.

6.4.5 Single Channel Transmission in Multi-Channel Net-
works

In this section, we study the convergence and performance of the SC-ADP algo-

rithm. Throughout the section, we assume that each user k has a utility function

um = log
(
1 + γ

ϕ(m)
m

)
, i.e., maximizing utility is equivalent to choosing a channel to

maximize the user’s achievable rate (in bits per channel use). Also, the noise level

n0 = 10−2 and the feasible power set Pk
m = [0, 1] for each user m and channel k. As

in Section 6.3, we consider sequential updates and assume that the users initialize

sequentially by choosing the best un-occupied channel. When M > K, after all the
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channels are occupied, we initially assign each remaining user m to the channel with

the largest value of hk
mm.

Figure 6.17 shows results for a network with five users and two channels. The

transmitters and receivers are uniformly placed in a 3m × 3m area. Figures 6.17(a)

and 6.17(b) show the magnitudes of the channel gains across the two users, selected as

hk
mj = d−4

mjα
k
mj. Figures 6.17(c) and 6.17(d) show the users’ channel selections and the

magnitude of the transmit powers. Figure 6.17(c) shows the channel selections after

the initialization phase of the SC-ADP algorithm. Namely, user 1 selects channel

2 since h1
11 < h2

11, user 2 selects channel 1, since that is the only vacant channel,

and users 3, 4 and 5 each choose the channel ϕ (m) = arg maxk∈{1,2} hk
mm. All users

transmit at maximum power p
ϕ(m)
m = 1 after initialization. Figure 6.17(d) shows the

power allocation given by the SC-ADP algorithm after it converges in 3 iterations.

(Each iteration is equivalent to one round of channel and power updates across all

users.) Here users 1 and 3 share channel 2 (user 3 transmits with low power to

mitigate the interference to user 1), user 2 transmits in channel 1, and neither user 4

nor 5 transmits due to the large interference prices announced by the active users.

Figure 6.18 shows plots of utilities versus iterations for different users with the

SC-ADP algorithm, assuming fixed (randomly chosen) channel realizations. For this

example, there are 10 transmitters and 10 receivers randomly and uniformly placed in

the 3m × 3m area. The total number of channels is 4, and the rest of the parameters

are the same as in Figure 6.17. Most (but not all) of the users’ utilities increase with

the number of iterations. The SC-ADP algorithm again converges in 3 iterations in

this case. Although convergence is not guaranteed in general, the fast convergence

seen in Figure 6.18 is typical even when the number of users is large (i.e., > 50), and

the number of channels is relatively small.
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Next we compare the performance of the SC-ADP algorithm with the following

algorithms: MC-ADP, IWF, Best SINR and Best Channel. MC-ADP refers to either

the PADP or DADP algorithm (both achieve similar performance). The IWF has

been explained before. In the Best SINR algorithm, each user k transmits with full

power p
ϕ(m)
m = Pmax

m in a single channel k, which yields the largest SINR, i.e., ϕ (m) =

arg maxk∈K hk
mm/

(
n0 +

∑
j 6=m pk

j h
k
jm

)
. Finally, in the Best Channel algorithm, each

user m transmits with full power p
ϕ(m)
m = Pmax

m in a single channel k, which has the

largest channel gain, i.e., ϕ (m) = arg maxk∈K hk
mm.

In addition, we consider two versions of the SC-ADP algorithm, in which each

user k can either choose any power in the interval Pm = [0, Pmax
m ], or maximum

power Pm = {Pmax
m }. These power constraints are the same for each channel m. All

algorithms except the Best Channel algorithm are iterative. That is, users sequentially

update their channel selections, power levels and prices (when part of the algorithm)

until either the algorithm converges, or a total of 50 sequential iterations have been

executed. Each simulation point is an average over 20 random network topology and

channel realizations.

Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show average utility per user versus the number of users

in the network with 4 channels. As the number of users increases, the interference

increases, and the average utility per user decreases. Figure 6.19 shows that the

MC-ADP algorithm achieves a significantly higher utility than the other algorithms,

since it takes into account the interference prices, and has the flexibility of allocating

power across multiple channels. The SC-ADP algorithm outperforms IWF in a dense

network (i.e., more than 40 users), where the interference prices help to mitigate the

effects of interference. Figure 6.20 shows that the SC-ADP with continuous power

control achieves significantly more utility than with only maximum power, which
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Figure 6.19: Average utility versus number of users for the MC-ADP, IWF and SC-
ADP algorithms.

achieves significantly more utility than the Best SINR algorithm. Of course, the Best

Channel algorithm performs the worst since interference is not taken into account.

Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show average utility versus the number of channels in the

network with 140 users in the network. Figure 6.21 shows that the SC-ADP outper-

forms IWF with a small number of channels, where the interference is relatively large,

and that the gain due to the exchange of interference information (as in SC-ADP)

outweighs the flexibility of transmitting over multiple channels (as in IWF). As the

number of channels increase, MC-ADP achieves much higher utility than SC-ADP,

due to the former’s ability to exploit the presence of multiple good channels. Figure

6.22 shows that SC-ADP achieves a utility level that is more than twice that achieved

by Best SINR when there are only two channels, and the performance gain is about

40% when there are 10 channels available.
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Figure 6.20: Average utility versus number of users for the SC-ADP (continuous
power control and maximum power), Best SINR and Best Channel algorithms.
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SC-ADP algorithms.
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Figure 6.22: Average utility versus number of channels for the SC-ADP (continuous
power control and maximum power), Best SINR and Best Channel algorithms.

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented distributed power control algorithms for both single

channel and multi-channel wireless ad hoc networks. In the proposed algorithms, users

announce prices to reflect their sensitivities to the current interference levels, and then

adjust their power to maximize their surplus. The algorithms can be asynchronously

implemented and require only limited knowledge of channel gains by each user. We

call the set of algorithms asynchronous distributed pricing (ADP) algorithms.

We have characterized the convergence of the algorithms in various cases. In the

single-channel network, the ADP algorithm globally converges to the unique socially

optimal solution when the utility functions are “sufficiently” concave. Numerical

results show that the algorithm converges rapidly, and has a graceful performance

degradation when the information exchange among users is limited. We have also
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observed a significant performance improvement relative to the 802.11 RTS/CTS

protocol, both with and without perfect rate control.

In the multi-channel case, we presented a dual ADP (DADP) algorithm and a pri-

mal ADP (PADP) algorithm. The DADP algorithm converges to the unique global

optimal power allocation under similar conditions of the single channel case. Con-

vergence of the PADP algorithm is more difficult to establish in general, although

numerical results have shown that the algorithm converges with rate utility functions

most of the time. Our numerical results also show that convergence of the DADP algo-

rithm depends primarily on the total number of primal updates, and is insensitive to

the number of primal updates per dual iteration. Finally, we consider the case where

each user could only choose to transmit in one of multiple channels. The correspond-

ing algorithm is called Single Channel (SC)-ADP. We have proved the convergence

of the SC-ADP algorithm with two users and multiple channels, and have observed

from simulations that it converges rapidly with many more users, corresponding to a

dense network. The SC-ADP algorithm can offer a significant increase in total rate

relative to the algorithm in which each user picks the best channel without exchang-

ing interference prices. Further numerical results show that the relative difference

decreases with the total number of channels (although the utility itself increases).

In a dense network with heavy interference, the SC-ADP algorithm performs better

than Iterative Water-filling, which allows users to spread power across all channels,

but does not directly account for interference externalities. The efficiency loss of SC-

ADP compared with MC-ADP (i.e., PADP or DADP) can be substantial with a large

number of channels, but diminishes as the number of channels decreases.

Although we primarily focused on the ad hoc network setting, the ADP algo-

rithms can be applied to various scenarios such as spectrum sharing in unlicensed
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bands, power control in multi-cell OFDM systems, and spectrum management in

DSL environments. Also, although most of our results assume a static network with

stationary channel gains, the ADP algorithms can also be applied to a dynamic spec-

trum sharing scenario, provided that the exchange of prices occurs on a slower time

scale than the variations in interference. In that case, computation of the interference

prices may be based on time-averaged interference.

6.6 Appendix

6.6.1 Proof of Proposition 6.8:

As in [Chi05], we use a logarithmic change of variables. Specifically, we show that

in the variables ym = log pm, Problem P1 becomes the optimization of a strictly

concave objective over a compact, convex set. It follows that Problem P1 has a unique

global optimum, which is the only solution to the KKT conditions. Furthermore, the

solutions to the KKT conditions in the variables y have a one-to-one correspondence

to solutions in the original variables p. It follows that there is only one solution to

the KKT conditions in the original variables, and hence by Lemma 6.2, FADP is a

singleton set containing only the global optimum. Therefore, the ADP algorithm

globally converges to this point.

All that remains is to show that Problem P1 has the desired properties in the

variables y. In the transformed variables, the constraint set becomes

Y =
∏

m∈M

[log Pmin
m , log Pmax

m ],

which is clearly compact and convex. To show that the objective is strictly concave,

we show that its Hessian is negative definite for all y ∈ Y .
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Let utot(y) denote the objective to Problem P1 in terms of the transformed vari-

ables. The Hessian matrix, H(y) = ∇yyutot(y) consists of diagonal elements:

Hmm(y) = γm (u′′
mγm + u′

m) +
∑

j 6=m

γ2
j (Amj)

2 [u′′
j γ

2
j + 2u′

jγj − u′
j (Amj)

−1] , (6.14)

for all m ∈M, and off-diagonal elements,

Hml(y) = −γ2
mAlm (u′′

mγm + u′
m)−γ2

l Aml (u
′′
l γl + u′

l)+
∑

j 6=m,l

γ3
j (AljAmj)

(
u′′

j γj + 2u′
j

)
,

(6.15)

for all l 6= m. Here u
′

m = ∂um(γm)
∂γm

, u′′
m = ∂2um(γm)

∂2γm
, and Ajk =

hjk exp(yj)

hkk exp(yk)
. Since all users

have Type I utilities, u′′
mγm + u′

m ≤ 0, and u′′
mγm + 2u′

m ≥ 0, for all m. It follows that

Hml(y) ≥ 0, and

Hmm(y) < γm (u′′
mγm + u′

m) +
∑

j 6=m

γ3
j (Amj)

2 (u′′
j γj + u′

j

)
≤ 0. (6.16)

Using these relations, it can be shown that for all m ∈M and all y ∈ Y ,

|Hmm(y)| −
∑

l 6=m

|Hml(y)| ≥ εm, (6.17)

where,

εm = u′
m (γmax

m )
n0γ

min
m

hmmPmax
m

(a− 1) +
∑

j 6=m

u′
j

(
γmax

j

) hmjP
min
m

(
γmin

j

)3
(
hjjPmax

j

)2 (2− b) .

Here a and b are the constants in the proposition. By assumption (a − 1) ≥ 0 and

(2 − b) ≥ 0, and at least one of these inequalities is strict. It follows that εm > 0,

i.e. H(y) is diagonal dominant. From Gersgorin’s Theorem [HJ85, page 344], the

eigenvalues {λm}
M
m=1 of H(y) satisfy |λj −Hmm| ≤

∑
l 6=m |Hlm| for all m. Combining

this with the diagonal dominance we have λj ≤ −minm εm < 0 for all j. Since H(y)

is real and symmetric and has all negative eigenvalues, it must be negative definite

as desired. �
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6.6.2 Proof of Theorem 6.13

Consider the variable transformation yk
m = log(pk

m) for all m and k. By a similar

argument as in the proof of Prop. 6.8, it follows that, under the conditions of Prop. 6.8,

Problem P2 in the transformed variables is the optimization of a strictly concave

objective over a bounded, convex set. Also, between each dual price update, the

DADP algorithm will converge to the unique fixed point with power allocation p(µ)

which maximizes the Lagrangian,

L (y,µ) =
∑

k∈K

∑

m∈M

(
uk

m

(
γk

m

(
yk
))
− µm exp

(
yk

m

))
+
∑

m∈M

µmPmax
m ,

over all y for which exp(yk
m) ∈ Pm for all m and k. This specifies the dual function

D(µ) in (6.11). Since the primal is strictly concave in the transformed variables,

there will be no duality gap between Problem P2 and the dual problem D [Ber99,

Prop. 5.3.1]. Therefore, given an optimal dual solution µ∗ to Problem D, p(µ∗) will

be the optimal solution to Problem P2. Also, since the primal is strictly concave,

D (µ) is continuously differentiable everywhere [Ber99, Prop. 6.1.1], and ∂D(µ)
∂µm

=

Pmax
m −

∑
k∈K pk

m (µm) , i.e., (6.10) is indeed a gradient projection update. All that

remains to be shown is that (6.10) converges to an optimal dual value µ∗.

Let H = ∇2
yyL (y,µ) be the Hessian matrix of L(y,µ). Since L(y,µ) is separable

across carriers, H will be a block diagonal matrix diag
(
H1, · · · ,HK

)
, where for

each k, Hk =
[

∂2L(y,µ)

∂yk
m∂yk

j

]
. From the same argument as in the Proof of Prop. 6.8,

each matrix Hk will be negative definite and its eigenvalues {λk
j}

M
j=1 will satisfy

maxj∈M λk
j < −εk ≡ −minm∈M εk

m, where

εk
m = uk′

m

(
γk,max

m

) n0γ
k,min
m

hk
mmPmax

m

(a− 1) +
∑

j 6=m

uk′
j

(
γk,max

j

) hk
mjP

min
m

(
γk,min

j

)3

(
hk

jjP
max
j

)2 (2− b) > 0.
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Therefore, H will be negative definite, and ∇2D (µ) = −∇g (y (µ))′ H−1∇g (y (µ)) ,

where ∇g(y) is the gradient matrix of g (y) = (gm (ym))M
m=1 , with gm (ym) =

∑
k∈K eyk

m − Pmax
m [Ber99, Sect. 6.1]. Note that ∇g (y (µ)) =

[
A1

µ · · ·A
K
µ

]′
, where

Ak
µ = diag

(
eyk

1 (µ1), · · · , eyk
M (µM )

)
, and so, ∇2D (µ) = −

∑
k∈K Ak

µ

(
Hk
)−1

Ak
µ. We

use this to prove that∇D (µ) is Lipschitz continuous. Let ‖X‖2 denote the Euclidean

norm of matrix X. Given any µ and µ′, using Taylor’s Theorem there exists some

α ∈ [0, 1] such that µ′′ = αµ + (1− α)µ′ satisfies:

‖∇D (µ)−∇D (µ′)‖2 =
∥∥∇2D (µ′′)

∥∥
2
‖µ− µ′‖2 , (6.18)

where

∥∥∇2D (µ)
∥∥

2
=

∥∥∥∥∥−
∑

k∈K

Ak
µ

(
Hk
)−1

Ak
µ

∥∥∥∥∥
2

≤
∑

k∈K

∥∥Ak
µ

∥∥
2

∥∥∥
(
Hk
)−1
∥∥∥

2

∥∥Ak
µ

∥∥
2

=
∑

k∈K

(
max

m
pk

m (µm)
)2

ρ
((

Hk
)−1
)
≤
(
max

m
Pmax

m

)2∑

k∈K

(
1

εk

)
≡ J.

(6.19)

These relations follow because the Euclidean norm of a real, symmetric matrix is equal

to its spectral radius [BT89, Prop. A.24], and the Euclidean norm of the inverse of

a symmetric, nonsingular matrix is equal to the reciprocal of the smallest magnitude

of an eigenvalue of the matrix [BT89, Prop. A.25]. Together (6.19) with (6.18) imply

that ∇D (µ) is Lipschitz continuous.

Next we show that D (µ) is strongly convex, i.e., for small enough α, ∇2D (µ)−αI

is nonnegative definite for all µ [BT89, Prop. A.41]. Since we already know ∇2D (µ)

is positive definite, the only thing to show is that the eigenvalues of ∇2D (µ) is lower

bounded from zero. For k ∈ K, denote matrix

F k = −
(
Ak

µ

)−1
Hk

(
Ak

µ

)−1
=
[
−e−[yk

m(µm)+yk
l
(µl)]Hml

]
m,l∈M

,
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then

‖F k‖2 ≤ max
m∈M

∑

j∈M

e−[yk
m(µm)+yk

l
(µl)] |Hml| ≤

(
min
m∈M

Pmin
m

)−2

max
m∈M

∑

j∈M

|Hml| (6.20)

From (6.14) and (6.15), the last term of (6.20) can be upperbounded by a finite

constant λFk
, so that the minimum eigenvalue of F−1

k is lower bounded by 1/λFk
.

Since ∇2D (µ) =
∑

k∈K F k, the minimum eigenvalue of ∇2D (µ) is greater than

maxk∈K 1/λFk
[HJ85, prop. 4.3.3], and ∇2D (µ) − αI is nonnegative definite for all

µ if α < maxk∈K 1/λFk
.

Since Problem P2 has a finite maximum, the objective of Problem D is lower

bounded. Combining these observations with the Lipschitz condition implies that

there is a unique dual optimum µ∗, and for small enough κ, the gradient projection

algorithm converges to µ∗ geometrically [BT89, p. 215]. �



Chapter 7

Cross Layer Design in Multi-hop
Wireless Networks

In this chapter we consider the cross-layer design of congestion control, scheduling,

and power control for wireless multi-hop networks. It has been widely recognized

that cross layer design can lead to substantial performance advantages in wireless

networks, where the assumptions of constant link capacities and lower bit error rates

found in the traditional wireline networks no longer hold. Furthermore, different

layers of the network are inherently coupled through the error-prone wireless channels

and mutual interference among different transmissions. Simultaneous optimization of

several layers in the wireless networks have been shown to greatly increase the network

capacity, reduce network congestion, avoid mutual interference, thereby improving

network performance [SRK03].

We first consider simple relay networks in Section 7.1, in which several source

nodes want to transmit data to their corresponding destination nodes, either through

direct links or some intermediary relay nodes. The relay nodes also have their

own data traffic for corresponding destination nodes. There is a large body of

literature that studies relay networks from an information theoretic point of view,

164
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e.g. [CE79,KSA03,Kra04,DGA04,LTW04,KGG,BFY04]. Other work considers re-

source allocation in relay networks with the objective of minimizing power consump-

tion [DK04,YCG03]. Here, we focus on the design of distributed resource allocation

algorithms to maximize the total network utility, taking half-duplex transmission

constraints into account. We consider a CDMA-based MAC protocol where all trans-

missions take place within the same frequency band, so that concurrent transmissions

lead to mutual interference. We assume that the achievable data rates of the links are

determined only by the Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratios (SINRs) of the links,

assuming fixed modulation and coding schemes. In the case of a simple three-node

network and fixed transmission schedules, we are able to find the optimal solution to

the joint rate control and power control problem by dual decomposition. We also ex-

tend the formulation to the case of flexible transmission schedules and general network

topologies.

In Section 7.2, we consider joint congestion control, scheduling and power control

in a more general wireless multi-hop network. Following the approach in [LS05],

we use a dual formulation to decompose the cross layer design problem into two

subproblems: (i) the congestion control problem solved by the source users with

feedback from the network, and (ii) the joint scheduling and power control (JSP)

problem solved by all nodes in the network. Many related papers (e.g., [CLCD05,

CLD05, LS05, ST03,YS04]) simplify the JSP problem to a pure scheduling problem

by using the node exclusive interference model. In that model, each link has a fixed

data rate as long as each node only transmits to or receives from one other node at

any time instant. As a result, the network only needs to decide which links should be

scheduled in each time slot, with no need to determine the power level. In our case,

scheduling and power control cannot be separated since the link capacities depend on
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the transmission power levels. Scheduling with interference is very difficult for general

networks. Some numerical studies have been performed for a small network [TG03]

or simple topologies such as rings and lines [RL03]. A heuristic random scheduling

policy has been proposed in [NMR05], where each node randomly chooses to transmit

or not to transmit in each time slot. Our main contribution is that we propose

three distributed heuristic algorithms to solve the JSP problem for a general network

topology, an arbitrary number of users, and an arbitrary set of scheduling constraints.

Numerical results show cases for which our proposed algorithms perform close to

optimal and much better than the random scheduling policy in [NMR05].

The authors in [LE05,EE04,WCRP03] consider JSP (both centralized and distrib-

uted), with an emphasis on achieving target SINRs for each link . Here we consider

elastic data traffic with no preset link SINR targets, which complicates the scheduling.

7.1 Joint Rate and Power Control in Relay Net-

works

We first consider a joint rate and power control problem in relay networks that in-

clude three types of nodes: source nodes that only generate traffic but do not receive

traffic, relay nodes that generate and relay traffic, and destination nodes that only

receive traffic. We consider a spread spectrum MAC protocol, where concurrent trans-

missions are allowed within the same frequency band. In particular, a source node

(or relay node) can transmit to multiple relay nodes (or destination nodes) simulta-

neously using orthogonal codes that do not interfere with each other; a relay node

(or destination node) can receive several transmissions simultaneously, and decode

each transmission separately treating other transmissions as Gaussian noise. We also
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(pβ
1 , p

β
2 ) (p1−β

1 , p1−β
3 )

P S,max

P R,max

β 1− β

S

R

D
h1

h2

h3

Figure 7.1: A relay network with 3 nodes

impose a half-duplex transmission constraint on the relay nodes, i.e., a relay node

cannot transmit and receive data simultaneously. We will mainly consider a simple

relay network with three nodes as in Figure 7.1, and briefly discuss relay networks

with more general topologies in Section 7.1.4.

The network in Figure 7.1 contains three nodes: a source node, S, a relay node, R,

and a destination node, D. This three-node network model has been studied widely

in the literature (e.g., [KSA03]). We allow both nodes S and R to generate their

own traffic destined for node D. Node R may also act as a relay for node S. Node

S (R) must satisfy a time-average maximum power constraint P S,max (PR,max) and

minimum power constraint P S,min (PR,min). As shown in Figure 7.1, the three links

in the network are labeled link 1, 2 and 3, with power channel gains h1, h2 and h3,

respectively. The background noise at node R is statistically the same as that at node

D with variance normalized to 1.

We consider the joint congestion and power control problem over a time period of
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T , which, without loss of generality, is normalized so that T = 1. To incorporate the

half-duplex constraint, we assume T is divided into two time slots with fixed lengths

equal to β and 1 − β, referred to as time slot β and 1 − β, respectively. The nodes

then transmit and receive with the following fixed schedule:

• During the first time slot (length β), node S transmits over link 1 with power pβ
1 ,

and over link 2 with power pβ
2 . The transmissions contain different information

and do not interfere with each other. The corresponding SINRs on links 1 and

2 are γβ
1 = pβ

1h1 and γβ
2 = pβ

2h2.

• During the second time slot (length 1 − β), node S transmits over link 1 with

power p1−β
1 , and node R transmits over link 3 with power p1−β

3 . Here the two

transmissions interfere with each other with SINRs

γ1−β
1 =

p1−β
1 h1

1 + 1
W

p1−β
3 h3

and γ1−β
3 =

p1−β
3 h3

1 + 1
W

p1−β
1 h1

,

where W is the spreading gain common for all transmissions.

A compact representation of the transmission powers on each link in both time

slots is p=
(
pβ,p1−β

)
, where pβ =

(
pβ

1 , p
β
2

)
and p1−β =

(
p1−β

1 , p1−β
3

)
. Here subscripts

denote links, and superscripts indicate time slots. The SINRs of all active links are

denoted by γ =
(
γβ,γ1−β

)
, which is a function of p. The maximum achievable data

rate (or capacity) on any link is determined by a rate-SINR function, g (γ). In Sections

7.1.1 and 7.1.2 we will consider the high SINR regime where g (γ) = B log (γ) (with B

equal to the total bandwidth). In Section 7.1.3 we will consider the more general case

where g (γ) = B log (1 + γ). The data rates sent over all links (by nodes S and R) are

denoted by r =
(
rβ, r1−β

)
, where we require that r ≤ g (γ) . Finally, the end-to-end
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flow rates of node S and node R over the normalized time interval T = 1 are denoted

by x =
(
xS, xR

)
.

We associate node S (R) with an increasing, strictly concave and twice differen-

tiable utility function uS
(
xS
)

(uR
(
xR
)
), which is a function of the end-to-end flow

rate and denotes the satisfaction of node S (R) using the network. This is different

from Chapter 6, where the user’s utility is a function of the link SINR level.

Formally, we want to find values of (x, r, p) to solve the following Network Utility

Maximization problem:

maximize
(x,r,p)≥0

uS
(
xS
)

+ uR
(
xR
)

(NUM1)

subject to xS = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1 (7.1)

xR = (1− β) r1−β
3 − βrβ

2 (7.2)

rβ
1 ≤ g

(
γβ

1

)
(7.3)

rβ
2 ≤ g

(
γβ

2

)
(7.4)

r1−β
1 ≤ g

(
γ1−β

1

)
(7.5)

r1−β
3 ≤ g

(
γ1−β

3

)
(7.6)

P S,min ≤ pβ
1 , p

β
2 , p

1−β
1 (7.7)

β
(
pβ

1 + pβ
2

)
+ (1− β) p1−β

1 ≤ P S,max (7.8)

PR,min ≤ (1− β) p1−β
3 ≤ PR,max (7.9)

Equalities (7.1) and (7.2) relate the end-to-end flow rates with the link data rates.

Inequalities (7.3) to (7.6) state that the data rates should not exceed the capacities

of the wireless channels. Inequalities (7.7) to (7.9) are the average power constraints

of node S and R over time interval T = 1.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. We study Problem NUM1 in
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Section 7.1.1 under the assumption that node S has to satisfy the average power

constraints in both time slots β and 1 − β. Then we consider the problem without

this restriction in Section 7.1.2. In Section 7.1.3, we will relax the fixed schedule

assumption and implicitly enforce the half-duplex constraint by imposing a large self-

interference coefficients. A relay network with general topology will be discussed in

Section 7.1.4.

7.1.1 Fixed Power Constraint at Node S

We first solve Problem NUM1 assuming that node S has to satisfy the maximum

and minimum power constraint in both time slots β and 1− β. In other words, both

pβ
1 + pβ

2 and p1−β
1 must lie in the set

[
P S,min, P S,max

]
. In this case, during time slot β,

clearly node S should set pβ
1 + pβ

2 = P S,max; However, in time slot 1− β it could have

p1−β
1 < P S,max to reduce interference. With this restriction, Problem NUM1 can be

re-formulated as

maximize
(x,r,p)≥0

uS
(
xS
)

+ uR
(
xR
)

(NUM2)

subject to xS = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1 (7.10)

1

h1

f
(
rβ
1

)
+

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)
= P S,max (7.11)

r1−β
1 ≤ g

(
γ1−β

1

)
(7.12)

xR + βrβ
2 ≤ (1− β) g

(
γ1−β

3

)
(7.13)

P S,min ≤ pβ
1 , p

β
2 , p

1−β
1 ≤ P S,max (7.14)

PR,min ≤ (1− β) p1−β
3 ≤ PR,max (7.15)

Here, f (r) is the inverse of the function of g (γ) , and so is increasing and strictly
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concave. Note that (7.11) now replaces (7.3) and (7.4) , and (7.13) replaces (7.2) and

(7.6) . From this, it is clear that solving Problem NUM2 requires only finding the

values of
(
xR, rβ

2 , r1−β
1 , p1−β

1 , p1−β
3

)
; the other values can then be found directly.

We define the domains uS, uR and g to be IS =
[
xS,min, xS,max

]
, IR =

[
xR,min, xR,max

]

and Ig =
[
γmin, γmax

]
, where xS,min = xR,min ≥ 0, xS,max = g

(
P S,maxh1

)
+βg

(
P S,maxh2

)
,

xR,max = (1− β) g
(
PR,maxh3/ (1− β)

)
, γmax = max

{
P S,maxh1, P

S,maxh2,
P R,maxh3

1+ 1
W

P S,minh1

}

and γmin = min

{
P S,minh1

1+ 1
W (1−β)

P R,maxh3
, P S,minh2,

P R,minh3

1+ 1
W

P S,maxh1

}
.

Assumption 7.1. g (γ) = B log (γ) , e.g., all transmissions occur in the high SINR

regime.

Assumption 7.2. The absolute values of the first and second order derivatives of

uS, uR and g are upper and lower bounded by positive and finite numbers, i..e, there

exists α and α such that

0 < α ≤ uS′,
∣∣uS′′

∣∣ , uR′,
∣∣uR′′

∣∣ , g′, |g′′| ≤ α <∞

on the domains of IS, IR and Ig, respectively.

Assumption 7.3. P S,min > 0 and PR,min > 0.

Proposition 7.4. Let Assumptions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 hold, then Problem NUM2 is a

strictly concave maximization problem over a compact convex set in the transformed

variables
(
xR, rβ

2 , r1−β
1 , p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
, where

(
p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
=
(
log p1−β

1 , log p1−β
3

)
.

Proof. See Appendix 7.4.1.

By using the log transformation of the power variables, we ensure that the feasible

region of Problem NUM2 is a compact and convex set. The same technique has also

been used in the proof of Proposition 6.8.
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Next we give a dual algorithm for distributively solving Problem NUM2. First we

associate inequalities (7.12) and (7.13) with Lagrangian multipliers λ and µ, respec-

tively. The resulting partial Lagrangian function of Problem NUM2 is then

L (λ, µ,x, r,p) =uS
(
xS
)

+ uR
(
xR
)
− λ (1− β)

(
r1−β
1 − g

(
γ1−β

1

))

− µ
(
xR + βrβ

2 − (1− β) g
(
γ1−β

3

))
, (7.16)

and the corresponding dual function is

Q (λ, µ) = max
(x,r,p)≥0

(7.17)

subject to xS = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1

1

h1

f
(
rβ
1

)
+

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)
= P S,max

P S,min ≤ pβ
1 , p

β
2 , p

1−β
1 ≤ P S,max

PR,min ≤ (1− β) p1−β
3 ≤ PR,max.

The dual problem is then

min
λ,µ≥0

Q (λ, µ) . (Dual-NUM2)

To solve Problem Dual-NUM2, we first need to find the dual function in (7.17) ,

which decomposes into the following three sub-problems:

1. The source node S rate control problem:

max
(xS ,rβ

1 ,rβ
2 ,r1−β

1 )≥0

uS
(
xS
)
− µβrβ

2 − λ (1− β) r1−β
1 (7.18)

subject to xS = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1

1

h1

f
(
rβ
1

)
+

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)
= P S,max

g
(
P S,minh1

)
≤ rβ

1 , g
(
P S,minh2

)
≤ rβ

2 ,
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which can be solved by first eliminating variables xS and rβ
1 , and then solving

for
(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
by using a standard convex optimization algorithm.

2. The relay node R rate control problem:

max
xR≥0

uR
(
xR
)
− µxR. (7.19)

3. The power control problem for both nodes S and R:

max
p1−β
1 ∈[P S,min,P S,max]

p1−β
3 ∈ 1

1−β [P R,min,P R,max]

λg
(
γ1−β

1

)
+ µg

(
γ1−β

3

)
. (7.20)

Note that for given λ and µ, subproblem (1) can be solved only at the source

node, while subproblem (2) can be solved only at the Relay node. The power control

problem (3) can be solved distributively by nodes S and R using the ADP algorithm

from Chapter 6.1 Hence, we can obtain the dual function Q (λ, µ) distributively.

Then we can solve Problem Dual-NUM2 by searching for the optimal dual variables

λ and µ. This can also be done distributively. Here, we consider distributed gradient

updates similar to that used in Section 6.2.2. It is useful to lower bound the optimal

values of the dual variables so that we can limit the ranges of the search. At an

optimal solution

xS ≤ g
(
P S,maxh1

)
+ βg

(
P S,maxh2

)
,

xR ≤ (1− β) g

(
PR,max

1− β
h3

)
,

1Note that the functions λg
(
γ1−β
1

)
and µg

(
γ1−β
3

)
correspond to the utility functions in Chapter

6, which are also defined on the SINRs. The utility functions in this chapter, however, are defined
on the end-to-end flow rates.
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so that

λ ≥ λfp
min = uS′

(
g
(
P S,maxh1

)
+ βg

(
P S,maxh2

))
> 0,

µ ≥ µfp
min = uR′

(
(1− β) g

(
PR,max

1− β
h3

))
> 0.

Then the dual prices are updated as

λ (t + 1) = max
{

λ (t) + κ (1− β)
(
r1−β
1 (t)− g

(
γ1−β

1 (t)
))

, λfp
min

}
,

µ (t + 1) = max
{

µ (t) + κ
(
xR (t) + βrβ

2 (t)− (1− β) g
(
γ1−β

3 (t)
))

, µfp
min

}
, (7.21)

where κ is a small positive constant.

The complete distributed rate and power control algorithm is summarized in Al-

gorithm 7.1. Each time interval t has unit length and contains two time slots, β and

1− β.

As in [Chi05], the dual prices λ (t) and µ (t) represent congestion levels at time t

(in time slot 1 − β) on links 1 and 3, respectively, and play two important roles in

the joint rate and power control problem: (i) High values of λ (t) and µ (t) induce the

source and relay nodes to reduce their generated data traffic xS and xR (as results of

solving problems (7.18) and (7.19) , and thus reducing network congestion. (ii) The

ratio λ (t) /µ (t) determines the relative priorities of links 1 and 3 in time slot 1− β,

which affects the solution of the power control problem (7.20) . For example, a higher

value of λ (t) /µ (t) indicates a higher priority of link 1 compared with link 3, thus

more capacity will be allocated to link 1 as a result of power control.

Assuming Algorithm 7.1 converges at time t∗, it must be that

r1−β
1 (t∗) = g

(
γ1−β

1 (t∗)
)

and

xR (t∗) + βrβ
2 (t∗) = (1− β) g

(
γ1−β

3 (t∗)
)

,
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Algorithm 7.1 Distributed Rate and Power Control Algorithm with Fixed Power
Constraints at node S

1. Initialization: set t = 0, λ (1) = λfp
min, µ (1) = µfp

min and ε > 0.

2. t← t + 1.

3. At the beginning of time slot β, nodes S and R distributively solve
the rate control problems (7.18) and (7.19) to determine the values of(
xS (t) , rβ

1 (t) , rβ
2 (t) , r1−β

1 (t) , xR (t)
)

.

4. At the beginning of time slot 1 − β, nodes S and R distributively solve
problem (7.20) using the ADP algorithm to determine the power levels(
p1−β

1 (t) , p1−β
3 (t)

)
.

5. At the end of time slot 1 − β, nodes S and R distributively update the dual
prices based on the congestion during time slot 1−β according to (7.21) . Node
R then relays µ (t + 1) to node S.

6. If |λ (t + 1)− λ (t)| /λ (t) ≤ ε and |µ (t + 1)− µ (t)| /µ (t) ≤ ε, stop. Otherwise,
go to step (2).
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which means that the demand of data rates and the supply of the link capacities on

both links 1 and 3 are balanced.

Finally, we show the optimality of Algorithm 7.1 under certain conditions:

Theorem 7.5. Let Assumptions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 hold. For small enough constant κ,

Algorithm 7.1 globally converges to the unique optimum of Problem NUM2.

Proof. See Appendix 7.4.2.

7.1.2 Average Power Constraints at Node S

In the previous section, we assumed that node S has to satisfy the maximum power

constraint in both time slots β and 1− β. In this section, we consider the case where

node S only needs to satisfy the average maximum power constraint over the entire

time interval T = 1. Thus it has the additional degree of freedom to allocate power

across time slots β and 1 − β. Let pS,β denote the transmission power of node S in

time slot β. The overall optimization is then give by:
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maximize
(x,r,p,pS,β)≥0

uS
(
xS
)

+ uR
(
xR
)

(NUM3)

subject to xS = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1 (7.22)

1

h1

f
(
rβ
1

)
+

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)
= pS,β (7.23)

βpβ
S + (1− β) p1−β

1 ≤ P S,max (7.24)

r1−β
1 ≤ g

(
γ1−β

1

)
(7.25)

xR + βrβ
2 ≤ (1− β) g

(
γ1−β

3

)
(7.26)

P S,min ≤ pβ
1 , p

β
2 , p

1−β
1 (7.27)

PR,min ≤ (1− β) p1−β
3 ≤ PR,max (7.28)

This is essentially Problem NUM1, except that we have introduced a dummy

variable pS,β to decouple the power constraint between two time slots.

Proposition 7.6. Let Assumptions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 hold, then Problem NUM3 is

a strictly concave maximization problem over a compact convex set in the variables
(
xR, pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1 , p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
, where

(
p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
=
(
log p1−β

1 , log p1−β
3

)
.

Proof. See Appendix 7.4.3.

We give an algorithm that is similar to Algorithm 7.1 for solving Problem NUM3,

only here we have to account for the flexibility in node S’s power allocation. Besides

the previous two dual variables λ and µ, we associate a new dual variable ν with node

S’s power constraint in (7.24). For fixed values of λ, µ and ν, nodes S and R solve

the following three subproblems distributively:
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1. The source node S rate control problem:

max
(xS ,rβ

1 ,rβ
2 ,r1−β

1 ,pS,β)≥0

uS
(
xS
)
− µβrβ

2 − λ (1− β) r1−β
1 − νβpβ

S (7.29)

subject to xS (t) = β
(
rβ
1 + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1

1

h1

f
(
rβ
1

)
+

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)
= pS,β (t)

g
(
P S,minh1

)
≤ rβ

1 , g
(
P S,minh2

)
≤ rβ

2 ,

which can be solved by first eliminating variables xS and rβ
1 , and then solving

for
(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
by standard convex optimization algorithms.

2. The relay node R rate control problem:

max
xR≥0

uR
(
xR
)
− µxR. (7.30)

3. The power control problem by both nodes S and R:

max
p1−β
1 ∈

h
P S,min, PS,max

1−β

i
p1−β
3 ∈ 1

1−β [P R,min,P R,max]

λg
(
γ1−β

1 (t)
)

+ µg
(
γ1−β

3 (t)
)
− νp1−β

1 . (7.31)

And the dual prices are updated as

λ (t + 1) = max
{

λ (t) + κ (1− β)
(
r1−β
1 (t)− g

(
γ1−β

1 (t)
))

, λap
min

}
,

µ (t + 1) = max
{

µ (t) + κ
(
xR (t) + βrβ

2 (t)− (1− β) g
(
γ1−β

3 (t)
))

, µap
min

}
,

ν (t + 1) = max
{

ν (t) + κ
(
βpβ

S (t) + (1− β) p1−β
1 (t)− P S,max

)
, νap

min

}
, (7.32)

where κ is a small positive constant.. The low bounds are defined as
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λap
min = uS′

(
β

(
g

(
P S,max

β
h1

)
+ g

(
P S,max

β
h2

))
+ (1− β) g

(
P S,max

1− β
h1

))
,

µap
min = uR′

(
(1− β) g

(
PR,max

1− β
h3

))
,

νap
min = λming

′

(
P S,max

β
h1

)
h1.

Algorithm 7.2 Distributed Rate and Power Control Algorithm with Adaptive Power
Constraints

1. Initialization: set t = 0, λ (1) = λap
min, µ (1) = µap

min, ν (1) = νap
min and ε > 0.

2. t← t + 1.

3. At the beginning of time slot β, nodes S and R distributively solve
the rate control problems (7.29) and (7.30) to determine the values of(
xS (t) , rβ

1 (t) , rβ
2 (t) , r1−β

1 (t) , pS,β (t) , xR (t)
)

.

4. At the beginning of time slot 1−β, nodes S and R distributively solve problem

(7.31) with ADP algorithm to determine the power levels
(
p1−β

1 (t) , p1−β
3 (t)

)
.

5. At the end of time slot 1 − β, nodes S and R update the dual prices λ and µ
based on the congestions during time slot 1− β, and node S updates the dual
price ν based on the total average power consumption in current time interval
t, all according to (7.32) .Node R then relays µ (t + 1) to node R.

6. If |λ (t + 1)− λ (t)| /λ (t) ≤ ε, |µ (t + 1)− µ (t)| /µ (t) ≤ ε and
|ν (t + 1)− ν (t)| /ν (t) ≤ ε, stop. Otherwise, go to step (2).

Theorem 7.7. Let Assumptions 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 hold. For small enough constant κ,

Algorithm 7.2 globally converges to the unique optimum of Problem NUM2.

The proof is similar to Theorem 7.5 and is omitted.
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7.1.3 Relay Network with Implicit Scheduling Constraints

In this section we give a model for relaxing the fixed schedule assumption and model-

ing the half-duplex transmission constraint implicitly through a large self-interference

coefficient in the SINR expression, i.e., both SINRs on the incoming and outgoing

links would be extremely small if a node received and transmitted simultaneously. As

the result of power control using the ADP algorithm, the transmission power on one

of the links would become zero, which enforces the half-duplex constraint.

P S,max

P R,max

β 1− β

S

R

D
h1

h2

h3

(pβ
1 , p

β
2 , p

β
3 )(p1−β

1 , p1−β
2 , p1−β

3 )

Figure 7.2: A relay network with 3 nodes and implicit half-duplex transmission con-
straint on node R.

Let us again consider the simple 3-node network model as in Figure 7.2. Here we

allow the relay node R to transmit and receive simultaneously in both time slots β

and 1− β, i.e., pβ
2 , pβ

3 , p1−β
2 and p1−β

3 can all be positive. Modify the SINRs on each
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link in time slot β as

γβ
1 =

pβ
1h1

1 + 1
W

pβ
3h3

,

γβ
2 =

pβ
2h2

1 + pβ
3h

R
,

γβ
3 =

pβ
3h3

1 + 1
W

pβ
1h1 + pβ

2h
R

,

where hR is a very large positive number modeling the self-interference of node R

due to simultaneous transmission and reception. The SINRs in time slot 1 − β are

similarly defined. We can then formulate an optimization problem similar to that

in the previous sections. However, since Assumption 7.1 does not hold here (i.e., we

allow zero power on some links), the optimal solution may not be found by distributed

algorithms like those in Algorithms 7.1 and 7.2. On the other hand, modeling the

half-duplex constraint in this way gives us flexibility in determining the transmission

schedule, and significantly reduces the algorithm complexity associated with the more

general multi-hop networks that we discuss in Section 7.2. Simulation results of this

type of algorithm will be given for general networks in Section 7.2.

7.1.4 Relay Network with General Topology

The analysis in previous sections can be extended to relay networks with general

topologies, where the network has I source-destination pairs (Si and Di, 1 ≤ i ≤M)

and K relay nodes (Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K) as in Figure 7.3. Each source node Si wants to

send traffic to its corresponding destination node Di through the direct link and/or

though a subset of the relay nodes. Relay node Rk may relay more than one source

node’s traffic, and also may transmit its own traffic to an arbitrary subset of the

destination nodes.
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S1

S2

SM

D1

D2

DM

R1

R2

RK

Figure 7.3: A general relay network

Once again, we can associate Lagrangian multipliers with the capacity constraints,

as well as the maximum power constraints, and solve the Dual problem by decompo-

sition. In the case that the transmission schedules are fixed and Assumptions 7.1, 7.2

and 7.3 hold, we can show that the objective function of the optimization problem is

concave. But in this case it may not be strictly concave in rate r. The objective can

be made strictly concave by adding a quadratic penalty term. We can then solve the

resulting problem again using dual decomposition method.

7.2 Cross Layer Design in General Multi-hop Net-

works

In this section, we consider the problem of cross-layer design of congestion control,

scheduling and power control in wireless multi-hop networks. We again consider

CDMA-based MAC protocols where all transmissions take place within the same fre-

quency band, and concurrent transmissions lead to mutual interference. The network

model considered here includes the relay network in Section 7.1 as a special case,
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where a maximum of two hops is considered. Here we consider a network with an

arbitrary number of hops.

Following the approach in [LS05], we use a dual formulation to decompose the

cross layer design problem into two subproblems: (i) congestion control problem

solved by the source nodes, and (ii) joint scheduling and power control (JSP) problem

solved by all nodes in the network. Our main contribution consists of three heuristic

scheduling and power control algorithms to solve the latter problem for a general

network topology, an arbitrary number of users and arbitrary scheduling constraints.

In the first two matching scheduling algorithms, we decompose the solution to the

preceding subproblem (ii) into two stages: the scheduling stage and the power control

stage. In the scheduling stage, we first estimate the achievable data rates of each link

in each time slot by estimating the transmission power and received interference on

each link. In the power control stage, nodes exchange interference price information

and determine the actual transmission power using the ADP algorithm from Chapter

6.

In the third algorithm, the unified JSP algorithm, nodes perform the ADP al-

gorithm to determine the transmission power, and the scheduling constraints are

implicitly enforced by assigning large self-interference coefficients between conflicting

links as in Section 7.1.3.

The rest of the section is organized as follows. We first describe the wireless

multi-hop network model in Section 7.2.1, and review the main result of optimal dual

decomposition in [LS05].2 In Section 7.2.2, we propose the three joint scheduling and

power control algorithms. Numerical results are presented in Section 7.2.3, where we

2Although our model assumes fixed routing for all source-destination pairs, dynamic routing as
in [CLCD05] can be easily incorporated.
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compare the performance of the proposed algorithms with a centralized exhaustive

search algorithm, and with a random transmission algorithm proposed in [NMR05].

7.2.1 Multi-hop Network Model and Dual Decomposition

We consider a wireless multi-hop network model similar to that considered in [LS05].

The network consists a set of N = {1, · · · , N} nodes and L = {1, · · · , L} directed

links. We let I (n) denote the set of incoming links to node n, and O (n) denote

the set of outgoing links from node n. Thus a link l is from node i to node j if

l ∈ O (i) ∩ I (j); we may also use (i, j) to denote this link. In the rest of the section,

we use subscripts to denote links and superscripts to denote nodes.

Let p = (pij, (i, j) ∈ L) denote the vector of global power assignment and γ =

(γij, (i, j) ∈ L) denote the vector of SINRs. The transmissions on different links will

interfere with each other, thus each element of γ is a function of p, i.e.,

γij =
pijhij

n0 +
∑

k 6=i pkjhkj

, (7.33)

where hij is the channel power gain from node i to node j.3 We assume that the

transmissions from the same node do not interfere with each other (i.e., using orthog-

onal codes). Let r = (rij, (i, j) ∈ L) denote the vector of data rates with rij = g (γij),

where g (·) is the rate-SINR function described in Section 7.1.

We consider a set of S = {1, · · · , S} users, where each user injects data into the

network and travels through one fixed route. Let H = [Hs
l ] be the routing matrix,

i.e., Hs
l = 1 if path l belongs to the route of user s, and Hs

l = 0 if path l does not

belong to the route of user s. Let xs be the rate that user s injects into the network,

and us (xs) be the utility function of user s, which is increasing, strictly concave and

3In the case of CDMA, the bandwidth scaling factor is absorbed into the channel gains.
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twice differentiable on (0,M s], where M s is the maximum data rate that source s

desires.

Let P denote the set of feasible global power assignments, which satisfies the

following two constraints: (i) there is a maximum total power constraint for each

node i on its outgoing links, i.e.,
∑

j:(i,j)∈O(i) pij ≤ P i,max, and (ii) a node can not

transmit and receive simultaneously. Notice that we do allow a node to transmit to

(or receive from) multiple nodes simultaneously. We divide time into slots, and choose

a feasible global power allocation p (t) ∈ P for each time slot t. The corresponding

SINR vector and rate vector in time slot t are denoted as γ (t) and r (t), respectively.

Denote the set of feasible rate vectors as R = {g (γ (p)) |p ∈ P}, where g (γ (p))

denotes the resulting rate vector where g (·) is applied on components of γ. The

feasible rate region of the network is defined as the convex hull of all feasible rate

vectors, i.e., Co (R). Each point of the feasible region can be achieved by time-sharing

between various feasible rate vectors.

The joint congestion control, scheduling and power control (JCSP) problem is:

max
xs∈[0,Ms]

∑

s∈S

us (xs) (JSCP)

subject to
∑

s∈S

Hs
l x

s ≤ rl, for all l ∈ L (7.34)

and r ∈ Co (R) (7.35)

Associating a dual variable λl with each constraint in (7.34) , the JCSP problem

can be solved by the following optimal cross-layer rate control algorithm. At

each time t,
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• Source congestion control:

xs (t) = arg max
xs∈[0,Ms]

[
us (xs)−

∑

l∈L

λl (t) Hs
l x

s

]
. (7.36)

• JSP Problem:4

r (t) = arg max
r∈R

∑

l∈L

λl (t) rl = arg max
r∈g(γ(p)),p∈P

∑

l∈L

λl (t) rl. (7.37)

• Dual prices updates:

λl (t + 1) =

[
λl (t) + αl

(
∑

s∈S

Hs
l x

s (t)− rl (t)

)]+

, (7.38)

where αl is a small stepsize.

It is shown in [LS05] that this algorithm converges to a small neighborhood of the

optimal solution of the JCSP problem when αl is small enough for all l ∈ L. This

is based on the assumption that the JSP problem can be perfectly solved in each

time slot t, and the authors in [LS05] achieve this by using a complicated centralized

search algorithm. We would like to find good heuristic algorithms to solve the JSP

problem in a distributed fashion.

7.2.2 Distributed Algorithms for Solving the JSP Problem

The aim of the JSP problem is to maximize a weighted total achievable rate in each

time slot t. We consider two different approaches to achieve this.

In the first staged approach, we solve the JSP problem in two stages: (i) the

scheduling stage determines which links are active in the current time slot, and (ii)

4Since the objective function in (7.37) is a linear function of r, then finding an optimal r ∈ Co (R)
is equivalent to finding an optimal r ∈ R.
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the power control stage determines the transmission powers of the active links chosen

in the scheduling stage. Once the scheduling stage is completed, power control can

be achieved by the ADP algorithm, as in Chapter 6. In the ADP algorithm, each link

l announces an interference price πl representing its marginal weighted rate decrease

due to the marginal increase of interference in the network. Then each node optimizes

its power allocation across the active outgoing links to maximize its payoff, which

is defined as the total weighted rate minus payments on these links. This process

iterates until the power levels converge. The optimality and convergence of the ADP

algorithm is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. So the only problem we need to consider

with this approach is the scheduling problem.

We propose two algorithms for solving the scheduling problem In the matching

algorithm I, we estimate the achievable data rate of each link in time t based on some

past observations, such as interference levels in the previous time slot, or exponentially

time-averaged interference levels over previous time slots, and perform the distributed

weighted maximum matching scheduling algorithm presented in [Hoe04]. A similar

algorithm has been used in [CLCD05], which does not consider the problem of power

control. In the matching algorithm II, nodes exchange messages indicating the benefit

of scheduling a previously inactive link, again based on estimates of the achievable

data rates on all links.

In the second unified approach to JSP, we solve the JSP problem by using only

the ADP power control algorithm, where the scheduling constraint is enforced by

introducing a large self-interference coefficient as in Section 7.1.3. We call the corre-

sponding algorithm the unified JSP algorithm.

We next explain these three algorithms in detail, assuming that each node trans-

mits to, or receives from only one other node at each time instant. Extensions to
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multiple simultaneous transmissions (or receptions) are discussed in Section 7.2.2.

Matching Algorithm I

The first step of the matching algorithm I is to estimate the achievable data rate of

each link l in time slot t, which involves both the determination of transmission power

and the estimation of received interference on each link. Since power control is per-

formed after scheduling, for simplicity we will assume that for purpose of scheduling,

each node transmits at maximum power on each of its outgoing links.

The estimation of interference is more difficult, since the interference in time slot

t depends on the transmission schedule, which we do not yet know. We propose three

heuristic methods to estimate the interference, Īl (t), on link l in time slot t:

1. Zero estimation sets Īl (t) = 0. This simple approach leads to an optimistic

estimate of data rates on all links.

2. Static estimation sets Īl (t) = Il (t− 1), which is the interference received by the

receiving node of link l during time t− 1. This is assumed to be measured and

fed back to the transmission node at the beginning of time slot t. We expect

this to work well in a network where the schedule does not change abruptly

between successive time slots, so that the interference will be nearly stationary.

3. Exponential moving average estimation sets Īl (t) = IAvg
l (t− 1) , where IAvg

l (t)

is the moving average of interference on link l at time t and is updated as

IAvg
l (t− 1) =

{
αIAvg

l (t− 2) + (1− α) Il (t− 1) , l scheduled in t− 1,

IAvg
l (t− 2) , otherwise,

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the averaging coefficient. Here we try to estimate the inter-

ference based on the time-averaged value of the interference levels of this link
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during the time slots when it is scheduled.

The achievable data rate on link (i, j) in time slot t is then estimated as

r̄ij (t) = g

(
P i,maxhij

n0 + Īij (t)

)
. (7.39)

After obtaining the values of r̄l (t) for all l ∈ L, we implement the distributed

weighted maximum matching algorithm to maximize
∑

l∈L λl (t) r̄l (t). The algorithm

was proposed in [Hoe04]. The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm 7.3. We have

omitted the time index t in the algorithm, and we let 〈i, j〉 denote one of the directed

links (i, j) or (j, i).

The basic idea is that a link (i, j) will be matched if

λij r̄ij (t) = max
l∈O(i)∩F

λl (t) r̄l (t) = max
l∈I(j)∩F

λl (t) r̄l (t) ,

where F = ∪i∈NFi is the current set of free links in the network. A link (i, j) is called

free if it does not have a scheduling conflict with any matched links to or from node

i or node j. The matching process can be done in a distributed way by letting each

node announce a matching message to the neighbor with which it wants to match,

and reply to a neighbor with a matched message if it agrees to match. The algorithm

stops when all nodes have no free links left to be matched. All matched links are

activated in time t, and a power control (ADP) algorithm is executed to achieve the

maximum value of
∑

l∈L,l is matched λl (t) r̄l (t) .

Algorithm 7.3 also directly applies to the case where each node can transmit to

(or receive from) multiple nodes simultaneously. Note that when both (i, j) and (j, i)

exist in the network, we cannot determine beforehand which link will be matched

(which depends on the matching processes of nodes i and j). This is the major
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Algorithm 7.3 Distributed Matching Algorithm I [Hoe04]

1. For each node i, initialize its free link set F i= I (i) ∪ O (i).

2. For each node i, find node j∗ such that

〈i, j∗〉 = arg max
l∈F i

λlr̄l.

(a) If node i has received a matching request for link 〈i, j∗〉 , then link 〈i, j∗〉
is matched. Node i sends a matched message to node j∗ for link 〈i, j∗〉,
and sends a drop message to all neighbor nodes for links that violate the
scheduling constraints with 〈i, j∗〉.

(b) Otherwise, node i sends a matching request to node j∗ for link 〈i, j∗〉.

3. For each node i, upon receiving a matching request for link 〈i, j〉 from a neighbor
node j,

(a) If j = j∗, performs step (2a) .

(b) Otherwise, stores the message.

4. Upon receiving a matched message from neighbor node j for link 〈i, j〉, node i
sends out a drop message to all neighboring links that violate the scheduling
constraints with 〈i, j〉.

5. Upon receiving a drop message from neighbor node j for link 〈i, j〉, node i
removes link 〈i, j〉 from set F i.

6. If F i is an empty set, node i does nothing. Otherwise, it repeats step (2) to
(5) .

7. Matched links are allowed to transmit in time slot t.
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difference between Algorithm 7.3 and the algorithm stated in [CLCD05], where at

least one of the two links, (i, j) and (j, i), has a negative weight and so will never be

scheduled. In that case, a simple pre-processing procedure can be performed before

the matching to remove all negative weighted links.

It is easy to see that Algorithm 7.3 might lead to a very different schedule between

successive time slots. In the matching algorithm II discussed next, we start from the

schedule in the previous time slot, and only activate a previously inactive link if it can

increase the total weighted network rate, taking into account the loss due to turning

“off” other previous active links that conflict with it.

Matching Algorithm II

The first step of the algorithm is to estimate the achievable data rate of each link l

in time t, using the same methods as in Section 7.2.2. Then each node i chooses an

outgoing link (i, j∗) among all the inactive links in the previous time slot t − 1 that

yields the largest increase in total weighted rate, and sends a matching message to

node j∗ if the corresponding increase is positive. If node j∗ agrees that activating link

(i, j∗) improves the total weighted rate, it sends a matched message back to node i,

and link (i, j∗) is set to be active in time slot t. All links that conflict with link (i, j∗)

receive a drop message and are set to be inactive at time slot t. This repeats until no

further improvement can be achieved. The complete algorithm is given in Algorithm

7.4. Here we assume that nodes exchange messages in a synchronized fashion.

The algorithm stops when there is no link in the potential active link set PA =

∪i∈NPA
i can be added to the active set A. This can take at most L rounds (i.e.,

iMeg = L) since at least one link from PA is activated during each round. However,

due to the distributed nature of the algorithm, users other than user i do not have
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Algorithm 7.4 Distributed Matching Algorithm II

1. For each node i, initialize the active link set
Ai= {l | l ∈ I (i) ∪ O (i) , l is active in time slot t− 1} , the potential ac-
tive link set PAi = {l | l ∈ I (i) ∪ O (i) , l is inactive in time slot t− 1} ,and
its inactive link set IAi = Φ (empty set). Also initialize the system-wide
message passing counter iMeg = 0.

2. Let iMeg ← iMeg + 1.

3. For each link l ∈ PAi, node i calculates the estimated total weighted rate loss of
activating link l due to deactivation of links in set Ai under scheduling conflicts:

RLi
l =

∑

l′∈Ai,l′ conflicts with l

λl′ (t) r̄l′ (t) ,∀l ∈ PAi,

and the estimated total weighted rate improvement of activating link (i, j) is
RI i

ij = λij (t) r̄ij (t)−RLi
ij.

4. For each node i, find the node j∗ such that (i, j∗) = arg max(i,j)∈O(i) RI i
ij. If

RI i
ij∗ > 0, node i sends a matching message to node j∗ containing the value of

RI i
ij∗ . Otherwise, node i does nothing.

5. Upon receiving a matching message for link (j, i) from a neighbor node j, node
i calculates the estimated total weighted rate improvement of activating link
(j, i) taking into account of both nodes i and j, RIj

ji−RLi
ji. If RIj

ji−RLi
ji > 0,

node i sends a matched message to node j, and sends a drop message to all
neighboring links that violate the scheduling constraint with (j, i). Otherwise,
node i discards the corresponding matching message.

6. Upon receiving a matched message for link (i, j) from a neighbor node j, node
i updates PAi = PAi/ {(i, j)} and Ai = Ai ∪ {(i, j)} . Node i also sends out
a drop message to all neighboring links that violate the scheduling constraints
with (i, j).

7. Upon receiving a drop message for link (i, j) from a neighbor node j, node i
updates IAi = IAi ∪ {(i, j)}, Ai = Ai/ {(i, j)}.

8. If iMeg = L, stop. Otherwise, go to step (2) .

9. Links in set A = ∪i∈NA
i are allowed to transmit in time slot t.
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any information about the set PAi. In this case, a conservative stopping criterion

would be to stop after L rounds as in step 7.

Unified JSP Algorithm

Both matching scheduling algorithms are based on the estimated link rates in time

slot t. However, the estimations may not be very accurate, since the actual rates

depend on the scheduling and the power control results. Here we propose a uni-

fied JSP algorithm that solves the scheduling and power control together based on

the approach in Section 7.1.3. We allow each node to transmit on all its outgoing

links simultaneously, and enforce the scheduling constraints by introducing large self-

interference coefficients. The nodes then use the ADP algorithm as in Chapter 6.

When the algorithm converges, or after a maximum number of iterations is reached5,

only links with power level above a threshold will be allowed to transmit (with the

corresponding power level), and all other links are set to be inactive in the current

time slot.

Extensions to Multiple Simultaneous Transmissions or Receptions

In this section we extend the two matching scheduling algorithms and the Unified

JSP algorithm to the case where each node can simultaneously transmit to (or receive

from) multiple nodes. The main difficulty here is that transmitting to multiple nodes

require splitting a node’s transmission power among the corresponding links. As a

result, we need to modify the algorithms accordingly.

5Note that the convergence result of the ADP algorithm in Proposition 6.8 does not apply here.
This is due to the fact that some of the links will inevitably operate in the low SINR regimes in
the Unified JSP algorithm, where the g (γ) = B log (1 + γ) does not satisfy the restriction on the
coefficient of relative risk aversion in Proposition 6.8.
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First, we modify the link power allocation when estimating a link’s achievable

data rate, r̄l (t) in both matching scheduling algorithms. Instead of using P i,max on

each outgoing link, we could split the power evenly over all links in O (i) , i.e.,

r̄ij (t) = g

(
P i,maxhij

|O (i)|
(
n0 + Īij (t)

)
)

,

where |O (i)| is the size of set O (i). Another choice is to split the power such that

the marginal weighted rate on each link in O (i) is the same, i.e.,

r̄ij (t) = g

(
p̄ijhij

n0 + Īij (t)

)
,

where
∑

(i,j)∈O(i) p̄ij = P i,max, and λijg
′

(
p̄ijhij

(n0+Īij(t))

)
hij

(n0+Īij(t))
is the same for all links

(i, j) ∈ O (i) , λij being the weight for link (i, j).

Second, we modify the power allocation in the ADP algorithm. Each node i could

keep a resource price µi, similar to the dual price in Section 6.2.2, to decouple the

power allocation across the outgoing links. The resource prices can be updated as

µi (t + 1) =


µi (t) + κi




∑

(i,j)∈O(i)

pij (t)− P i,max






+

,∀i ∈ N .

We leave the analysis of such updating algorithms to future research.

7.2.3 Numerical Results

In this section, we compare the performance of different JSP algorithms in terms

of convergence speed and achievable utility. We also consider an off-line exhaustive

search algorithm and a random scheduling algorithm as benchmarks for comparison.

In the exhaustive search algorithm, we search for all feasible transmission schedules

during each time slot t, and find the maximum total weighted rate of each schedule by
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performing power control using the ADP algorithm. Then we pick the schedule that

yields the largest total weighted rate among all schedules.6 In the random scheduling

algorithm given in [NMR05], each node randomly chooses to transmit with probability

q in each time slot. If a node decides to transmit, it chooses the outgoing link that

yields the largest weighted rate, and transmits with maximum transmission power.

In all the simulations, we consider the kite-shaped network shown in Figure 7.4,

which consists of 6 nodes and 9 links (i.e., l1 to l9). This network is also considered

in [LS05], There are 5 source users (i.e., s1 to s5) in the network, with fixed routes

denoted by dashed arrows. Each user has a utility function us (xs) = log (xs) . The

channel gain hij = d−4
ij , where dij is the distance from node i to node j. The positions

of nodes 1 to 6 are (0, 0) , (0, 2) , (1, 1) , (2.2, 0) , (2.5, 2) and (3.5, 1) , respectively.

The bandwidth B = 10, the maximum power constraint P i,max = 1 for each nodes i,

and the background noise n0 = 0.1.

Performance of Different Interference Estimation Methods

Figure 7.5 compares the total network utility achieved by the different interference

estimation techniques described in Section 7.2.2, using matching scheduling algorithm

I. The interference averaging coefficient α is chosen to be 0.95. The performance of

the exhaustive search algorithm (which does not require interference estimation) is

also shown for comparison. The stepsize for the dual price updates is chosen to

be αl = 0.002 for each link l. The dual prices are initialized at the same random

values in all four cases. The exhaustive search algorithm yields a total network utility

6Notice that the exhaustive search algorithm may not be optimal for Problem JSCP, since the
ADP algorithm may not find the optimal power allocation, given a schedule, if the total weighted rate
is non-concave in power. However, empirical results in Chapter 6 indicate that the ADP algorithm
achieves a power allocation that is close to the globally optimal solution even when the problem is
not concave.
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Figure 7.4: The kite-shaped Network

of approximately −1. The matching algorithm I achieves the highest total network

utility with static interference estimation (close to exhaustive search), and also gives

the largest fluctuation around the converged value. In the rest of the simulations, we

will use the static method to estimate the interference.

Performance of Different JSP Algorithms

Here we compare the performance of different JSP algorithms. Figures 7.6 compares

the convergence in terms of total network utility of different algorithms. The stepsize

of dual price update is chosen to be αl = 0.002 for each link l. Both matching

algorithms I and II have similar complexity, and achieve almost identical total network

utility, which is close to the performance of the exhaustive search algorithm. The

Unified JSP is simpler since the scheduling is implicitly solved by the power control

algorithm. In this case, the links that have transmission power less than 5% of

the maximum are made inactive. The Unified JSP algorithm converges slower than

the matching algorithms, and achieves slightly less total utility, but exhibits fewer
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Figure 7.5: Total achievable utility of different interference estimation techniques with
matching algorithm I.

fluctuations around the converged value. All three proposed algorithms achieve much

better performance than the random scheduling algorithm, where nodes transmit with

probability q = 1/2 and pick the best outgoing link. Figure 7.7 shows the convergence

of end-to-end throughputs for different algorithms, where each curve represents the

instantaneous end-to-end throughput of one flow. They oscillate due to the changes

of the link prices as shown in Figure 7.8, where each curve represents the price of

one link in the network. The oscillations in the link prices are due to the scheduling

constraints.

7.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have considered cross layer design problems for wireless multi-hop

networks, in which congestion control (rate control), scheduling, and power control
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are jointly optimized. We first considered the joint rate and power control problem in

a simple relay network with three nodes, where the source node and relay node want

to send traffic to the destination node. We studied the case where the transmission

schedule over two successive time slots is fixed, and the transmission node has either

a fixed or adaptive power constraint over the two time slots. In this case, the total

utility optimization is a concave maximization problem over a compact convex set,

assuming high SINRs. We have proposed a dual-based distributed algorithm that

globally converges to the unique globally optimal solution. We then relaxed the fixed

scheduling constraint and discussed how the scheduling problem can be solved implic-

itly by associating large self-interference coefficients among conflicting links. We also

briefly discussed networks with general topologies, where total utility maximization

over link rates can be formulated as a concave (but not strictly concave) maximization

problem, and can again be solved by the dual decomposition technique.
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We then considered the joint congestion control, scheduling and power control

problem in a general multiple-hop wireless network with arbitrary topologies. The

problem can be decomposed into two subproblems by dual relaxation, where the

congestion control subproblem is solved by source users and the joint scheduling and

power control problem is solved by all the nodes in the network. In contrast to

many simplified models in the literature, we consider a case where the link capacities

are highly coupled with the global power assignment. We propose three heuristic

algorithms: two matching scheduling algorithms and a Unified JSP algorithms to

solve the joint scheduling and power control problem. In numerical examples, all three

algorithms display similar convergence behavior and attain a performance similar to

an offline exhaustive search algorithm. The algorithms perform much better than the

random scheduling algorithm proposed in [NMR05].

7.4 Appendix

7.4.1 Proof of Proposition 7.4

First note that uR
(
xR
)

is strictly concave in xR by definition. Using (7.10) and

(7.11) , we can eliminate the variables xS and rβ
1 , and verify that uS

(
xS
)

is strictly

concave in
(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
. This is because

uS
(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
, uS

(
xS
)

= uS
(
β
(
r̂β
1

(
rβ
2

)
+ rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1

)
,

where

r̂β
1

(
rβ
2

)
= g

(
h1

(
P S,max −

1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

)))
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with r̂β′
1

(
rβ
2

)
< 0 and r̂β′′

1

(
rβ
2

)
< 0. The Hessian matrix for uS

(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
is

HuS

=

[
HuS

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

HuS

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

HuS

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

, HuS

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

]

with

HuS

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

= uS′′
(
xS
) [

β
(
1 + r̂β′

1

(
rβ
2

))]2
+ uS′

(
xS
)
βr̂β′′

1

(
rβ
2

)
,

HuS

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

= uS′′
(
xS
)
(1− β) β

(
1 + r̂β′

1

(
rβ
2

))
,

HuS

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

= uS′′
(
xS
)
(1− β)2 .

From this it can be verified that HuS is negative definite.

Furthermore, if g (γ) = B log (γ), then as in Section 6.6.1 g
(
γ1−β

1

)
and g

(
γ1−β

3

)

are both strictly concave in terms of the variables
(
p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
=
(
log p1−β

1 , log p1−β
3

)

[Chi05]. It is then straightforward to show that the feasible region is convex and

compact under Assumptions 7.2 and 7.3. �

7.4.2 Proof of Theorem 7.5

Since in the high SINR regime g (γ) = B log (γ) satisfies the condition in Proposition

6.8, then step (4) will converge to the optimal solution of problem (7.20) . As in Chap-

ter 6, this requires a separation of time scales, where in each time slot we assume that

the ADP algorithm converges. Here, as in Section 7.4.1, we use the log transformed

variables
(
p̃1−β

1 , p̃1−β
3

)
=
(
log p1−β

1 , log p1−β
3

)
, and determine the variables xS and rβ

1

using the equality constraints.

From Proposition 7.4, Steps (3) and (4) of Algorithm 7.1 find the optimal values
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of 7

y (λ, µ) =
(
xR (λ, µ) , r (λ, µ) , p̃ (λ, µ)

)

=
(
xR (λ, µ) , rβ

2 (λ, µ) , r1−β
1 (λ, µ) , p̃1−β

1 (λ, µ) , p̃1−β
3 (λ, µ)

)

that maximizes the Lagrangian L (λ, µ,y) in (7.16) for fixed prices λ and µ.8 It is

easy to verify that there is a feasible interior point of Problem NUM2, thus there is no

duality gap between Problem NUM2 and Problem Dual-NUM2 [Ber99, Proposition

5.3.1]. Given an optimal dual solution (λ∗, µ∗) to Problem Dual-NUM2, y (λ∗, µ∗)

must be the optimal solution to Problem NUM2.

By Proposition 6.1.1 in [Ber99], Q (λ, µ) is continuously differentiable everywhere

with
∂Q (λ, µ)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
λ=λ(t)

= (1− β)
(
r1−β
1 (t)− g

(
γ1−β

1 (t)
))

and
∂Q (λ, µ)

∂µ

∣∣∣∣
µ=µ(t)

= xR (t) + βrβ
2 (t)− (1− β) g

(
γ1−β

3 (t)
)

.

Hence Step (5) of Algorithm 7.1 is a gradient projection algorithm for solving Problem

Dual-NUM2, with a fixed step size, κ. All that remains to be shown is that this

algorithm converges to an optimal pair of dual values, (λ∗, µ∗).

To do this as in the proof of Theorem 6.13, we will use Proposition 3.5 in [BT89],

which requires showing that the gradient of Q (λ, µ) is Lipschitz continuous and that

Q (λ, µ) is strongly convex. We first show that ∇2Q (λ, µ) is positive semidefinite.

Step 1: ∇2Q (λ, µ) is positive semidefinite. Let H = ∇2
yyL (λ, µ,y) be the Hessian

matrix of the Lagrangian L (λ, µ,y) in variables y =
(
xR, r, p̃

)
. Since L (λ, µ,y) is

7In this proof we assume the notation r =
(
rβ
2 , r1−β

1

)
and p̃ =

(
p̃1−β
1 , p̃1−β

3

)
.

8Note that y determines variables (x, r,p) in this case.
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separable in xR, r and p̃, H is the block diagonal matrix diag
(
HxR

,Hr,Hep) where

HxR

= uR′′
(
xR
)
, and

Hr =

[
Hr

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

Hr

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

]
,

where

Hr

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

= uS′′
(
xS
) [

β
(
1 + r̂β′

1

(
rβ
2

))]2
+ uS′

(
xS
)
βr̂β′′

1

(
rβ
2

)
, (7.40)

Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

= uS′′
(
xS
)
(1− β) β

(
1 + r̂β′

1

(
rβ
2

))
, (7.41)

Hr

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

= uS′′
(
xS
)
(1− β)2 . (7.42)

Here,

xS = β
(
r̂β
1

(
rβ
2

)
+ rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1 ,

r̂β′
1

(
rβ
2

)
= g′

(
h1P

S,max −
h1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

))(
−

h1

h2

f ′
(
rβ
2

))
< 0 (7.43)

r̂β′′
1

(
rβ
2

)
= g′′

(
h1P

S,max −
h1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

))(h1

h2

f ′
(
rβ
2

))2

+ g′

(
h1P

S,max −
h1

h2

f
(
rβ
2

))(
−

h1

h2

f ′′
(
rβ
2

))
< 0. (7.44)

Finally,

Hep = (1− β)




∂2(λg(γ1−β
1 )+µg(γ1−β

3 ))
∂(ep1−β

1 )
2 ,

∂2(λg(γ1−β
1 )+µg(γ1−β

3 ))
∂ep1−β

1 ∂ep1−β
3

∂2(λg(γ1−β
1 )+µg(γ1−β

3 ))
∂ep1−β

1 ∂ep1−β
3

,
∂2(λg(γ1−β

1 )+µg(γ1−β
3 ))

∂(ep1−β
3 )

2


 .

Since HxR

, Hr and Hep are all negative definite, so is H , and by [Ber99, Sect. 6.1]

∇2Q (λ, µ) = −∇c (y (λ, µ))T
H−1∇c (y (λ, µ)) .
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Here the gradient matrix

c(y)1×2 =


 (1− β)

(
r1−β
1 − g

(
γ1−β

1

))

xR + βrβ
2 − (1− β) g

(
γ1−β

3

)



T

.

Hence, ∇c (y)5×2 =
[
∇cxR (y)T ,∇cr (y)T ,∇cep (y)T

]T
, where

∇cxR (y) =
[

0, 1
]
,

∇cr (y) =

[
0, β

1− β, 0

]
,

∇cep (y) = − (1− β)

[
l11, l31
l13, l33

]
.

with lij = ∂g
(
γ1−β

i

)
/∂p̃1−β

j . This leads to

∇2Q (λ, µ) = −∇c (y (λ, µ))T
H−1∇c (y (λ, µ))

= −∇cxR (y)T
(
HxR

)−1

∇cxR (y)

−∇cr (y)T (Hr)−1∇cr (y)−∇cep (y)T (
Hep)−1

∇cep (y) ,

which is positive semidefinite [HJ85, oberv. 7.1.6].

Step 2: ∇Q (λ, µ) is Lipschitz continuous. Let ‖X‖2 denote the Euclidean norm

of matrix X. Given any (λ, µ) and (λ′, µ′), using Taylor’s Theorem, there exists some

α ∈ [0, 1] such that (λ′′, µ′′) = α (λ, µ) + (1− α) (λ′, µ′) satisfies:

‖∇Q (λ, µ)−∇Q (λ′, µ′)‖2 =
∥∥∇2Q (λ′′, µ′′)

∥∥
2
‖(λ, µ)− (λ′, µ′)‖2 , (7.45)
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where

∥∥∇2Q (λ′′, µ′′)
∥∥

2

≤

∥∥∥∥∇cxR (y)T
(
HxR

)−1

∇cxR (y)

∥∥∥∥
2

(7.46)

+
∥∥∥∇cr (y)T (Hr)−1∇cr (y)

∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∇cep (y)T (

Hep)−1
∇cep (y)

∥∥∥
2

≤

∥∥∥∥
(
HxR

)−1
∥∥∥∥

2

+
∥∥∥∇cr (y)T ∇cr (y)

∥∥∥
2

∥∥(Hr)−1
∥∥

2
+
∥∥∥∇cep (y)T ∇cep (y)

∥∥∥
2

∥∥∥
(
Hep)−1

∥∥∥
2

≤

∣∣∣∣
1

uR′′ (xR)

∣∣∣∣+
∥∥(Hr)−1

∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∇cep (y)T ∇cep (y)

∥∥∥
2

∥∥∥
(
Hep)−1

∥∥∥
2

(7.47)

Here we have used the properties of matrix norms [BT89, Props A.1 (d), A.12 (c),

A.24 (a) and A.25 (d)] and the fact that
∥∥∥∥∇cxR (y)T

(
HxR

)−1

∇cxR (y)

∥∥∥∥
2

=

∥∥∥∥
[

0 0
0 1

uR′′(xR)

]∥∥∥∥
2

=

∣∣∣∣
1

uR′′ (xR)

∣∣∣∣
∥∥∥∇cr (y)T ∇cr (y)

∥∥∥
2

=

∥∥∥∥
[

(1− β)2 , 0
0, β2

]∥∥∥∥
2

= max
{
(1− β)2 , β2

}
≤ 1

Next we show that each term in (7.47) can be upper-bounded by a positive finite

number.

First we have

∥∥∥∇cep (y)T ∇cep (y)
∥∥∥

2
(7.48)

=

∥∥∥∥
[

l211 + l213, l11l31 + l13l33
l11l31 + l13l33, l231 + l233

]∥∥∥∥
2

≤
[
max

{
l211 + l213 + l11l31 + l13l33, l

2
31 + l233 + l11l31 + l13l33

}]2
(7.49)

≤Kcep (7.50)

Inequality (7.49) is due to [BT89, Prop. A.25 (e)]. Since

lii = g′
(
γ1−β

i

)
γ1−β

i ,
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and

lij = g′
(
γ1−β

i

)(
γ1−β

i

)2 hjp
1−β
j

hip
1−β
i

, if j 6= i,

are both upper-bounded under Assumptions 7.2 and 7.3, we have that Kcep in (7.50)

is a finite positive constant.

What is left is to show that
∥∥(Hr)−1

∥∥
2

and
∥∥∥
(
Hep)−1

∥∥∥
2

are finite. We know that

the Euclidean norm of the inverse of a symmetric, nonsingular matrix is equal to the

reciprocal of the smallest magnitude of an eigenvalue of the matrix [BT89, Prop. A.25].

Let |λ|rmin

(
|λ|

ep
min

)
denote the smallest magnitude of an eigenvalue of matrix Hr

(
Hep). Hence

|λ|rmin

≥−
Hr

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

Hr

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

−
(
Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

)2

Hr

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

+ Hr

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

=−
(1− β)2 βU ′′

S

(
xS
)
uS′
(
xS
)
r̂β′′
1

(
rβ
2

)

uS′′ (xS)
[
β
(
1 + r̂β′

1

(
rβ
2

))]2
+ uS′ (xS) βr̂β′′

1

(
rβ
2

)
+ uS′′ (xS) (1− β)2

≥
1

KH
r

> 0.

Here we used Assumption 7.2, (7.43)and (7.44) , and that

f ′ (r) =
1

g′ (f (r))
,

and

f ′′ (r) = −
g′′ (f (r))

[g′ (f (r))]3
.

Also,

|λ|
ep
min ≥

1

KHep > 0
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from Assumptions 7.2 and 7.3 and Proposition 6.8 of Chapter 6. This leads to

∥∥∇2Q (λ′′, µ′′)
∥∥

2
≤ KH

r +
1

α
+ KcepKHep ≡ J <∞. (7.51)

Together (7.51) and (7.45) imply that ∇Q (λ, µ) is Lipschitz continuous.

Step 3: Q (λ, µ) is strongly convex, i.e., ∇2Q (λ, µ) − δI is positive semidefinite

for all (λ, µ) [BT89, Prop. A.41] for a small enough value δ > 0. Since we already

know ∇2Q (λ, µ) is positive definite, the only thing to show is that the eigenvalues

of ∇2Q (λ, µ) are lower-bounded away from zero. Since −∇cr (y)T (Hr)−1∇cr (y),

−
(
HxR

)−1

and −∇cep (y)T (
Hep)−1

∇cep (y) are all positive semidefinite, all of them

have nonnegative eigenvalues. Let

F = − (∇cr (y))−1
Hr

(
∇cr (y)T

)−1

=




Hr

r
1−β
1 ,r

1−β
1

(1−β)2

Hr

r
β
2 ,r

1−β
1

β(1−β)
Hr

r
β
2 ,r

1−β
1

β(1−β)

Hr

r
β
2 ,r

β
2

β2


 ,

we have

‖F ‖2 ≤ max





∣∣∣Hr

r1−β
1 ,r1−β

1

∣∣∣

(1− β)2 +

∣∣∣Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

∣∣∣
β (1− β)

,

∣∣∣Hr

rβ
2 ,rβ

2

∣∣∣
β2

+

∣∣∣Hr

rβ
2 ,r1−β

1

∣∣∣
β (1− β)



 ≤ KF <∞.

By Assumption 7.2 and (7.42) to (7.44) , the eigenvalues of

F−1 = −∇cr (y)T (Hr)−1∇cr (y)

are therefore lower bounded by 1/KF , and this also applies to eigenvalues of∇2Q (λ, µ)

[HJ85, prop. 4.3.3]. Hence ∇2Q (λ, µ) − δI is positive semidefinite for all (λ, µ) if

δ < 1/KF .

Step 4: Since Problem NUM2 has a finite maximum, the objective of Prob-

lem Dual-NUM2 is lower bounded. Combining these observations with the Lipschitz

condition implies that there is a unique dual optimum (λ∗, µ∗), and for small enough

κ, the gradient projection algorithm converges to (λ∗, µ∗) [BT89, Prop. 3.5]. �
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7.4.3 Proof of Proposition 7.6

By definition, uR
(
xR
)

is strictly concave in xR. We want to show uS
(
xS
)

is strictly

concave in
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)
. We have

uS
(
xS
)

= uS
(
β
(
z + rβ

2

)
+ (1− β) r1−β

1

)

where

z = r̂β
1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)
= g

(
h1

(
pS,β − f

(
rβ
2

)
/h2

))
.

Here

z′pS,β =
∂r̂β

1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)

∂pS,β
= g′ (·) h1 > 0,

z′′pS,β =
∂2r̂β

1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)

∂ (pS,β)2 = g′′ (·) (h1)
2 < 0,

z′
rβ
2

=
∂r̂β

1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)

∂rβ
2

= g′ (·)

(
−

h1

h2

)
f ′
(
rβ
2

)
< 0,

z′′
rβ
2

=
∂2r̂β

1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)

∂
(
rβ
2

)2

= g′′ (·)

[
−

h1

h2

f ′
(
rβ
2

)]2

+ g′ (·)

(
−

h1

h2

)
f ′′
(
rβ
2

)
< 0,

z′′
pS,β ,rβ

2

=
∂2r̂β

1

(
pS,β, rβ

2

)

∂pS,β∂rβ
2

= g′′ (·)

(
−

(h1)
2

h2

f ′
(
rβ
2

))
> 0,

with g′ (·) = g′
(
h1

(
pS,β − f

(
rβ
2

)
/h2

))
and g′′ (·) = g′′

(
h1

(
pS,β − f

(
rβ
2

)
/h2

))
.
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The first order partial derivatives of uS
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)
are

∂uS
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)

∂pS,β
= uS′

(
xS
)
βz′pS,β ,

∂uS
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)

∂rβ
2

= uS′
(
xS
)
β
(
z′

rβ
2

+ 1
)

,

and
∂uS

(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)

∂r1−β
1

= uS′
(
xS
)
(1− β) .

The Hessian matrix of uS
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)
is

HuS =




HpS,β ,pS,β , HpS,β ,rβ
2
, HpS,β ,r1−β

1

HpS,β ,rβ
2
, Hrβ

2 ,rβ
2
, Hrβ

2 ,r1−β
1

HpS,β ,r1−β
1

, Hrβ
2 ,r1−β

1
, Hr1−β

1 ,r1−β
1


 ,

where

HpS,β ,pS,β = uS′′
(
xS
) (

βz′pS,β

)2
+ uS′

(
xS
)
βz′′pS,β < 0,

Hrβ
2 ,rβ

2
= uS′′

(
xS
) [

β
(
z′

rβ
2

+ 1
)]2

+ uS′
(
xS
)
βz′′

rβ
2

< 0,

Hr1−β
1 ,r1−β

1
= uS′′

(
xS
)
(1− β)2 < 0,

HpS,β ,rβ
2

= uS′′
(
xS
)
β2z′pS,β

(
z′

rβ
2

+ 1
)

+ uS′
(
xS
)
βz′′

pS,β ,rβ
2

,

HpS,β ,r1−β
1

= uS′′
(
xS
)
β (1− β) z′pS,β ,

Hrβ
2 ,r1−β

1
= uS′′

(
xS
)
β (1− β)

(
z′

rβ
2

+ 1
)

.

We next evaluate the determinants of the leading principle minors of HuS . First,
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HpS,β ,pS,β is negative. The determinant of the 2 by 2 leading principle minor is

HpS,β ,pS,βHrβ
2 ,rβ

2
−
(
HpS,β ,rβ

2

)2

=uS′′
(
xS
)
uS′
(
xS
)
β3

((
z′

rβ
2

+ 1
)3

z′′pS,β −
(
−z′pS,βz

′′
rβ
2

+ 2z′
rβ
2

z′′
pS,β ,rβ

2

+ z′′
pS,β ,rβ

2

)
z′pS,β

)

+
(
uS′
(
xS
))2

β2

(
z′′pS,βz

′′
rβ
2

−
(
z′′

pS,β ,rβ
2

)2
)

=uS′′
(
xS
)
uS′
(
xS
)
β3h2

1

(
g′′ (·) h2 − (g′ (·))

3
h1f

′′
(
rβ
2

))
/h2

+
(
uS′
(
xS
))2

β2

(
g′′ (·) g′ (·) (h1)

2

(
−

h1

h2

)
f ′′
(
rβ
2

))

>0

Finally,

det HuS

=HpS,β ,pS,βHrβ
2 ,rβ

2
Hr1−β

1 ,r1−β
1

+ 2HpS,β ,rβ
2
Hrβ

2 ,r1−β
1

HpS,β ,r1−β
1

−
(
HpS,β ,r1−β

1

)2

Hrβ
2 ,rβ

2
−
(
HpS,β ,rβ

2

)2

Hr1−β
1 ,r1−β

1
−
(
Hrβ

2 ,r1−β
1

)2

HpS,β ,pS,β

=uS′′
(
xS
) (

uS′
(
xS
))2

(1− β)2 β2

(
z′′pS,βz

′′
rβ
2

−
(
z′′

pS,β ,rβ
2

)2
)

=uS′′
(
xS
) (

uS′
(
xS
))2

(1− β)2 β2

(
g′′ (·) g′ (·) (h1)

2

(
−

h1

h2

)
f ′′
(
rβ
2

))

<0.

Hence, we have shown that HuS is negative definite, and uS
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)
is a strictly

concave function in
(
pS,β, rβ

2 , r1−β
1

)
. �



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The main theme of this thesis is to study resource allocation in various wireless com-

munication networks. By using a unified utility-based framework, we have proposed

simple, efficient and fair resource allocation schemes for both centralized and decen-

tralized wireless networks. In this chapter, we briefly discuss some key open issues for

which further study is necessary: extensions on scheduling with hybrid ARQ (Sec-

tion 8.1), extensions on spectrum sharing models (Section 8.2), and extensions on

cross-layer design for wireless networks (Section 8.3).

8.1 Extensions on Scheduling with Hybrid ARQ

In Chapter 3 we examined the scheduling problem with type II hybrid ARQ. We have

considered two cases: linear utility functions with Poisson arrivals, and decreasing

concave utility functions with no arrivals. In both cases, the optimal policies are

fixed-priority rules, and the priorities can be calculated in closed form or through an

iterative algorithm. It is natural to ask what are the optimal policies if we allow more

general utility and arrival processes combinations.
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8.1.1 Scheduling with Linear Utility and Stationary Arrivals

The scheduling problem with linear utility functions and stationary arrival processes

can be formulated as the branching bandits problem, which is defined by Weiss in

[Wei88]: a single server is responsible for serving several classes of jobs, with a similar

performance criterion as in the Klimov model [Kli74]. At each service completion,

however, the served customer is replaced by a random number of jobs of every other

class. The distribution of replacement jobs are determined by the the class of job

that has just been served. This model is more general than the Klimov model, since

it can model arbitrary stationary random processes (including the Poisson process).

The branching bandits problem is typically solved as an extension of the classical

multi-armed bandit problem defined in Chapter 2. The other approach for solving it

would be the achievable region approach, which is useful in solving optimal control

problems for stochastic systems by characterizing the space of all possible perfor-

mance of the system and optimizing the overall system-wide performance objective

over this space. A recent review of the achievable region approach can be found

in [DGNM99], and its applications in solving the branching bandits problem can be

found in [BPT95]. The optimal scheduling policies for scheduling with linear utility

functions and stationary arrival processes are again characterized by priority rules

(possibly randomized, as opposed to fixed).

8.1.2 Scheduling with Decreasing Concave Utility and Sta-
tionary Arrivals

The scheduling problem with decreasing concave utility functions and stationary ar-

rival processes can be formulated as a restless bandit problem as defined in Chapter

2. We set one bandit process to be “active”, corresponding to the queue that is
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scheduled in the current time slot. The active state transitions depend on that user’s

arrival process and the decoding result of the transmitted packet. We set the other

bandit processes to be “passive”, and their state transition probabilities only depend

on the arrival of new jobs of the corresponding users.

As we mentioned in chapter 2, finding an optimal rule for the general restless

bandit model is still an open problem. Some efforts on characterizing the performance

of some heuristic scheduling rules by using linear programming relaxation/partial

conservation laws are reported in [BNM00].

8.1.3 Other Issues

There are other related issues that might be interesting for future research. One

possibility is to include feedback delay into the scheduling model. A non-idling policy

may not be optimal in that case, since each transmission of a new packet could

prevent the base station from immediately retransmitting the previous packet in case

of decoding failure. Another issue is to include time-varying and possibly non-ergodic

channels into the scheduling model. In that case, the scheduling policy must account

for channel changes and a stationary policy may not be optimal. Also, we can allow

variable-length retransmissions as in [VTH03], which might help to improve the total

throughput but would also significantly complicate the scheduling model, since the

scheduler would need to decide to whom to transmit and how much to transmit.

8.2 Extensions of Spectrum Sharing Models

In Chapter 5, we studied spectrum sharing in an exclusive use model, with one in-

terference temperature constraint for one piece of spectrum resource. In Chapter 6
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we studied spectrum sharing in the commons model without a central network iden-

tity. Both single-carrier and multi-carrier cases have been studied in the context of a

single-hop (P2P) network.

8.2.1 Stackelberg Game with Selfish Interference Manager

So far we have only considered the case where the interference manager adjusts the

price such that almost all the available power is used by the secondary users (agents).

The assumption is that the interference manager is not selfish and would not manip-

ulate the price to maximize his revenue.

In practice, the spectrum owner might be motivated to extract the greatest revenue

from the agents instead of trying to maximize the agents’ aggregated utility. In

that case, we can model the interference manager as a selfish user who chooses a

revenue-maximizing price. If we assume that agents always make bids conditional

on the prices, then the interaction between the interference manager and the agents

can be modeled by a Stackelberg game [BS02]. The interference manager could also

manipulate the total resources (e.g., the total bandwidth or the total received power)

to maximize his revenue. We would like to quantify the efficiency loss due to the selfish

behavior of the interference manager and give sufficient conditions under which the

NE of the Stackelberg game coincides with the ε-Pareto optimal or even ε-socially

optimal solution.

8.2.2 Multiple Measurement Points (MPs)

In practice, the spectrum owner may want to enforce interference temperature con-

straints at several distinct locations, e.g., in a system where the primary user has

several receivers. The auction mechanisms described in Chapter 5 can be generalized
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to this case. Assume one single interference manager is responsible for allocating the

received power at all MPs. Each agent submits a vector bid to the interference man-

ager, one component for each MP. The maximum received power (a received power

quota) at each MP is allocated to the agents using the proportional allocation rule,

and each agent chooses a transmission power such that the received power at each

MP is no larger than the allocated quota.

Different pricing schemes might lead to different allocations in this case. If agents

are charged by the interference generated at the MPs, then discriminant pricing across

MPs may lead to better system efficiency than uniform pricing. No matter which

pricing scheme is used, it is very likely that one or more of the interference temperature

constraints are not tight. It might be of computational interest to see at what stage

such “loose” constraints could be removed so that the dimensions of the agents’

strategy space can be reduced, which in turn lead to reduced information exchange

overhead.

8.2.3 Two-sided Markets

The market we discussed in Chapter 5 is a monopoly market, where there is only

one seller who offers a spectrum resource. A more interesting extension is to con-

sider a two-sided market with multiple sellers (spectrum owners) and multiple buyers

(agents). Each seller is willing to sell the resource to multiple buyers, and each buyer

may want to consume resources from multiple sellers.

We can model this two-sided markets as a pure exchange economy. We would

like to find a set of prices for the resources for which there is no excess demand,

i.e., an efficient Walrasian equilibrium [MCWG95]. This model is different from the

previous multiple MPs model, since here the resource constraints in different bands
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are uncoupled. Thus it is always possible to find market clearing prices for each seller.

In terms of the auction design, the resource allocation in a two-sided market can

be done through a double auction [FR93]. A double auction has two main imple-

mentations [KDL01]: (a) the continuous double auction, and (b) the clearinghouse,

or continuous call auction. The former is more suitable for markets where the value

of goods are rapidly changing (e.g., financial markets), and the latter is more suitable

for our problem. As for the case of a divisible auction in the single seller case, we

need to modify the traditional double auction mechanisms to take into account the

externalities among agents.

8.2.4 Pricing-based CSMA/CA

In a lightly-loaded system where users do not always have packets to send, using

Carrier-sense multiple-access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) might yield higher

average throughput than CDMA, due to its ability to create an interference-free

transmission environment. Recent work on modeling selfish users in a CSMA/CA

network can be found in [CGAH05,KV03,Kon02]. We would like to know whether

such a system can achieve better aggregate throughput by allowing users to exchange

some pricing information. Since in CSMA/CA there is no (explicit) interference

during a successful transmission, each user could have a utility function that is a

function of the transmission delay, and announce a price reflecting his marginal utility

(delay sensitivity). Users then adjust their transmission probabilities (contention

window sizes) based on the price information. We want to compare the performance

improvement of the proposed algorithm with the existing IEEE 802.11 media access

scheme.
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8.3 Extensions of Cross-layer Design for Wireless

Networks

In Chapter 7, we extended the results of Chapter 6 to a multi-hop network, with a

focus on joint congestion control, scheduling and power control. Simulation results

showed that this cross-layer design approach can dramatically increase the network

performance.

One future direction is to prove performance bounds on the proposed heuristic

algorithms. For example, it has been shown in [Hoe04] that the distributed weighted

maximum matching algorithm used in our matching algorithm I can achieve at least

half of the maximum total weighted rate, assuming that the link rates are indepen-

dent of the power levels. It would be useful to see how this lower bound changes

when we allow the link rates to be dependent on the global power allocation. Also,

the performance of the Unified JSP algorithm depends on the scheduling threshold

values for the link powers, and it would be interesting to analytically characterize the

relationship between the performance and the threshold values.

Another direction is to consider “channel-aware” scheduling, where the channel

gains are taken into account during the scheduling stage. In other words, we can

eliminate strong interference among links by scheduling them in different time slots,

which would then reduce the complexity of the power control algorithm.
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